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Abstract

This thesis consists of three self-contained essays.

Essay 1, �Dispatchers�, is a study of a specialized service sector that has arisen

in many developing countries, assisting individuals and �rms in their contacts with

the government bureaucracy.

It is a well-established fact that the government bureaucracy in many develop-

ing countries is large, di¢ cult to understand, non-transparent and time-consuming.

However, �de jure�bureaucratic procedures sometimes have little to do with how

�rms or individuals actually go about when dealing with the government bureau-

cracy. One institution that has emerged in many countries is a specialized intermedi-

ary, henceforth called dispatcher, that assists individuals and �rms in their contacts

with the public sector. It is often the workings of this �de facto�institution, rather

than the de jure procedure, that determines outcomes. A model where �rms de-

mand a license from the government bureaucracy is developed in order to address

two sets of questions related to the use of dispatchers. First, what is the impact of

dispatchers on time and resources that �rms spend in obtaining licenses and what is

the impact on the degree of informality, i.e. on the fraction of �rms that choose to

not get the license? How do these results depend on the organization of bureaucrats

and dispatchers, the regulatory framework and the extent of corruption in the bu-

reaucracy? Second, what are the incentives of corrupt bureaucrats and dispatchers

to try to make regulation more/less complicated? When are the incentives of bu-

reaucrats and dispatchers to create �red tape�aligned? Ultimately and ideally, the

answers to these questions can help explain why reforms of the public sector have

been so di¢ cult.

Essay 2, �Informal �rms, investment incentives and formalization�, studies in-

vestment, growth and possible formalization of small informal �rms in developing

countries.

In a typical developing country, the majority of small �rms are informal and entry

costs into formality are high. This paper is motivated by these two observations.
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It asks the question of what can be expected in terms of �rm investment, growth

and formalization in such a setting. It also studies the e¤ects of policies towards

the informal sector on formalization decisions. I show that the investment paths

and growth trajectories di¤er substantially between �rms that choose to formalize

and those (ex-ante almost identical �rms) that do not. Second, the formalization

decision depends non-trivially on the productivity of the informal �rm, due to the

balancing of an accumulation e¤ect and a threshold e¤ect. This, in turn, has an

e¤ect on how policies towards the informal sector should be designed. Third, when

aggregating over �rms, the long-run �rm size distribution exhibits a range of small

�rms and a range of larger �rms, but also a �missing middle�, much in line with

actual �rm size distributions observed in developing countries. Fourth, the long-run

�rm-size distribution turns out to depend on the initial �rm-level stock of capital,

a result that can be interpreted as a poverty/informality trap.

Essay 3, �Compositional and dynamic La¤er e¤ects in a model with constant

returns to scale�, studies dynamic e¤ects of tax cuts.

There is a renewed interest in the dynamic e¤ects of tax cuts on government

revenue. The possibility of tax cuts paying for themselves over time de�nitely seems

like an attractive option for policy makers. This paper looks at what conditions

are required for reductions in capital taxes to be fully self-�nancing. This is done

in a model with constant returns to scale in broad capital. Such a framework

exhibits growth; the scope for self-�nancing tax cuts is therefore di¤erent than in

the neoclassical growth model, most recently studied by Mankiw and Weinzierl

(2006) and Leeper and Yang (2008). Compared to previous literature, I make a

methodological contribution in the de�nition of La¤er e¤ects and clarify the role of

compositional and dynamic e¤ects in making tax cuts self-�nancing. I also provide

simple analytical expressions for what tax rates are required for tax cuts to be fully

self-�nancing. The results show that large distortions are required to get La¤er

e¤ects. Introducing a labor/leisure choice into the model opens up a new avenue for

such e¤ects, however.
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Preface

One of the essays in this thesis, chapter 4, was written at the Department of

Economics at Stockholm University. It constituted my licentiate thesis, defended

during the autumn of 2005. It was written under the guidance of Jonas Agell, who

passed away in 2007.

During the short time I knew Jonas, I experienced not only a very skilled and

analytically minded researcher and advisor. Jonas also cared much for the people

in his surroundings; colleagues, students and others alike. Whenever I had meetings

with Jonas he was very positive and encouraging, from which I bene�ted much. I

often think of Jonas.

I think it was the curiosity to learn and understand more, combined with ex-

periences from di¤erent situations while traveling and living in a few countries in

Latin America, that made me take the decision to quit my job at Ericsson Brazil

and apply to the PhD program in Economics. At some stage into the program,

when I �rst started talking to Jakob Svensson about the informal sector in Latin
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that I wanted to have Jakob as an advisor.

If I were to single out one aspect - out of many - for which to thank Jakob, it

would be for your encouragement, support and for believing in me and my projects.

It has made all the di¤erence over the past years. For this I am forever indebted.

I am sincerely grateful, not only for discussions, feedback, careful reading and

thoughtful advice on how to move forward. I would also like to thank you for

supporting and rendering possible the di¤erent ways in which this thesis has come

about; including much useful and highly appreciated work periods in the U.S. and

Brazil. Your advice has been the decisive factor in my process of learning how to

formulate a research idea and take it to a paper.

I also want to thank you for showing support in a broader sense than the purely

work-related, for listening and for being accessible. I am sincerely grateful for your

constant encouragement and advice.

I would like to thank all Professors, graduate students and administrative sta¤

at the IIES. Thanks to its people, "The Institute" is not only an exceptional place

to do research but is also characterized by a friendly and encouraging atmosphere. I

have discussed my work with Professors and graduate students, which I acknowledge
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in the relevant chapters. I am indebted to David Strömberg and Fabrizio Zilibotti

for guiding and supporting me at an early stage of the program and to John Hassler,
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to discuss my work. I would like to thank Christina Lönnblad and Annika Andreas-

son for highly professional administration and for assistance in �nalizing this thesis.

I would also like to thank Christina for excellent editorial assistance.

I want to express my gratitude to the Department of Economics, where I started

my PhD-studies. I am indebted to Ingela Arvidsson and Karl Eriksson for sup-

port. Financial support from Handelsbankens Forskningsstiftelser, Stockholms Uni-

versitets Donationsstipendier and Knut och Alice Wallenbergs Stiftelse is gratefully

acknowledged.

A few years back, I had the opportunity to spend one semester at the University

of California at Berkeley. I want to thank its Economics faculty and PhD-students.

I also spent six weeks at Fundação Getulio Vargas (FGV) in Rio de Janeiro. Maria

Cristina Terra and Samuel Pessôa made my stay there possible, for which I am very

grateful. I also thank FGV�s PhD-students.

During my PhD-studies, I have received di¤erent kinds of support, at various

stages, from Anita Karlsson, Christina Lönnblad, Hans Wijkander and Jonas Häck-

ner. I want you to know that I am very grateful.

I am forever indebted to Leena and Seija. Without your support, this thesis

would never have been written.

When I started the program, I remember having the expectation of getting to

know many interesting people, thinking that an international PhD-program in Eco-

nomics would bring together people with a lot of di¤erent backgrounds and interests.

This turned out to be very much true. It has been a true privilege to be in the en-

vironment that the PhD-program and the "Economics environment" in Stockholm

constitutes!

I am indebted to Ulrika Stavlöt and Andreas Madestam, who guided me prior

to starting the program. Many thanks also to fellow PhD-students at Stockholm

University from the �rst years: Daria Finocchiaro, Helena Holmlund, Irina Slinko,

Jaewon Kim, Magnus Wiberg, Martina Björkman, Mirco Tonin, Virginia Queijo von

Heideken and, in particular, Anna Larsson, for much appreciated encouragement and

friendship.

Another colleague, José Mauricio Prado, became a good friend from the start.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The �rst essay in this thesis, �Dispatchers�, is a study of a specialized service sec-

tor that has arisen in many developing countries, assisting individuals and �rms

in their contacts with the government bureaucracy. The second essay, �Informal

�rms, investment incentives and formalization�, studies investment, growth and

possible formalization of small informal �rms in developing countries. The third

essay, �Compositional and dynamic La¤er e¤ects in a model with constant returns

to scale�, studies dynamic e¤ects of tax cuts.

The motivation for the �rst two essays, �Dispatchers�and �Informal �rms, in-

vestment incentives and formalization�, comes from the observation that the gov-

ernment bureaucracy in many developing countries is large, di¢ cult to understand,

non-transparent and time-consuming. Going through procedures at the government

bureaucracy can be very costly, both in terms of �nancial resources and time costs.

For individuals, procedures such as getting an ID, getting a passport, getting

birth certi�cates, opening a bank account, paying utility bills, receiving one�s pen-

sion, getting the license plates to a new car and regulating the purchase of a used

car, frequently involve many interactions with a multitude of government o¢ ces.

For �rms, procedures such as starting the �rm itself, maintaining the legal status of

the �rm, obtaining licenses and permits, employing workers, clearing goods through

customs, paying taxes and even closing the �rm, are all examples of procedures that

can be very costly. As for the time it takes individuals and �rms to go through

bureaucratic procedures, the di¤erence between a typical developing country and,

say, the average OECD-country, can be large indeed.

Take the procedure to start a �rm as an example. Information on such start-
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

up procedures, i.e. the procedures a �rm must go through, at the government

bureaucracy, in order to register as a legal entity, are reported by a World Bank

project (�Doing Business�). The Doing Business project has documented di¤erent

aspects of the business environment, across the globe, over the last 5-10 years (see

Djankov et al., 2002; World Bank, 2009a). Whereas the �nancial cost to start a

�rm is USD 370 in the United States, the average cost in Latin America is around

USD 1240, The average monthly income per capita was USD 3840 in the United

States in 2007, meaning that three days of work generate an income equal to the

�rm start-up cost. In Latin America, the average monthly income was one tenth as

much, or USD 380. Thus, it takes more than three months of work to generate an

income equal to the �rm start-up cost.

One shortcoming in the discussion of bureaucracy above is that often the �de

facto� way of �rms� and individuals� dealings with the bureaucracy has little to

do with formal �de jure� procedures. One institution that has emerged in many

countries is a specialized intermediary, henceforth called "dispatcher", which assists

individuals and �rms in bureaucratic contacts. In many cases �rms and individuals

simply do not go to the bureaucracy, but use a dispatcher instead. Consider, for

instance, the procedure to start up a business in Brazil: According to the o¢ cial

procedure, the potential entrant has to go through up to 17 di¤erent steps. Although

the total �nancial burden is not extremely high, the time cost �both in completing

all the steps and in waiting to get the actual license (152 days) - is high (World

Bank, 2009a).

However, registered businesses in Brazil report little problems in going through

the procedure (Stone et al, 1996). An intermediary agent such as a �contador�or

a �despachante�acts �at least in some instances - much as a "one stop shop" for

entrant �rms and virtually all �rms go through such an intermediary, instead of

through the bureaucracy itself (Stone et al, 1996; Zylbersztajn and Graça, 2003;

Zylbersztajn et al., 2007). More generally, in Brazil and elsewhere there are in-

termediaries to assist with most, if not all, interactions with the bureaucracy that

�rms, or individuals, may need to go through. What this means is thus that in

many circumstances, the �de jure�procedure has been replaced by the �de facto�

institution of �dispatchers�.

In the �rst essay, "Dispatchers", I build a model where �rms demand a license

from the government bureaucracy and where the licenses can be acquired either by
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going through the "de jure" bureaucratic procedure, by bribing corrupt bureaucrats

or through dispatchers. Firms can also remain informal, i.e. choose to not get

the license at all. To the best of my knowledge, this is one of the �rst papers

to set up a model of bureaucracy intermediation, discuss and formally model the

interaction between bureaucrats and dispatchers, discuss and model the organization

of bureaucrats and of dispatchers, and study the e¤ects of dispatchers on license

allocations and informality.

In the paper, �rms want to use dispatchers because these save time for �rms.

Bureaucrats, on the other hand, use dispatchers as a means of increasing corruption

revenue. The paper is centered around two sets of questions: First, what is the

impact of dispatchers on time and resources that �rms spend in obtaining licenses

and what is the impact on the degree of informality, i.e. on the fraction of �rms that

choose to not get the license? How do these results depend on the organization of

bureaucrats and dispatchers, the regulatory framework and the extent of corruption

in the bureaucracy?

The second set of questions relates to the incentives of bureaucrats and dis-

patchers. What are the incentives of corrupt bureaucrats and dispatchers to try

to make regulation more/less complicated? When are the incentives of bureaucrats

and dispatchers to create "red tape" aligned? To what extent do the answers to

these questions depend on the organization of bureaucrats and dispatchers? Ulti-

mately and ideally, the answers to these questions can help explain why reforms of

the public sector have been so di¢ cult.1

The analysis shows that dispatchers can contribute substantially to improve wel-

fare, something which contrasts with the few previous papers on the subject. I also

show that dispatchers can reduce informality in bureaucratic procedures, whereas

this extensive margin is often ignored in papers concerned with license allocations.

The conditions under which bureaucrats and dispatchers have incentives to create

red tape, possibly reversing welfare gains, are also analyzed. I argue that the in-

centives to create red tape can be stronger when there are dispatchers, as compared

to the situation when such middlemen do not exist. As a consequence, although

dispatchers ceteris paribus increase welfare in the model, their existence can also

make reform of the public sector more di¢ cult.

1Although the model in chapter 2 concerns �rms, it can be broadly interpreted. That is, it can
hopefully serve as a model for also understanding individuals�use of dispatchers.



4 Chapter 1. Introduction

In an extension of the main analysis, I show that the welfare implications of the

dispatcher sector change dramatically when the role of dispatchers is to facilitate

"rule breaking", rather than to save time for �rms.

Having analyzed the "de facto" institution of dispatchers, in the next essay,

�Informal �rms, investment incentives and formalization�, I instead take the "de

jure" costs of the bureaucracy literally. This essay is concerned with one speci�c

bureaucratic procedure: �rm formalization. It studies �rms�decision of whether to

become formal, i.e. to go through the procedure at the government bureaucracy to

register as a legal entity.

An important motivation for chapter 3 is that, in a typical developing country,

the majority of small �rms are informal. That is, �rms have not gone through the

procedure to register as a legal entity. This observation is well-established. A recent

enterprise survey in Brazil shows that 90% of the smallest �rms, i.e. of �rms with

1-5 employees, have not gone through the procedure to register (SEBRAE, 2005).

An enterprise survey in Mexico, the other large Latin American economy, shows

similar values (INEGI, 2003). Studies and accounts from other developing countries

indicate similar degrees of informality among the smallest �rms in the economy.

I take literally the observation that going through the registration procedure

at the government bureaucracy is very costly in terms of �nancial resources, as

compared to typical capital stock replacement values or pro�t levels of the smallest

�rms. Using a dynamic model, I address the question of what is the e¤ect of large

formalization costs on investment, growth and the formalization decision for small

informal �rms. I also study the e¤ects of policies towards the informal sector, on

the same investment and formalization decisions.2

How do formalization costs, to be paid at some future date, a¤ect investment

today? At what �rm size and when do �rms choose, if at all, to become formal?

What are the crucial parameters a¤ecting �rm formalization? What is the e¤ect

2The informal sector has interested academics for more than 35 years. For the questions I
study, the most important reference is probably de Soto (1989) who focused on the widespread
informality observed in Peru and how such informality can result from a complex bureaucratic and
legal system that does not correspond to the needs of ordinary citizens. The work by Djankov et
al. (2002) and World Bank (2009a) follows in the vein of de Soto in that it focuses on the amount
of regulation in di¤erent countries and the e¤ects of (over-) regulating on e.g. business start-up
and informality.
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of credit constraints on the formalization decision? Can formalization costs lead to

poverty traps? How can the government a¤ect the formalization decision?

Similarly to the other two essays in this thesis, the analysis in chapter 3 is mainly

positive rather than normative, although the model also includes a policy parameter

by which the government can a¤ect the informal sector�s incentives to invest and

formalize.

The contribution of chapter 3 is that, to the best of my knowledge, it is the

�rst paper to use a dynamic framework to explicitly focus on investment incentives

and growth of informal �rms, in anticipation of formalization. The main results

emerging from the model are that the investment paths and growth trajectories

di¤er substantially between �rms that choose to formalize and those (ex-ante almost

identical �rms) that do not. Second, the formalization decision depends non-trivially

on the productivity of the informal �rm, due to the balancing of an accumulation

e¤ect and a threshold e¤ect. This, in turn, has an e¤ect on how policies towards

the informal sector should be designed. Third, when aggregating over �rms, the

long-run �rm size distribution exhibits a range of small �rms and a range of larger

�rms but also a "missing middle", much in line with actual �rm size distributions

observed in developing countries (Bigsten et al. 2004, Tybout, 2000). Fourth, the

long-run �rm-size distribution turns out to depend on the initial �rm-level stock of

capital, a result that can be interpreted as a poverty/informality trap.

Chapter 4, �Compositional and dynamic La¤er e¤ects in a model with constant

returns to scale�, is a public �nance paper and not connected to the two previous

essays. It studies dynamic e¤ects of tax cuts.

In an AK-model, Agell and Persson (2001) both de�ned dynamic La¤er e¤ects

of taxes on physical capital and identi�ed what conditions are required to get self-

�nancing tax cuts. I modify the analysis of these authors by introducing human

capital and a labor/leisure choice in the AK-model to make three main points. First,

I further de�ne "La¤er e¤ects" in the constant returns models by dividing e¤ects

of tax cuts into dynamic and compositional e¤ects. This is crucial when there is

more than one factor of production. Second, simple analytical expressions for when

tax cuts in AK-style models will fully �nance themselves are provided. Third, the

introduction of the labor/leisure choice, which follows both the endogenous growth
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literature and Mankiw and Weinzierl (2006), gives rise to a new margin for self-

�nancing tax cuts; these e¤ects are worked out.

Having added leisure to the model, we have a framework with three incentive

margins that, as a result of tax cuts, can create La¤er e¤ects on their own or in

combination. The three incentive margins are: 1) dynamic e¤ects of taxes on inter-

est and growth rates, 2) compositional e¤ects of taxes on production (an "uneven

playing �eld") and 3) the labor/leisure choice. In a world with the �rst �dynamic

� e¤ect only, there is a direct revenue e¤ect of a tax cut and an indirect e¤ect

of di¤erent interest and growth rates. The second �compositional �e¤ect comes

in when physical and human capital are taxed di¤erently; the current tax base is

then also a¤ected by tax cuts, adding to the direct revenue e¤ect and the growth

e¤ect. Adding the third margin �leisure �there is an additional e¤ect on the tax

base through a di¤erent labor/leisure choice after a tax cut and there is also an

additional growth e¤ect.

In this setup, I derive what combinations of tax rates on physical and human

capital are required for a tax cut to be self-�nancing. The results suggest that

dynamic and compositional distortions will need to be large if there are to be La¤er

e¤ects; less so, however, if the model contains a labor/leisure choice. I show that

the margin opened up by the endogenous labor/leisure choice may be quantitatively

important.
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Chapter 2

Dispatchers�

1 Introduction

It is a well-established fact that the government bureaucracy in many developing

countries is large, di¢ cult to understand, non-transparent and time-consuming. In

the countries with the longest delays, it takes approximately a factor of one hundred

as long time to start up a �rm as it does in the countries with the shortest delays.

In the most expensive countries, it costs approximately a factor of one thousand

as much as in the least expensive countries (measured in relation to each country�s

GNI). For this same procedure (starting a �rm), the fastest and least expensive

procedures are found in the developed world, while the longest delays and most

expensive procedures are found in the developing world. Similar di¤erences hold for

other bureaucratic procedures (Djankov et al., 2002; World Bank, 2009a).

However, such reported "de jure" procedures sometimes have little to do with

how �rms or individuals actually go about when dealing with the government bu-

reaucracy. One institution that has emerged in many countries is a specialized in-

termediary, henceforth called dispatcher, that assists individuals and �rms in their

� This project has bene�ted from discussions, feedback and comments from several people.
In particular, thanks to Jeanet Bentzen, Nabanita Datta Gupta, Shon Ferguson, John Hassler,
Seema Jayachandran, Ethan Kaplan, Jan Klingelhöfer, Per Krusell, Masayuki Kudamatsu, Vic-
tor Lapuente, Marcela Lilia Camargo, Rocco Macchiavello, Dilip Mookherjee, Annika Nilsson,
Maria Perrotta, José Mauricio Prado, Sylvia Saes, Bruno Salama, Claes Sandgren, Paulo Ed-
uardo da Silva, David Strömberg, Jakob Svensson, Eric Verhoogen and Decio Zylbersztajn. I also
thank seminar participants at the IIES and the Department of Economics at Stockholm Univer-
sity and participants at the Nordic Conference of Development Economics 2008, ISNIE 2008, the
CEPR/BREAD development summer school in Verona 2008 and at LACEA 2008. Thanks also to
Christina Lönnblad for editorial assistance. Any remaining errors are my own.
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10 Chapter 2.

contacts with the public sector. It is often the workings of this "de facto" insti-

tution, rather than the de jure procedure, that determines outcomes such as how

many �rms or individuals go through a certain bureaucratic procedure, processing

times, waiting times and �nancial costs.

In the strict meaning of the word, a dispatcher is someone that expedites tasks,

that gets tasks out of his hands, that gets things done. Here, it also takes the

meaning of facilitator as well as proxy and someone with power of attorney. That

is, the dispatcher is an intermediary that can represent an individual or a �rm at the

government bureaucracy, in order to expedite and facilitate tasks that the individual

or �rm needs to get done.

This paper is centered around two sets of questions: First, what is the impact of

dispatchers on time and resources that �rms spend in obtaining licenses and what is

the impact on the degree of informality, i.e. on the fraction of �rms that choose to

not go through a particular bureaucratic procedure? How do these results depend

on the organization of bureaucrats and dispatchers, the regulatory framework and

the extent of corruption in the bureaucracy?

The second set of questions relates to the incentives of bureaucrats and dis-

patchers. What are the incentives of corrupt bureaucrats and dispatchers to try

to make regulation more/less complicated? When are the incentives of bureaucrats

and dispatchers to create "red tape" aligned? To what extent do the answers to

these questions depend on the organization of bureaucrats and dispatchers? Ulti-

mately and ideally, the answers to these questions can help explain why reforms of

the public sector have been so di¢ cult.

To address these questions, I develop a model in which there are �rms that de-

mand a license from the government bureaucracy. The license brings a production

bene�t to the �rms and is acquired by going through a procedure at the govern-

ment bureaucracy. The procedure consists of a number of steps to be completed,

where each step involves an interaction with one bureaucrat that is a monopolist

in this speci�c step of the procedure. Each step has a �nancial cost, a time cost

at the bureaucrat ("standing in line") and a time cost of going to the bureaucrat

("transport"). The number of steps in the procedure is an important parameter in

the model.
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The license can also be acquired through a dispatcher. Firms have an incentive

to use dispatchers to get the license because these eliminate the time cost of going

through the bureaucratic procedure. Dispatchers function as a "one stop shop"

to get the license. In section 3, I motivate this way of modeling dispatchers by

providing evidence from di¤erent parts of the world on the time saving nature of

the dispatcher activity. I also discuss reasons for why dispatchers have a "superior

technology" in handling bureaucratic procedures.

A closer look at the dispatching activity reveals that demand-side reasons related

to time saving are not the full story. The dispatching activity is common in countries

which also rank high on bureaucratic corruption and, as already indicated above,

the modeling of corruption is a key element of the paper.

Depending on the type of corruption, the reasons for the existence of dispatchers

di¤er. I model both the case where the bureaucracy is characterized by "according

to rules corruption" and the case where there is instead "bending the rules corrup-

tion". In addition, the number of steps of the procedure where there are corrupt

bureaucrats is another parameter in the analysis.

When corruption is "according to rules", which is the main model in the paper

(sections 3-7), corrupt bureaucrats accept bribes directly from �rms and let these

avoid the time cost at the bureaucracy (i.e. avoid "standing in lines"). Bureaucrats

still perform their job, however. Bribing corrupt bureaucrats to avoid standing in

line is thus also a means through which to acquire the license. The supply-side

reason for the existence of dispatchers in this scenario is that by accepting bribes

not only directly but also through dispatchers, corrupt bureaucrats can earn a higher

bribe revenue.

The license can thus be acquired either through the de jure bureaucracy, through

bribing or through dispatchers. The �rm can also choose to not get the license at

all, i.e. to remain informal.

To the best of my knowledge, this paper is the �rst to make explicit the demand-

side role of dispatchers as time-savers and the supply-side role as a channel for

"according to rules corruption", and use this framework to analyze the e¤ects on

time/resources spent on getting licenses, on informality and on incentives to create

red tape. Together with Bose and Gangopadhyay (2008), it is also one of the �rst
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papers that explicitly models pro�t maximizing dispatchers ("intermediary" in their

terminology). In addition, the e¤ects of di¤erent organization structures of corrupt

bureaucrats as well as of di¤erent degrees of competition in the dispatcher sector

are analyzed.1

In an extension in section 8.2, the model is modi�ed and reinterpreted, and

corruption is instead "bending the rules". That is, �rms bribe to get a reduction

in regulation. As an example of clearly detrimental "bending the rules" corruption

involving intermediaries, Bertrand et al. (2007) provide evidence that the way to

obtain a driver´s license in Delhi, India, without actually learning how to drive, is

through an intermediary ("agent" in their terminology).

With bending the rules corruption, there are additional reasons for the existence

of dispatchers. From the demand side, if �rms trying to bribe honest bureaucrats

can get �ned, it will be safer to work through dispatchers because these possess

a superior knowledge about which bureaucrats are corrupt. The expected penalty

for �rms will then be lower. Another argument is that indirect bribing, i.e. going

through dispatchers, can provide the reduction in regulation for sure, whereas direct

bribing cannot (Hasker and Okten, 2007; Bose and Gangopadhyay, 2008). In both

cases, the expected bene�t from bribing is higher when going through dispatchers

than when bribing directly.

From the supply side, bureaucrats that bend the rules can get caught from not

following the law.2 By working through intermediaries, with whom bureaucrats

have a repeated relationship, the risk of getting caught is reduced. This is because

bureaucrats and dispatchers are "partners in crime", both earning corruption pro�ts.

They are therefore unlikely to reveal each other.

In section 8.2, these demand-side and supply-side reasons for the existence of

dispatchers are included in the model.

The main contributions of the paper are fourfold. First, it provides one of the �rst

1 In its analysis of red tape, the paper is also somewhat related to the work by Lui (1985).
Whereas in Lui�s model, corrupt bureaucrats may or may not have an incentive to slow down/speed
up a bureaucratic procedure, in this paper, red tape works through corrupt bureaucrats�incentives
to increase or decrease the number of steps in the procedure. Besides the channels being di¤erent
to those in Lui (1985), the value added here is also to add intermediaries into the red tape analysis.

2 Bending the rules corruption is thus considered to be a more severe type of corruption. I
abstract from a government and penalties altogether in the "according to rules" case.
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formal analyses of the dispatcher function and of the organization of bureaucrats and

dispatchers. Second, the paper explicitly models an extensive margin �informality

� and shows that dispatchers can reduce informality in bureaucratic procedures.

Third, the analysis shows that dispatchers can contribute substantially to improve

welfare, something which contrasts with earlier literature on the subject. Fourth,

the conditions under which bureaucrats and dispatchers have incentives to create

red tape, possibly reversing welfare gains, are analyzed.

The contribution of the "bending the rules" case is the contrast it provides with

the main model. Instead of the possibility that dispatchers may improve welfare, the

results resemble those of Hasker and Okten (2007). With a di¤erent view on regula-

tion altogether, these authors provide a model with "bending the rules" corruption

and show that intermediaries can have a detrimental impact on the amount of regu-

lation e¤ectively faced by �rms and that anticorruption policies become ine¤ective

in the presence of intermediaries.

The paper proceeds as follows. Some stylized facts about dispatchers are pre-

sented in section 2. The main model, with "according to rules" corruption, is pre-

sented in section 3. In section 4, the model is solved for the case without dispatchers

and in section 5 for the case with dispatchers. The solution is discussed in section

6. In section 7, the incentives for bureaucrats/dispatchers to create "red tape" are

discussed. The extension/reinterpretation of the model, with "bending the rules"

corruption, in addition to some further IO aspects of the model, are presented in sec-

tion 8. Section 9 discusses the results and concludes. Finally, some of the derivations

are found in the appendix.

2 Stylized facts about dispatchers

Corruption and red tape in the government bureaucracy are phenomena that are

fairly well-understood, at least from a theoretical viewpoint (see for instance Bard-

han, 1997; Rose-Ackerman, 1999 and Svensson, 2003). Much less is known about

dispatchers in general, the relation to corruption and the interplay between bu-

reaucrats and dispatchers. This section presents stylized facts about dispatchers in

di¤erent parts of the world and provides a rationale for the model to be presented.
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Di¤erent types of intermediaries assisting with bureaucratic contacts, "dispatch-

ers", are common throughout the developing world. Myrdal (1968) documents their

existence in India and Oldenburg (1987) goes further with a more formal account of

the role of intermediaries in a land consolidation program in Uttar Pradesh. Olden-

burg identi�es di¤erent roles of intermediaries within and outside the bureaucracy

and details the functions of "brokers", "touts", "scribes", "consolidators", "helpers"

and "barkers" within the land consolidation program. Levine (1975) documents the

existence of intermediaries in the interface between the Ghanaian bureaucracy and

�rms and individuals.

The prevalence of "despachantes", used in bureaucratic contacts in Brazil, is

documented by Rosenn (1971) and, from a sociological and anthropological view-

point, by DaMatta (1979, 1984). When studying the formalization of �rms, Stone

et al. (1996), Zylbersztajn and Graça (2003) and Zylbersztajn et al. (2007) provide

evidence that using "despachantes" is the most common way to formalize a �rm

in Brazil. Husted (1994) describes how "coyotes" help individuals obtain drivers�

licenses in Mexico. Such "coyotes" are an example of "tramitadores", a more gen-

eral and widely used term for (mostly) informal intermediaries present in most of

(Spanish-speaking) Latin America, assisting individuals and �rms with bureaucratic

procedures ("tramites"). Proética (2006) documents, for Peru, the degree of individ-

uals�usage of "tramitadores" in di¤erent bureaucratic contacts. Lambsdor¤ (2002)

refers to "tramitadores" helping out with the bureaucracy in El Salvador. Examples

of reports documenting the use of such intermediaries by �rms, at formalization are

CIET (1998a, b) and IFC (2007b) for Bolivia, CIEN (2001) for Guatemala, IFC

(2008) for Honduras and IFC (2007a) for Peru.3 Gancheva (1999) describes the use

of similar intermediaries by �rms in Bulgaria.

Although none of the papers above, with the possible exception of Oldenburg

(1987), is a speci�c study of the dispatcher function, they point at di¤erent functions

performed by such intermediaries. In some settings, the main reason why individ-

uals use dispatchers seems to be the dispatchers�knowledge of how bureaucratic

procedures actually work. In many countries with large and non-transparent bu-

3 Another generic name, much in use in some parts of (Spanish-speaking) Latin America, for
the type of intermediary in mind, is "gestor".
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reaucracies, actually �nding out what is required in order to get, say, a passport, is

a challenge in itself. Rosenn (1971) writes: "The despachante functions e¤ectively

because he knows how to �ll out the bewildering variety of forms, to whom the copies

should be delivered, and what documentation will be required" (p. 537). Honduran

�rms claim that they use "tramitadores", when becoming formal, because of lack of

uni�ed information from the authorities regarding the formalization procedure (IFC,

2008). The same holds in a small sample of microenterprises in Guatemala (CIEN,

2001). For Bulgarian �rms obtaining an operations permit, "the procedures are

not clear, nor are they easily accessible to potential licenses applicants" (Gancheva,

1999, p. 22).

Time-saving in bureaucratic procedures is a related reason why individuals and

�rms use dispatchers. Data from the World Bank Enterprise surveys on senior man-

agement time spent in dealing with requirements of government regulation con�rm

that the time spent with regulation varies a great deal between di¤erent parts of

the world. Whereas the OECD average is 1.2% of a work week, the world average

is 7.5% and the Latin American/Caribbean average is 11.4% (World Bank, 2009b).

A 1996 report studying only a few countries showed similar values for the Latin

American countries (World Bank, 1996). The numbers con�rm earlier work by de

Soto (1989).

By frequent interactions, dispatchers learn how to handle the procedures at the

government o¢ ces and can solve the bureaucratic matters faster than a particular

individual or �rm. Dispatchers�processing of many applications at the same time

and having personal relations with bureaucrats are additional reasons why these

intermediaries possess a "superior technology". As a result, the dispatchers�cost for

acquiring licenses are lower.

Furthermore, Stone et al. (1996) and Zylbersztajn and Graça (2003) indicate

that �rms use despachantes to become formal because these act much like "one stop

shops". The time-saving achieved by using dispatchers thus consists of two parts:

for dispatchers at the bureaucracy itself and for �rms by eliminating the need to

visit multiple o¢ ces. These two time-saving components will be made explicit in

the model that will be presented here.4

4 From the supply side, one possible argument for the existence of dispatchers is that the gov-
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3 The model

The model is static and has three actors. First, there are �rms that demand a license

that brings a production bene�t to the �rm. The license can be obtained by going

through a bureaucratic procedure consisting of n steps. The second component of

the model is thus the bureaucracy, consisting of n bureaucrats. The third component

is the dispatcher sector, o¤ering the completion of the bureaucratic procedure as a

"one stop shop".

3.1 Firms

Firms, indexed by superscript i, di¤er in their production parameter Ai, which is

uniformly distributed on the unit interval, 0 < Ai � 1. There is a total measure

of 1 of �rms. Firms can get a production increase, from Ai to gAi, where g > 1,

if they go through the bureaucratic procedure. Firms maximize pro�ts, which in

this model is the same as maximizing production, by choosing if and through which

means to acquire the license.

3.2 Bureaucracy

The "de jure" bureaucratic procedure is modeled as n equal steps that the �rm must

go through to obtain the license. Each bureaucratic step consists of one visit to the

government bureaucracy in which the �rm interacts with one bureaucrat who is a

monopolist in this speci�c step and responsible for this step only. The bureaucrat

completes this one step and then the �rm has to undertake the next step of the

procedure, facing a new bureaucrat.

Each step is associated with a �nancial cost p that is the actual cost faced by

the bureaucrat. In addition, going through the bureaucratic procedure also means

ernment allows dispatchers to exist as a means of helping individuals and �rms going through
bureaucratic procedures. Bureaucracy intermediaries then become a "second best" option in soci-
eties where the government can do little to reform its bureaucracy. Another supply-side argument
explaining the existence of dispatchers may be that dispatchers are easier to work with for bureau-
crats because they "always have their papers in order". That is, the cost for handling applications
from dispatchers is lower. Bureaucrats would then be able to serve more customers of the bureau-
cracy in less time, which would be socially bene�cial.
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that the �rm spends time in licensing rather than in production. The time cost has

two components, a waiting time k per bureaucratic step ("standing in line") and a

transport time t per bureaucratic step. The per step time costs are modeled as a

cost per unit of production, i.e. Ai (k + t). The assumption of the time cost being

proportional to �rm productivity can be interpreted as �rm management (rather

than "o¢ ce boys") being involved in the licensing procedure. Firms always have the

option of getting the license through the de jure procedure.5

Corruption in the bureaucracy is now introduced. Letm (� n) of the bureaucrats
be corrupt and, consequently, n � m honest. Corruption is "according to rules",

meaning that bureaucrats always complete the actual step and face the cost p.6

In the direct interaction with �rms, each corrupt bureaucrat completes his step

but lets the �rm avoid the time cost k, i.e. avoid "standing in line". Direct corrup-

tion is thus an alternative to get the license through which �rms avoid standing in

k lines. Each corrupt bureaucrat incurs the cost p, and charges a pro�t maximizing

price bc to the �rm. The total �nancial cost of a license, from bureaucrats to �rms,

becomes Bc � mbc + (n�m) p and the total time cost is Ai (n�m) k + Aint.

In the indirect interaction with �rms, i.e. through dispatchers, each corrupt

bureaucrat completes his step according to the rules, incurs the cost p, and charges

a pro�t-maximizing price bd to dispatchers. The total �nancial cost of a license,

from bureaucrats to dispatchers, is Bd � mbd + (n�m) p.
By assumption, corrupt bureaucrats cannot price discriminate and honest bu-

reaucrats always charge the price p, irrespective of whether the interaction is with

a �rm (direct) or with a dispatcher (indirect).7

5 I abstract from sequential bargaining problems in the model. In studying roadblocks holding
up truck transports in Banda Aceh, Indonesia, Olken (2007) discusses a model in which the bar-
gaining problem at each roadblock changes as a truck travels along the road. In analyzing central
planning vs. transition n-step production chains in Russia, Blanchard and Kremer (1997) also use
a sequential bargaining model.

6 Throughout the paper (except section 8.2), the cost p faced by a bureaucrat can be considered
as being delivered by the bureaucrat to his superior, without any stealing by the bureaucrat. The
actual step is always completed by the bureaucrat.

7 The starting point is corrupt bureaucrats that set prices independently of each other ("decen-
tralized bureaucrats"). I also allow for price setting in a coordinated ("centralized") fashion. In
this latter case, bureaucrats internalize the horizontal externality that arises when prices are set
independently. Centralized/decentralized is the terminology of Shleifer and Vishny (1993, 1998).
Bureaucrats always incurring the cost p constitutes the case "without theft". The terminology
used here is "according to rules"-corruption.
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3.3 Dispatchers

Dispatchers are the third alternative through which to get the license and it is a "one

stop shop" alternative.8 Dispatchers incur the cost Bd for the license and charge

�rms a pro�t maximizing price d for their service. This is the only cost that �rms

face when going to a dispatcher.

There are x dispatchers. Through Cournot competition, a mark-up is added by

the dispatcher sector. This speci�cation allows us to study, in a convenient way,

how the market structure of dispatchers a¤ects license allocations. By assumption,

dispatchers cannot price discriminate.9

Regarding notation and terminology in what follows, the de jure bureaucracy

is subindexed b, the direct corruption/bureaucracy bribe case is subindexed c and

the dispatcher case is subindexed d. Going through the procedure, using any of

the three means, is referred to as "getting the license". Not getting the license is

referred to as "remaining informal". If all �rms were to get the license, the number

of licenses awarded would be 1 and informality would be 0. Informality is thus one

minus licenses awarded. Figure 1 summarizes the problem set-up.

8 As discussed in section 2, dispatchers have a superior technology for handling the bureaucratic
procedure.

9 Three quali�cations for the speci�cation of the dispatcher activity are given here. First, the
zero time cost of dispatchers at the bureaucracy is obviously a limit case but a small time cost
(< k) at honest bureaucrats would not change the qualitative results of the analysis. Similarly,
adding a small time cost of �rms�interaction with dispatchers would not change the qualitative
results and is therefore omitted. Third, although x, the number of dispatchers, is exogenous in
the model, one can think of x as inversely related to entry costs into the sector. Such entry costs
can consist of getting to know the bureaucratic procedure, how to handle it in an expeditious way,
knowing the corrupt bureaucrats, etc.
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Figure 1. The problem set-up.

3.4 Timing, equilibrium concept and solution method

The timing is as follows. First, each bureaucrat sets two bribe levels, bc and bd, taking

the decisions of the other m� 1 corrupt bureaucrats as given. Due to symmetry, all
bureaucrats set the same bribe levels. Firms and dispatchers, respectively, take the

total bribe levels Bc and Bd as given. Second, given Bd, each of the x dispatchers

simultaneously sets a dispatcher price d (which is equal for all dispatchers due to

symmetry). Finally, �rms take Bc and d as given and maximize the pro�ts. That is,

�rms decide if and through which means to acquire the license. A subgame perfect

equilibrium is derived by backward induction: direct and indirect �rm demand for

licenses is derived, then the pro�t maximization problem of dispatchers is solved

and, �nally, the corrupt bureaucrats solve their pro�t maximization problem.10

10 If corruption is centralized, the m corrupt bureaucrats take one joint decision on total direct
and indirect bribe levels.
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4 Solving the model �without dispatchers

In this section, the model is solved for the case without dispatchers. It serves

as a point of comparison for the full analysis in sections 5, 6 and 7 and most of

the discussion is postponed until the full solution, including dispatchers, has been

presented.

4.1 Firm demand

Firms choose between getting a license the de jure way, through bribing or to remain

informal. This section derives the demand function for acquiring the license through

bribing, which is the part of demand that is relevant for pro�t maximizing corrupt

bureaucrats.

There are two productivity thresholds which are relevant in constructing this

demand curve and which of these that applies depends on the optimal bribe set

by corrupt bureaucrats. The relevant threshold for the choice between the de jure

bureaucracy and corruption is Aibc, which is the solution to

gAi�np�Ai (nk + nt) = gAi�Bc�Ai ((n�m) k + nt)) Aibc =
Bc � np
mk

: (1)

The LHS in the �rst equality in (1) is net production when getting the license

the de jure way and the RHS is net production when getting the license through

bribing to avoid the time cost k at the m corrupt bureaucrats. As the �rm obtains

the license in both cases, Aibc does not depend on the production gain, g � 1.
The relevant threshold for the choice between corruption and informality is Aic,

which is the solution to

gAi�Bc�Ai ((n�m) k + nt) = Ai ) Aic =
Bc

g � 1� (n�m) k � nt: (2)

The LHS in (2) is net production when bribing, while the RHS is net production

when remaining informal. It is instructive to also derive the threshold for the choice

between the de jure bureaucracy and informality, Aib:

gAi�np�Ain (k + t) = Ai ) Aib =
np

g � 1� nk � nt: (3)

Intuitively, if Bc is low, such that Aic < A
i
b, all �rms that get the license will get

it by bribing and the relevant threshold for the demand function is Aic. When Bc is
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instead high, such that Aic > Aib, some �rms that get the license �nd it pro�table

to go through the de jure bureaucracy instead. The threshold relevant for corrupt

bureaucrats�demand function is instead Aibc.

At the point where Aic equals A
i
b, by construction A

i
bc takes the same value.

By noting that for small Bc we have Aibc < Aic < Aib and for large Bc we have

Aibc > Aic > Aib, and by using the fact that the �rm distribution is uniform, the

demand function for corrupt bureaucrats can be written as follows:

Qc(Bc) = 1�MaxfAic,Aibcg = 1�Max
�

Bc
g � 1� (n�m) k � nt ,

Bc � np
mk

�
: (4)

Finally, the cuto¤ bribe level for which we have Aib = A
i
c = A

i
bc, is given by

�B = np
g � 1� (n�m) k � nt

g � 1� nk � nt : (5)

4.2 Bureaucrats�pro�t maximization

With decentralized corruption, each corrupt bureaucrat sets his price bc without

taking into account the individual prices ~bc set by the otherm�1 corrupt bureaucrats
(Bardhan, 1997; Shleifer and Vishny, 1993).11

The pro�t function of the individual corrupt bureaucrat is bribe revenue minus

cost, i.e. bc � p, times demand. Using the demand function from (4), the pro�t

maximization problem becomes:

Choose bc to maximize

(bc � p)�
�
1�Max

�
Bc

g � 1� (n�m) k � nt ,
Bc � np
mk

��
: (6)

Note that this formulation incorporates a constraint on each optimal candidate

in relation to �B. That is, solving the problem with the assumption of Aibc > Aic

gives a candidate for optimum that must be larger than �B, and vice versa if we

instead start by assuming that Aibc < Aic. If neither of the candidates ful�lls its

corresponding condition, the optimal solution is instead �B (which, by construction,

gives Aic = A
i
bc =MaxfAic,Aibcg).

The solution to (6) is obtained by taking the �rst-order conditions with respect to

bc, applying symmetry between bureaucrats (~bc = bc) and solving for bc, aggregating

11 The total bureaucracy price Bc is then written as Bc = bc + (m� 1)~bc + (n�m) p.
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to get Bc and then comparing with �B to check when the solution applies. As the

paper focuses on how the size of the bureaucracy a¤ects license allocations, I equate

the expression for each candidate for optimal Bc with the threshold bribe level �B

and solve for the values of n for which the solution applies. The solution is presented

in �gure 2 below and in the discussion that follows.12 The left-hand panel shows

the optimal bureaucracy price as a function of the size of the bureaucracy. The right

panel shows, for each value of n, the allocation of licenses.13

Figure 2. Optimal bribe level (left-hand panel) and the resulting license allocations

(right-hand panel) in the model without dispatchers.

The solution displays a small-, an intermediate- and a large bureaucracy region.

For small bureaucracies, going through the de jure procedure is not very costly. The

pro�t maximizing total bribe level, Bsmallc = np +
m

1 +m
(mk), will be such that a

fraction
m

1 +m
of all �rms get the license through bribing, but some �rms also get

the license through the de jure procedure (m = 1 was used in �gure 2, thus half of

12 See appendix 1 for a statement of the �rst-order conditions and for the complete solution to
the problem.
13 The vertical axis in the right-hand panel is �rm productivity Ai. The graph thus shows the
productivity spectrum of �rms that get the license (above the curve) and remain informal (below
the curve) for each level of n. Although n represents the number of steps, I treat it here as a
continuous parameter.
Figures 2-4 have parameters as follows: g = 2, p = 0:1, k = 0:04, t = 0:05 and m = 1. In

addition, x = 3 in �gures 3-4.
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the �rms bribe). Because the marginal �rm chooses between two ways of getting

the license, the optimal bribe level contains a component re�ecting the time saving

from bribing (mk), but not the gain of the license itself. The small bureaucracy

region, which holds over an interval 1 � n � nsmallc , corresponds to the second term

in brackets in the demand function.

The threshold between the de jure bureaucracy and direct bribes,
m

1 +m
, is

independent of np. This is due to the fact that np is both the cost of the license for

bureaucrats and, for small bureaucracies, the opportunity cost for �rms. As long as

the marginal �rm continues to choose between bribing and the de jure bureaucracy,

increases in np can be transferred to �rms without losing any demand (Bsmallc is

additive in np).

Above nsmallc , it is pro�t maximizing for corrupt bureaucrats to set prices such

that all licenses are awarded through corruption. In an intermediate range, nsmallc <

n � nlargec , prices are set such that it is just as costly to bribe as it is to go through the

de jure procedure: Bintermediatec = �B. For even larger bureaucracy sizes, n > nlargec ,

the marginal �rm will choose between informality and getting the license through

corruption, corresponding to the �rst term in brackets in the demand function. The

optimal price in this region is Blargec = np+
m

1 +m
(g � 1� np� (n�m) k � nt).

Above nlargec , the time costmk is avoided by all �rms that get the license. Corrupt

bureaucrats can make positive pro�ts up to the bureaucracy size nmaxc =
g � 1 +mk
p+ k + t

at which the most productive �rm�s gain from the license, g� 1, equals the costs of
the license that cannot be avoided, np+ (n�m) k+ nt. The left-hand panel shows
that the corrupt bureaucrats can no longer raise bribe levels as much (Bc �attens

out), and, as n! nmaxc , the total bribe Blargec approaches np.

If corruption had not existed, the maximum size of bureaucracy for which any

licenses had been awarded would be smaller. The e¤ect of an expansion in the largest

possible bureaucracy size for which any licenses will be awarded, due to corruption,

is shown by the striped area in the right-hand panel. We will return to this issue in

more detail when discussing the case with dispatchers.

An increase inm, the amount of corrupt bureaucrats, will have two e¤ects. First,

more time can be saved by bribing and nmaxc will increase. Because corruption is

decentralized however, the total mark-up over mk increases. This results in more
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�rms instead acquiring the license through the de jure bureaucracy: the threshold

between bureaucracy and corruption shifts up and nsmallc shifts to the right. Fewer

�rms will then bene�t from the time saving o¤ered by bribing.14

5 Solving the model - with dispatchers

When we add dispatchers to the framework in the previous section, �rms choose

between getting a license the de jure way, through bribing, through dispatchers or

to remain informal. Naturally, the demand function relevant for dispatchers is only

the licenses awarded through dispatchers. For corrupt bureaucrats, there is bribe

revenue both from direct corruption and from licenses awarded via dispatchers.

5.1 Firm demand for the dispatcher service

There are three new productivity thresholds to consider, derived in the same fashion

and with the same intuition as above. For the choice between direct corruption and

dispatcher, we get

gAi�Bc�Ai ((n�m) k + nt) = gAi�d) Aicd =
d�Bc

(n�m) k + nt; (7)

for the choice between de jure bureaucracy and dispatcher,

gAi�np�Ai (nk + nt) = gAi�d) Aibd =
d� np
nk + nt

; (8)

and for the choice between informality and dispatcher,

gAi�d = Ai ) Aid =
d

g � 1 : (9)

For later reference, and similar to expression (5) above, note that Aib = A
i
d = A

i
bd

when d equals �d, given by

14 This e¤ect is due to the decentralization of corruption. If corruption had instead been central-
ized, the solution is obtained by replacing "m" in the solution by "1", except in the terms (mk)

or (n�m) k. As an example, we would get Bsmallc = np+
1

2
(mk). The fraction of �rms that gets

the license through bribing, for small bureaucracies, would then be
1

2
instead of

1

1 +m
.
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�d � np g � 1
g � 1� nk � nt: (10)

At this dispatcher price, the �rm which is indi¤erent between going through

bureaucracy the de jure way and remaining informal is also indi¤erent between

going to the dispatcher and remaining informal. Consequently, the same �rm is

also indi¤erent between going through the procedure the de jure way and using

dispatchers. In addition, if Bc = �B, it is also equally costly to bribe: Aicd equals

Aib = A
i
d = A

i
bd.

In constructing a demand curve, note that the highest productivity �rms will

always use dispatchers. The larger time-saving (nk+nt instead of mk) makes �rms

willing to pay a higher price, from which bureaucrats and dispatchers can earn

additional pro�ts.

Given that the highest productivity �rms always use dispatchers, the demand

curve for the dispatcher service can be derived in a fashion similar to the derivation

of (4). Depending on the dispatcher price d, the relevant demand curve is either

a choice between bribing and dispatchers, between the de jure bureaucracy and

dispatchers or between informality and dispatchers. From the three thresholds (7)-

(9) above, we get the dispatcher demand function:

Qd(Bc,d) =

1�MaxfAicd,Aibd,Aidg = 1�Max
�

d�Bc
(n�m) k + nt ,

d� np
nk + nt

,
d

g � 1

�
: (11)

5.2 Dispatcher pro�t maximization

The dispatcher sector is modeled as characterized by Cournot competition. This

makes it possible to study the e¤ects of a mark-up in the dispatcher sector in a

simple way. Each of the x identical dispatchers takes the cost of permits that they

face at the bureaucracy, Bd, as given. They maximize pro�ts by choosing their

pro�t maximizing quantity, qd, taking the total quantity choice of the other x � 1
dispatchers, (x� 1) ~qd, as given. By writing Qd from (11) as Qd = qd + (x� 1) ~qd,
the individual dispatcher�s inverse demand function d (qd) can be derived15 .

15 d (qd) =Min

(
Bc + ((n�m) k + nt) (1� (qd + (x� 1) ~qd))

np+ (nk + nt) (1� (qd + (x� 1) ~qd))
(g � 1) (1� (qd + (x� 1) ~qd))

)
:
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Maximizing pro�ts, each dispatcher solves:

Choose qd to maximize qd (d (qd)�Bd)

After taking the �rst-order condition with respect to qd, applying symmetry be-

tween all dispatchers (~qd = qd) and then solving for qd, plugging the optimal quanti-

ties back into d (qd), we get the following optimal response functions, corresponding

to the three terms in the demand function:16

d1 (Bd) =
x

1 + x
Bd+

1

1 + x
(Bc + (n�m) k + nt) (12)

d2 (Bd) =
x

1 + x
Bd +

1

1 + x
(np+ nk + nt)

d3 (Bd) =
x

1 + x
Bd +

1

1 + x
(g � 1) :

In addition, we get

d4 (Bd) = �d when neither of the above applies.

These response functions capture the standard feature of Cournot competition,

that is, a mark-up over cost (Bd) that gradually declines when the number of dis-

patchers, x, grows.

5.3 Firm demand for direct corruption and dispatchers

Plugging back the optimal responses into expression (11), we get the indirect demand

function relevant for corrupt bureaucrats:

Qd(Bc; Bd) = 1�Max
�
d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt ,

d2 (Bd)� np
nk + nt

,
d3 (Bd)

g � 1

�
: (13)

The �rst term in the bracket corresponds to the coexistence of both dispatcher

demand and direct corruption. In this case, total demand therefore also contains a

direct demand component, the derivation of which is similar to section 4. We get it

by replacing the upper bound, 1, in (4), with
d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt , i.e.

Qc(Bc; Bd) =

(bc � p)
�
d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt �Max

�
Bc

g � 1� (n�m) k � nt ,
Bc � np
mk

��
: (14)

16 See appendix 2 for a statement of the �rst-order conditions and for more details on solving the
problem.
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5.4 Bureaucracy pro�t maximization

Using an indicator function I which is 1 if and only if the �rst term in the bracket in

(13) is largest17 , the pro�t maximization problem of corrupt bureaucrats can now

be stated as follows:

Bureaucrats choose bd and bc to maximize

(bd � p)
�
1�Max

�
d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt ,

d2 (Bd)� np
nk + nt

,
d3 (Bd)

g � 1

��
+

(bc � p)
�
d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt �Max

�
Bc

g � 1� (n�m) k � nt ,
Bc � np
mk

��
I: (15)

As before, the problem formulation incorporates a constraint on the candidate

for optimal Bc in relation to �B. In addition, there is a similar constraint on the

candidate for optimal d, relative to �d from (10).18

6 Optimal license allocations

The solution to the bureaucrats�problem in (15) and the resulting optimal dispatcher

prices, bureaucracy bribes and license allocations are presented in �gure 3 (bottom

panels).19 The solution displays a small-, an intermediate- and a large bureaucracy

range. To allow a comparison, �gure 3 also presents the previously discussed solution

in the no-dispatcher case (middle panels) as well as license allocations when there

is neither corruption nor dispatchers (upper panels).20

17 I = 1 if Max
�
d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt ,

d2 (Bd)� np
nk + nt

,
d3 (Bd)

g � 1

�
=

d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt , I = 0 otherwise.

18 The direct demand component (second row) incorporates a constraint on the candidates for
optimal Bc. This is similar to the formulation in (6) and we will thus either get unconstrained
solutions for Bc, or Bc = �B. There is also a constraint on d from the indirect demand component
(�rst row). If there is direct demand and the constraint Bc = �B binds, it means that the constraint

on d simpli�es to comparing d with �d for the solution candidate from the
d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt -term:

the candidate for d must be larger than �d for this term to apply. If there is direct demand and
Bc 6= �B, there will always be an unconstrained d. If there is no direct demand (I = 0), each of the
two candidates for optimal d should be compared with �d.
19 The problem is solved in appendix 3.
20 In the choice between only de jure bureaucracy and informality, the threshold is Aib =

np

g � 1� nk � nt from (3).
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Figure 3. Optimal prices (left-hand panels) and allocations (right-hand panels)

with dispatchers (bottom), direct corruption only (middle) and de jure bureaucracy

only (top).
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The �rst thing to note about the solution is that neither the direct bribe level

Bsmallc = np +
m

1 +m
(mk), which applies in the region 1 � n � nsmall, nor nsmall

itself, change when dispatchers are introduced.21 As was the case with np in sec-

tion 4.2, the direct bribe level Bc now acts as an opportunity cost, not only for

�rms but also for corrupt bureaucrats in their choice of indirect bribe Bd. The

resulting indirect bribe level will therefore be additive in direct bribes: Bsmalld =

Bsmallc +
m

1 +m
((n�m) k + nt), and indirect pro�ts above what could have been

obtained by direct corruption are independent of Bsmallc . As a result, the introduc-

tion of dispatchers does not change the optimal values of Bsmallc , nsmall and the de

jure/corruption threshold,
m

1 +m
.

The threshold between direct corruption and dispatchers is instead
1 +m+mx

(1 +m) (1 + x)
over the small bureaucracy region. The larger is x, the lower will be the mark-up

from the dispatcher sector and the more �rms will use dispatchers.22 The dis-

patcher/corruption threshold in �gure 3 (lower right-hand panel) shifts down. In

the limit as x!1, it converges to m

1 +m
, and all corruption moves to be indirect.23

As was the case in the no-dispatcher case, above nsmall no �rms will use the de

jure bureaucracy and the optimal direct bribe is �B. Over a �rst intermediate range

nsmall < n � ni, however, the dispatcher-corruption threshold remains unchanged

from the small bureaucracy region. The direct bribe level, now �B, still acts as

an opportunity cost, both for �rms and for corrupt bureaucrats in their choice of

indirect bribe. The optimal indirect bribe will therefore still be additive in the direct

bribe, equalling �B+
m

1 +m
((n�m) k + nt), without any loss of demand. Note that

ni converges to nsmall as x!1.

Above ni all licenses are awarded through dispatchers. There is a second in-

termediate range, ni < n � nlarged over which bureaucrats optimally set Bd such

that dispatchers�best response is d = �d. As a result, over this region, it is just as

21 I therefore drop the subindex on nsmall.
22 The dispatcher price over the small bureaucracy range is dsmall = Bsmalld +

(n�m) k + nt
(1 +m) (1 + x)

.
23 If the vertical externality introduced by dispatchers had not been present, all corruption would
always have been indirect in this model. Firms can save more time and bureaucrats can make higher
pro�ts.
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costly for the marginal �rm to go through the de jure bureaucracy as it is to go to

a dispatcher.24

Because time costs are completely eliminated by going to a dispatcher, there is

a large bureaucracy region nlarged < n � nmaxd =
g � 1
p

for which corrupt bureaucrats

and dispatchers can make positive pro�ts. At nmaxd , the most productive �rm�s gain

from the license, g � 1, equals the costs of the license that cannot be avoided, np.
The right-hand panels show that the largest bureaucracy size for which any licenses

at all are awarded expands from nmaxb � g � 1
p+ k + t

in the upper right-hand panel,

through nmaxc =
g � 1 +mk
p+ k + t

in the direct corruption only case (middle panels) to

nmaxd =
g � 1
p

in the dispatcher case. In the direct corruption only case (middle

panels), the number of corrupt bureaucrats, m, and the time cost of standing in

line, k, determine how much larger bureaucracies can be and still award any licenses.

With dispatchers, the maximum size of bureaucracy that will still award any licenses

can be even larger, as time costs become irrelevant.

6.1 Informality

What is the impact of dispatchers on informality? Comparing the upper right-

hand and the bottom right-hand panels in �gure 3 shows that the introduction of

dispatchers and direct/indirect corruption reduces informality when n is above nlarged .

Bureaucracies that would have been prohibitively large now award some licenses.

The case with direct corruption only provides an intermediary case between the de

jure bureaucracy and the dispatcher case.25

Below nlarged , the threshold between licenses awarded and informality is deter-

mined by Aib =
np

g � 1� nk � nt , which is the de jure/informality threshold from

24 Over the region ni < n � nlarged , the interests of bureaucrats and dispatchers are unaligned.
Moving �rst, bureaucrats can therefore gain corruption pro�ts at the expense of dispatchers. In
�gure 3, the shrinking di¤erence between dispatcher price and the indirect bribe over this bu-
reaucracy range is seen in the lower left-hand panel. The upper limit, nlarged , is determined by
bureaucrats comparing pro�ts in this case to the unconstrained large bureaucracy case. This will
generate a discontinuity in prices and also in the allocations at nlarged , seen in the lower right-hand
panel.
25 In theory, the possibility exists that informality is higher with dispatchers than with direct
corruption only, for some bureaucracy sizes at the lower end of the large bureaucracy region. This
can be the case if there is a high-mark-up in the dispatcher sector (x is low).
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(3). For these bureaucracy sizes, it is pro�t maximizing for bureaucrats and dis-

patchers to capture no more than the �rms that would have acquired the licenses

from the de jure bureaucracy anyway.26

In order to relate to actual bureaucratic procedures, consider the case of starting

a �rm in Brazil. The World Bank reports that it takes 17 di¤erent steps, 152 days

and 8% of GNI per capita to start a �rm. In line with such a time-consuming and

costly de jure procedure is the fact that as much as 90% of Brazilian 1-5 person

�rms are informal (World Bank, 2009a; SEBRAE, 2005).

Still, however, most �rms that have become formal in Brazil seem to report

having done so without much problems. Stone et al. (1996), Zylbersztajn and

Graça (2003) and Zylbersztajn et al. (2007) study small to medium sized �rms in

the garment industry. Firms have, by and large, paid one fee to a "despachante"

(or an accountant) and have had all papers in order after approximately 50 days.

The use of "despachantes", as portrayed in these Brazilian studies, combined

with the high degree of informal �rms observed in Brazil, is in line with the large

bureaucracy case of the model. All �rms that get the license use dispatchers instead

of going through the prohibitively costly "de jure" procedure.27

6.2 Time and resources spent in acquiring licenses

What is the impact of dispatchers on time/resources that �rms spend in obtaining

licenses? When introducing dispatchers, �rms are given one more option to acquire

the license, with the other means, i.e. going through the procedure the de jure way

or bribing directly, unaltered. The introduction of dispatchers, while keeping the

other parameters of the model as in the no-dispatcher case, can never make �rms

worse o¤.

Because of dispatchers� superior technology to acquire the license, combined

with dispatchers being one stop shops, �rms can make production gains when using

26 The same threshold applies below nlargec in the direct corruption only case in the middle right-
hand panel.
27 In studying the start-up procedure for �rms in Bulgaria, Gancheva (1999) reports that the ratio
of �rms that have used an intermediary at start-up to those that have not, is positively correlated
with the length of observed time of going through the de jure procedure. This observation is
consistent with the present model, where the ratio of dispatcher usage increases as n grows.
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dispatchers. More time is dedicated to production, rather than licensing.

Bureaucrats, on their part, will always �nd it in their interest to channel some

�rms through dispatchers. It will always be pro�t maximizing for corrupt bureau-

crats and dispatchers to capture the �rms that are most willing to avoid time costs.

Therefore, it is the highest productivity �rms that will gain from the introduction

of dispatchers.28

An increase in x, the number of dispatchers, makes each �rm that uses dis-

patchers better o¤ and also increases the use of dispatchers. We saw this e¤ect,

for small bureaucracies, in a downward shift in the dispatcher/corruption thresh-

old. For large bureaucracies, the threshold between dispatchers and informality,

Ai,larged =
1 +m+mx

(1 +m) (1 + x)
+

npx

(g � 1) (1 +m) (1 + x) , also shifts down.
A change in m, the number of corrupt bureaucrats, has two e¤ects. The �rst is

the additional time saving that can be obtained from bribing one more bureaucrat

to not stand in line. The second e¤ect comes from the lack of coordination in

bribe setting, which makes the horizontal externality from each bureaucrat�s price

setting on other bureaucrats�demand not being internalized. This increases the total

prices, as seen through the
m

1 +m
-term in the expressions for Bsmallc and Bsmalld . The

sum of the two e¤ects makes fewer �rms bribe directly and fewer �rms also use

dispatchers.29

If bribes and fees to dispatchers are considered as mere transfers without any wel-

fare impact, the value of time saving is the appropriate welfare measure in the model.

28 The improvement for �rms can be seen as an "intensive" and an "extensive" margin e¤ect.
Compare the dispatcher case (lower right-hand panel) with the de jure bureaucracy only (upper
right-hand panel). We see that up to nlarged , it is �rms that would have got the license anyway that
get it at a lower total cost. Between nlarged and nmaxb , there are also some new �rms that would
have been informal had there been the de jure bureaucracy only. Above nmaxb , the whole e¤ect
comes from the extensive margin.
29 With centralization of bureaucrats, we have Bsmallc = np+

1

2
(mk), dsmall = np+

1

2
(nk + nt)+

(n�m) k + nt
2 (1 + x)

. The latter decreases in m and the former increases less than the additional time

saving gained from direct bribing. There is no change in demand (the thresholds are
1

2
and

2 + x

2 + 2x
,

respectively), and �rms are thus better o¤.
The e¤ect of dispatcher prices decreasing in m, whereas bureaucrats�indirect bribes are Blarged =

np+
1

2
(g � 1� np), can be seen as dispatchers having less of an advantage in comparison to direct

corruption.
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For bureaucracy sizes below nsmall, the welfare improvement can be calculated as fol-

lows: It is the amount of �rms that go to dispatchers, multiplied by nk+nt, plus the

amount of �rms that bribe directly, multiplied bymk. All these �rms would have got

the license through the de jure bureaucracy anyway (which is the comparison here).

The welfare improvement is
R 1

1+m+mx
(1+m)(1+x)

((nk + nt)Ai) dAi +
R 1+m+mx

(1+m)(1+x)
m

1+m
(mkAi) dAi.

In this range, the welfare improvement is larger the larger is n, increasing in the

amount of dispatchers x and decreasing in the amount of corrupt bureaucrats m.30

Between nlarged and nmaxb , both time saving and increased production, through a

reduction in informality, contribute to the welfare improvement. Above nmaxb , the

welfare improvement can be calculated as
R 1
Ai,larged

((g � 1)Ai) dAi.

As a �nal remark, consider the case where m = 0, i.e. when there is no cor-

ruption. The direct corruption case then degenerates to the de jure bureaucracy

case. The cost for dispatchers is np. The resulting allocations then depend on the

mark-up in the dispatcher sector. Consider the limit case of perfect competition

between dispatchers, x ! 1. In this case, the cost of a license to �rms is np and
the threshold between informality and dispatcher will be

np

g � 1 . More �rms would
acquire the license, as compared to the above, irrespective of the value of n.

7 Incentives to create red tape

One of the questions set out in this paper was to study the incentives of corrupt

bureaucrats and dispatchers to create red tape. Can the introduction of middlemen

teach us something about di¢ culties in reforming bureaucracies? These questions

will be studied using the bureaucracy and dispatcher pro�t functions, starting with

the individual bureaucrat and individual dispatcher pro�t expressions for small bu-

reaucracies, 1 � n � nsmall:

30 If corruption were centralized, demand would have been una¤ected by increases in m and, as
a result, the welfare gain would have been increasing in m.
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Direct corruption only

�smallBureaucrat =
m

(1 +m)2
k

With dispatchers

�smallBureaucrat =
m

(1 +m)2
k +

((n�m) k + nt)x
(1 +m)2 (1 + x)

�smallDispatcher =
(n�m) k + nt
(1 +m)2 (1 + x)2

: (16)

The �rst thing to note about these expressions is that with direct corruption only,

there is no in�uence from the number of steps n on the pro�ts of each bureaucrat.

The direct corruption pro�t of a corrupt bureaucrat,
m

(1 +m)2
k , only depends on

the corrupt bureaucrat saving �rms the time cost of standing in one line. It is

independent of n.

The additional pro�t for a corrupt bureaucrat, from having dispatchers, is the

second term in �smallBureaucrat in (16). Adding dispatchers means that �rms can save

more and more time as n increases, which will increase each bureaucrat�s (and each

dispatcher�s) pro�ts, since they capture part of the surplus.

Given these pro�t functions and given a small bureaucracy, it follows that each

corrupt bureaucrat has an incentive to try to "add steps" to the procedure, i.e. to

increase n. The increased pro�ts are due to �rms�increased willingness to pay for

the dispatcher service when the time cost (nt) increases. Say that the additional

step is an additional document required at a new honest counter. The corrupt

bureaucrats, having nothing to do with this step per se, will be able to capture

part of the �rms�increased willingness to avoid the time cost of going through that

step. This incentive to increase the number of steps is not present when there are

no dispatchers.

Moreover, note that dispatchers have the same incentive to increase the number

of steps. Dispatcher pro�ts increase linearly all the way up to ni. This follows from

the reasoning above that dispatchers lose no demand up to this bureaucracy size

(see the lower right-hand panel of �gure 3).31

31 Pro�ts in the dispatcher sector are increasing with bureaucracy size for small bureaucracies.
This result does not depend on the presence of corruption. Red tape incentives are thus present
also when there is no corruption, although it may be harder to envision how red tape may come
about when bureaucrats and dispatchers do not have a common interest.
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Without dispatchers, adding steps to increase pro�ts is di¤erent. The steps to

be added must be corrupt steps (the only way of increasing �rms�willingness to

pay) and the m corrupt bureaucrats need to add these steps without increasing the

number of corrupt bureaucrats. Otherwise, there is one more bureaucrat to share

the corruption pro�ts. More speci�cally, if the m corrupt bureaucrats increase the

number of corrupt steps to m0, there is an increase in the per bureaucrat corruption

pro�ts from
1

m

m2k

(1 +m)2
to
1

m

(m0)2 k

(1 +m0)2
. If the number of corrupt bureaucrats also

increases, the latter expression becomes
m0k

(1 +m0)2
, which is decreasing in m0.32 ,33

A second red tape incentive is at work as soon as there is a mark-up in the

dispatcher sector: bureaucracy pro�ts peak at a larger bureaucracy size in the dis-

patcher case. This result means that corrupt bureaucrats�incentive to create red

tape is in place for larger sizes of bureaucracy than if there had been no dispatch-

ers.34

For large bureaucracies, all �rms that get a license get it through dispatchers.

This means that bureaucrats and dispatchers can no longer raise prices to fully

compensate themselves as np increases. Large bureaucracy pro�ts, as stated below,

will therefore decrease in n: This, in turn, implies that for large bureaucracies, there

is an incentive for bureaucrats and dispatchers to reduce red tape.

�largeBureaucrat =
(g � 1� np)2 x

(g � 1) (1 +m)2 (1 + x)

�largeDispatchers =
(g � 1� np)2 x

(g � 1) (1 +m)2 (1 + x)2
(17)

32 Assume that there is one corrupt bureaucrat controlling all steps. Certainly, there is then a red
tape incentive even without dispatchers (m is �xed, choose m0). The red tape incentive is related
to increasing the time cost, through the number of steps, in order to make the high productivity
�rms pay more, without a¤ecting demand too much. This is di¤erent from the red tape incentive
in Lui (1985). In his model, revenue is maximized by bureaucrats "optimally" working just as
fast/slow so that all agents want to go through the procedure, combined with what is e¤ectively
price discrimination. Here, there is no price discrimination and the number of steps is the vehicle
for corruption revenue.
33 This argument holds in a weak sense if corruption is centralized: per bureaucrat corruption
pro�ts are constant when there is an increase in the number of corrupt steps and the number of
corrupt bureaucrats.
34 From �gure 3, we know that demand for indirect bribing/dispatchers is constant all the way
up to ni, whereas demand for direct bribing is constant only up to nsmall in both cases. As a
consequence, bureaucracy pro�ts will grow faster/decline less, beyond nsmall, in the dispatcher
case. I have looped through a large number of parametrizations of the problem, and consistently
�nd that, with dispatchers, pro�ts peak at a larger bureaucracy size.
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Figure 4 displays bureaucracy and total dispatcher pro�ts for the same parameter

values as those used in �gures 2-3. Bureaucracy pro�ts peak between ni and nlarged .

There is one bureaucrat and three dispatchers in this case (m = 1, x = 3), which

explains that total dispatcher pro�ts are much lower than the bureaucrat�s pro�ts.

Figure 4. Bureaucracy and dispatcher pro�ts.

Whereas the incentives of bureaucrats and dispatchers are aligned with respect

to increasing n for small bureaucracies, they are obviously unaligned with respect to

x, the number of dispatchers.35 With respect to m, decentralization of corruption

makes bureaucrats charge higher prices which reduces demand. In addition, an

increase in m diminishes the relative advantage of going to a dispatcher and makes

dispatchers worse o¤ (over the interval where direct corruption is a relevant choice

for �rms).36

35 More competition in the dispatcher sector expands demand, due to a lower dispatcher mark-
up. This increases bureaucracy pro�ts. As is standard in Cournot competition, both individual
and total dispatcher pro�ts decrease as competition increases.
36 Centralized total bureaucracy pro�ts increase in m. However, such increases in m only bene�t
corrupt bureaucrats under the special circumstances outlined above.
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8 Extensions

8.1 Some additional IO aspects

This section lists a few IO aspects that could potentially a¤ect outcomes in the

model presented so far.

The entry of dispatchers has not been modeled. Instead, I have simply worked

with an exogenous parameter x representing the number of dispatchers. This para-

meter could be inversely related to entry costs. Two points are made here. First,

total possible pro�ts are lower if corruption is decentralized37 , which may then re-

sult in a lower x for given entry costs and, as a result, a higher mark-up in the

dispatcher sector, thus further reducing demand. Second, if bureaucrats control en-

try into dispatching, they may choose to make entry either easy or di¢ cult. The

advantage of the former is that bureaucracy pro�ts may increase due to a lower

mark-up, a disadvantage is if the bureaucracy-dispatcher relation needs to be kept

secret to avoid government control.

If corrupt bureaucrats and dispatchers merge, something which is more likely to

happen if corruption is centralized, the vertical "double monopolization" externality

is eliminated. This increases demand and total pro�ts (over which bureaucrats

and dispatchers can bargain). Another option for bureaucrats is to work with one

dispatcher only and make this dispatcher the residual claimant of the pro�ts (Wade,

1982). That is, the m corrupt bureaucrats can jointly "sell the o¢ ce" to one single

dispatcher, then charge the marginal cost p for each step, and then let the dispatcher

maximize pro�ts. Also in this case does centralization of bureaucrats seem a natural

prerequisite.

8.2 Dispatchers and bending the rules corruption

In this section, the model is modi�ed to account for a di¤erent type of corruption

than in the paper so far. With "bending the rules"-corruption, �rms bribe to avoid

legislation. The question is what impact dispatchers have in such a setting. That is,

37 For instance, �smallDispatcher =
(n�m) k + nt
(1 +m)

2
(1 + x)

2 would become
(n�m) k + nt
4 (1 + x)

2 in the centralized

case.
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what is the impact of introducing dispatchers on the amount of "bending the rules"?

What can we learn from adapting the model to these di¤erent circumstances?

Bertrand et al. (2007) show that the way to obtain a driver�s license in Delhi,

India, without actually learning how to drive, is through an intermediary. The

type of interaction considered here will be similar in that we consider �rms that are

undeserving of some government good and use a corrupt bureaucracy to get it. This

could be an environmental license for an industry, a health permit for a restaurant

etc. The universe of �rms will now be undeserving �rms. This is less restrictive than

it may seem: because undeserving �rms have no other means of getting the license

than bribing, the optimization problem of corrupt bureaucrats and dispatchers is

therefore separate from dealing with deserving �rms. If the presence of dispatchers

also causes deserving �rms to change their corrupt behavior, these e¤ects come in

addition to those from undeserving �rms.

There is a government in the background monitoring the bureaucracy. This

makes sense as the type of corruption now imagined is more severe than before (rule

breaking vs. "speed money"). Dispatchers, as described in the introduction, reduce

the probability for bureaucrats of getting caught. In addition, dispatchers know

better than �rms how the bureaucracy works and how to get the licenses.

The �rm productivity distribution is as before, 0 < Ai � 1, the gain is still g

and the procedure consists of n steps.38 The option of going to the bureaucracy

the de jure way loses its meaning as this means following the rules. In addition,

the analysis is restricted to the case when all bureaucrats are corrupt, i.e. m = n,

otherwise the undeserving �rms could never get the license. In addition, bureaucrats

are now centralized. I continue to assume that there is no price discrimination. Let

there be y dispatchers.

Because �rms bribe to avoid regulation, bureaucrats no longer face the cost p

of ful�lling the regulation.39 Instead, however, each bureaucrat faces an expected

penalty p1 for breaking the rules, when bribed directly by a �rm. The expected

penalty when �rms instead bribe through dispatchers is p2 where, based on the

38 If getting the license, say the health permit, the �rm increases its production. For instance,
it can market itself, post the health permit at the establishment etc. Informality, i.e. not having
the permit, thus retains its meaning even when we consider that all �rms are willing to break the
rules.
39 This is similar to the case "with theft" in Shleifer and Vishny (1993).
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reasoning in the introduction, it is assumed that p2 < p1.

There are two time costs. One is the time cost of going through each step at

the bureaucracy, "transport".40 The second time cost will be called an investigation

time cost. It is assumed that if bribing the bureaucracy directly, �rms have to spend

time investigating whether it will be possible to get the license and assure that they

will not get caught if bribing. This time cost will be assumed to be proportional

to the number of steps, n, and �rm productivity, Ai. When using dispatchers, no

investigation on behalf of the �rms is necessary. Because dispatchers eliminate both

time costs, we can work with the sum of both: de�ne u as the sum of transport and

investigation costs per step.41

Below, details in the derivations are skipped as they are similar to the above. I

use a hat on all optimal prices and thresholds to distinguish them from the above.

8.2.1 Without dispatchers

Solving this problem is straightforward. The �rm compares getting the license with

informality and gets the license if its productivity is greater than
Bc

g � 1� nu . Bu-

reaucrats thus choose Bc to maximize (Bc � np1)
�
1� Bc

g � 1� nu

�
, the solution to

which is

B̂c = np1+
1

2
(g � 1� np1 � nu) : (18)

The maximum size of bureaucracy for which any licenses will be awarded is n̂maxc =
g � 1
p1 + u

.

8.2.2 With dispatchers

Firms choose between informality, bribing and dispatchers. In the choice between

dispatchers and informality, a �rm gets the license if its productivity is greater than
d

g � 1 . The �rm uses dispatchers rather than bribes if its productivity is greater

40 There is thus no longer a division between queuing and transport, alternatively one can think
of �rms not standing in lines for this type of interaction
41 The "investigation cost" has a function similar to penalties on �rms, or to assuming that when
bribing directly, �rms cannot be certain of getting a reduction in regulation.
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than
d�Bc
nu

. With demand curves and dispatcher responses derived as before42 ,

we get the following solution:

Small bureaucracy region, 1 � n � n̂small.

B̂smallc = np1 +
1

2
(g � 1� np1 � nu) B̂smalld = np2 +

1

2
(g � 1� np2)

d̂small = B̂smalld +
n (p1 � p2 + u)
2 (1 + y)

n̂small =
(g � 1) (u+ (p2 � p1) y)

u (p1 + p2y + u)
solves

d̂small � B̂smallc

nu
=

B̂smallc

g � 1� nu

i - Intermediate bureaucracy region, n̂small < n � n̂large

B̂ic =
(g � 1� nu) (2nu+ (g � 1 + np2) y)

2 (nu+ (g � 1) y) B̂id = np2 +
1

2
(g � 1� np2)

d̂i = B̂id +
nu (g � 1� np2)
2 (nu+ (g � 1) y)

Large bureaucracy region, n̂large < n � n̂maxb

B̂larged = np2+
1

2
(g � 1� np2) dlarge = B̂larged +

g � 1� np2
2 (1 + y)

(19)

We get n̂large =
g � 1
u

by equating bureaucracy pro�ts for the last two cases.

The analysis of the model is focused on how the amount of rule-breaking changes

when dispatchers are introduced. The allocation of licenses to undeserving �rms

is presented in �gure 5. The threshold between licenses awarded and informality

is Ai,smallc =
1

2

�
1 +

np1
g � 1� nu

�
up to bureaucracy sizes n̂small, the convex curve

in �gure 5 (which is dashed between n̂small and n̂maxc =
g � 1
p1 + u

to indicate the

informal/bribe threshold if there were no dispatchers). Above n̂small, the threshold

between licenses awarded and informality is �rst Ai,id =
1

2
+

nu+ np2y

2 (nu+ (g � 1) y) , then

Ai,larged =
2 + y

2 + 2y
+

np2
2 (1 + y) (g � 1) .

42 See appendix 4.
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Figure 5. License allocations for undeserving �rms.43

The main result of this section can be expressed as follows: There is a small

bureaucracy range, 1 � n � n̂small, in which the introduction of dispatchers does

not change the amount of undeserving �rms that gets licenses. Above n̂small, how-

ever, the introduction of dispatchers increases the amount of rule breaking. The

threshold n̂small is increasing in p2 and decreasing in p1 and y. It is increasing in u

for small values of u, then decreasing. The maximum size of bureaucracy for which

undeserving �rms can obtain licenses by bribing increases from n̂maxc =
g � 1
p1 + u

to

n̂maxd =
g � 1
p2

.

Dispatchers increase the extent of corruption for large bureaucracies and anti-

corruption policies become largely ine¤ective. The latter part resembles the analysis

of Hasker and Okten (2007) who point out that anticorruption policies become inef-

fective when intermediaries are present. As the expected penalty on bureaucrats in

the direct interaction with �rms, p1, increases, corruption moves to the intermediary

sector (n̂small shifts to the left in �gure 5).44

43 The parameters are g = 2, p1 = 0:06, p2 = 0:05, u = 0:1, y = 1.
44 If the small bureaucracy region existed at the onset, there is some corruption detention e¤ect
from raising penalties (Ai,id replaces Ai,smallc as the threshold to informality and Ai,id must be larger
than Ai,smallc for the small bureaucracy region to exist), but as n̂small ! 1, all corruption has moved
to the intermediary sector.
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When interacting with dispatchers, p2 is the bureaucrat�s expected penalty. Be-

cause the relation between bureaucrats and dispatchers is secret in nature, p2 is low.

In the present set-up with bending the rules corruption, increasing p2 would be a

good anti-corruption policy and it would have two e¤ects: less corruption for any

bureaucracy size above n̂small and a reduction in the bureaucracy size region where

rule-breaking is feasible.

Note that the e¤ect of the number of dispatchers, y, is also distinct from the

previous model. Competition between dispatchers will increase the amount of rule-

breaking, suggesting that a government should make it di¢ cult for such intermedi-

aries to operate.
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9 Discussion

In two recent papers on intermediaries and corruption, Hasker and Okten (2007, in

abstract) and Bose and Gangopadhyay (2008, in abstract), respectively, stress that

"intermediary agents worsen the impact of corruption" and "welfare in an economy

with intermediaries is lower than that in an economy without intermediaries". This

paper instead stresses the possibility that bureaucracy intermediaries, here called

"dispatchers", can improve welfare.

The few academic studies that exist on despachantes in Brazil, as well as reports

from several countries in Latin America, stress that time saving is an important

reason for using such intermediaries.

Perhaps the main di¤erence between the present paper and earlier literature is

in the view on regulation. As shown by the work following de Soto (1989) and

Djankov et al. (2002), there is strong evidence of substantial red tape in many

countries. In Latin America it is customary, both for individuals and �rms in their

interaction with the bureaucracy, to have to visit many di¤erent government o¢ ces,

o¢ ces that are located at di¤erent places, have di¤erent and irregular opening hours,

each requiring authentication and certi�cation of documents, and so on. The model

developed in this paper takes literally the time it takes to perform procedures in

such an environment and asks what is the impact of dispatchers.

In a di¤erent strand of literature, regulation is taken to be optimal. The type of

question then posed is how licenses should be allocated to the most deserving agents

(Banerjee, 1997), what is the impact of intermediaries on the amount of regulation

faced by �rms and on the e¤ectiveness of anticorruption policies (Hasker and Okten,

2007) and what is the impact of intermediaries on waiting times in the bureaucracy,

from a larger amount of undeserving agents applying (Bose and Gangopadhyay,

2008). In section 8.2, the model was modi�ed and reinterpreted to highlight the

di¤erence in results when the view on corruption and regulation changes.

This paper includes an extensive margin, i.e. informality. There is vast in-

formality in many bureaucratic procedures in most developing countries, even in

"compulsory" regulation. By including this margin, the analysis highlights how

informality changes when the bureaucracy becomes more complicated, with and

without dispatchers (with Brazilian �rm start-up exemplifying, section 6.1).
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The paper focuses on incentives of bureaucrats and dispatchers to create red

tape, possibly reversing welfare improving e¤ects. In São Paulo, Brazil, a recent

bureaucracy reform is called "PoupaTempo" (SaveTime). The co-location of gov-

ernment counters at the same physical location reduces the number of visits to the

bureaucracy (nt in the model). There is ample evidence, seen in newspaper reports,

pending cases at the judiciary etc., that despachante organizations try to delay and

block such reforms. This is consistent with the small bureaucracy case in the model

where dispatchers (and corrupt bureaucrats) prefer to maintain, and increase, the

amount of regulation.
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Appendix

A1: Bureaucrat´s problem in the no-dispatcher case

Choose bc to maximize

�c = (bc � p)�
�
1�Max

�
Bc

g � 1� (n�m) k � nt ,
Bc � np
mk

��
The �rst order conditions are

Bc > �B:

 
1� bc + (m� 1)

~bc + (n�m) p
g � 1� (n�m) k � nt

!
� bc � p
g � 1� (n�m) k � nt = 0

Bc < �B:

 
1� bc + (m� 1)

~bc �mp
mk

!
� bc � p

mk
= 0

In addition, if none of these two conditions hold, we get

Bc = �B:
bc + (m� 1)~bc + (n�m) p
g � 1� (n�m) k � nt =

bc + (m� 1)~bc �mp
mk

Applying symmetry between bureaucrats (bc = ~bc), solving for bc and then aggre-

gating to obtain Bc, we get

Bc > �B: Bc = np+
m

1 +m
(mk)

Bc < �B: Bc = np+
m

1 +m
(g � 1� np� (n�m) k � nt)

Bc = �B: Bc = �B = np
g � 1� (n�m) k � nt

g � 1� nk � nt

These are three di¤erent candidates for solutions. Depending on the parameters

of the problem, one of these will apply. I equate the expression for each candidate for

optimal Bc with the threshold bribe level �B and solve for the values of n for which

the solution applies. I have chosen to consider the number of corrupt bureaucrats

m as �xed when n changes. The ratio of m=n will thus change when n varies.

Throughout the paper, unless otherwise stated, adding one bureaucratic step will

mean adding one honest step. The solution can be written as follows:

Small bureaucracy region, 1 � n � nsmallc

Bsmallc = np+
m

1 +m
(mk)

Intermediate bureaucracy region, nsmallc < n � nlargec

Bintermediatec = �B = np
g � 1� (n�m) k � nt

g � 1� nk � nt
Large bureaucracy region, nlargec < n � nmaxc

Blargec = np+
m

1 +m
(g � 1� np� (n�m) k � nt)
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where nsmallc =
g � 1

p+ k + t+ p=m
solves Bsmallc = �B,

nlargec = g�1+k+mk
2(k+t)

+ g�1�k
2(k+t+p)

�
p
((g�1)(p+2t)+mk2+k(2g�2+p+mp+mt))2�4(g�1)(g�1+mk)(k+t)(k+t+p)

2(k+t)(k+t+p)

solves Blargec = �B and nmaxc =
g � 1 +mk
p+ k + t

is the maximum bureaucracy size for

which any licenses will be awarded.

A2: The dispatcher pro�t maximization problem

Choose qd to maximize qd (d (qd)�Bd)

where d (qd) =Min

8<: Bc + ((n�m) k + nt) (1� (qd + (x� 1) ~qd))
np+ (nk + nt) (1� (qd + (x� 1) ~qd))

(g � 1) (1� (qd + (x� 1) ~qd))

9=;
The �rst order conditions are

Case 1: 2 ((n�m) k + nt) qd = Bc + ((n�m) k + nt) (1� (x� 1) ~qd)�Bd
Case 2: 2 (nk + nt) qd = np+ (nk + nt) (1� (x� 1) ~qd)�Bd
Case 3: 2 (g � 1) qd = (g � 1) (1� (x� 1) ~qd)�Bd

If none of these three conditions apply, we get

Case 4: d = �d

Applying symmetry between all dispatchers (~qd = qd) and then solving for qd,

plugging the optimal quantities back into d (qd), we get the following optimal re-

sponse functions:

d1 (Bd) =
x

1 + x
Bd +

1

1 + x
(Bc + (n�m) k + nt)

d2 (Bd) =
x

1 + x
Bd +

1

1 + x
(np+ nk + nt)

d3 (Bd) =
x

1 + x
Bd +

1

1 + x
(g � 1)

d4 (Bd) = �d when neither of the above applies.

Which condition applies depends on the optimal values of Bc and Bd, which are

yet to be determined.
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A3: Bureaucrat´s problem in the dispatcher case

As before, corruption is decentralized. We use

Bc = bc + (m� 1)~bc + (n�m) p
Bd = bd + (m� 1) bd + (n�m) p
and the optimal dispatcher response functions

d1 (Bd) =
x

1 + x
Bd +

1

1 + x
(Bc + (n�m) k + nt)

d2 (Bd) =
x

1 + x
Bd +

1

1 + x
(np+ nk + nt)

d3 (Bd) =
x

1 + x
Bd +

1

1 + x
(g � 1)

Direct and indirect demand
The �rst problem to solve is when bureaucrats have both direct and indirect de-

mand, this amounts to three di¤erent cases. Assume �rst that
Bc � np
mk

>
Bc

g � 1� (n�m) k � nt ,
i.e. that some �rms also go to the de jure bureaucracy. Each bureaucrat chooses

bd and bc, taking the choices of the other bureaucrats ((m� 1)~bd and (m� 1)~bc) as
given, to maximize:

Max (bd � p)
�
1� d1 (Bd)�Bc

(n�m) k + nt

�
+ (bc � p)

�
d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt �

Bc � np
mk

�
The pro�t function can be rewritten as follows

(bd � bc)
�
1� d1 (Bd)�Bc

(n�m) k + nt

�
+ (bc � p)

�
1� Bc � np

mk

�
Note that the second component of the rewritten pro�t function is as in the case

without dispatchers. The �rst order condition with respect to bd is simple. After

applying symmetry between bureaucrats (bc = ~bc, bd = bd) it becomes:

bd = bc +
(n�m) k + nt

1 +m

In choosing bd, the direct bribe level acts as an opportunity cost for both bureau-

crats and �rms. It plays the same role as p does in the choice of direct bribe level

in the no-dispatcher case and bd is therefore additive in bc. Using this �rst order

condition, we can again rewrite the pro�t function:
((n�m) k + nt)x
(1 +m)2 (1 + x)

+ (bc � p)
�
1� Bc � np

mk

�
The �rst term, i.e. the rewritten indirect pro�t term, does not depend on bc. The

introduction of dispatchers has thus not changed the bureaucrat�s choice of optimal
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direct bribe, in the case where we have coexistence of de jure bureaucracy, direct

corruption and dispatchers. After aggregating over bureaucrats, we get the small

bureaucracy case solution:

Small bureaucracy region, 1 � n � nsmall

Bsmallc = np+
m

1 +m
(mk) Bsmalld = np+

m

1 +m
(nk + nt)

dsmall = Bsmalld +
(n�m) k + nt
(1 +m) (1 + x)

where nsmall = nsmallc (from the no-dispatcher case, subindex is omitted in the text)

solves Bsmallc = �B

The second case of indirect demand,
Bc � np
mk

<
Bc

g � 1� (n�m) k � nt , corre-
sponds to the large bureaucracy case in the model without dispatchers. This case

will never be optimal: bureaucrats �nd it more pro�table, for large bureaucracies,

to channel demand for licenses through dispatchers.

The third possibility of direct demand is that the Bc = �B-constraint binds. This

will be the case in a �rst intermediate bureaucracy size region. The bureaucrat then

chooses bd to

Max (bd � p)
�
1� d1 (Bd)�Bc

(n�m) k + nt

�
+(bc � p)

�
d1 (Bd)�Bc
(n�m) k + nt �

Bc
g � 1� (n�m) k � nt

�
s.t. Bc = �B.

The �rst order condition is:

bd =
1

2

�
~bd �m~bd + p (1 +m) + nt+ k

�
(n�m) + (1 +m)np

g � 1� n (k + t)

��
Applying symmetry between bureaucrats (bd = ~bd), solving for bd and then aggre-

gating to obtain Bd, we get the solution:

i1 - Intermediate bureaucracy region 1, nsmall < n � ni

Bi1c = �B Bi1d =
�B +

m

1 +m
((n�m) k + nt)

di1 = Bi1d +
(n�m) k + nt
(1 +m) (1 + x)

where ni =
g � 1

p+ k + t+ px= (1 +m+mx)
solves

di1 �Bi1c
(n�m) k + nt =

Bi1c
g � 1� (n�m) k � nt
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Indirect demand only

With indirect demand only, there are three cases that can apply: Either of the

two demand components
�
d2 (Bd)� np
nk + nt

,
d3 (Bd)

g � 1

�
can be larger than the other, or we

have d = �d. The
d2 (Bd)� np
nk + nt

-component of demand can be discarded however.45

With d = �d, we get a second intermediate bureaucracy size region46 :

i2 - Intermediate bureaucracy region 2, ni < n � nlarged

Bi2c = �B Bi2d =
((n�m) k + nt) (g � 1� np� nk � nt) + (g � 1)npx

(g � 1� nk � nt)x
di2 = �d

Finally, there is a large bureaucracy size region in which the
d3 (Bd)

g � 1 -term applies,

i.e. the marginal �rm chooses between dispatchers and informality. The bureaucrat

the chooses bd to

Max (bd � p)
�
1� d3 (Bd)

g � 1

�
The �rst order condition is:

bd =
1

2

�
g � 1 + ~bd �m~bd + p (1 +m)� np

�
Applying symmetry between bureaucrats (bd = ~bd), solving for bd and then aggre-

gating to obtain Bd, we get the solution:

Large bureaucracy region, nlarged < n � nmaxd

Blarged = np+
m

1 +m
(g � 1� np) dlarge = Blarged +

g � 1� np
(1 +m) (1 + x)

where nlarged is obtained by equating bureaucracy pro�ts for cases i2 and large.47

45 The case where �rms choose between dispatchers and the de jure bureaucracy will only occur
when there is no mark-up in the dispatcher sector, and then comes out as a solution to the
intermediate 1 case when x!1.
46 Over the region ni < n � nlarged , the interests of bureaucrats and dispatchers are unaligned.
Moving �rst, bureaucrats can therefore gain corruption pro�ts at the expense of dispatchers. In
this region, bureaucrats set the indirect bribe level Bd such that the best response of dispatchers is
�d. In doing this, bureaucrats keep the direct bribe at a level Bc = �B, such that dispatchers would
lose demand to direct corruption if they set any other price than �d.
The upper limit, nlarged , is determined by bureaucrats comparing pro�ts in this case to the

unconstrained large bureaucracy case. This will generate a discontinuity in prices and also in the
allocations at nlarged , seen in the lower right-hand panel of �gure 3.
47 The analytical solution for nlarged is not stated due to a large expression.
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As a �nal remark, if corruption were centralized, the solution is obtained by

replacing "m" in all four cases (small, i1, i2, large) with "1", except in the terms

(mk) and (n�m) k. As an example, we would get Bsmallc = np+
1

2
(mk).

A4: Breaking the rules corruption

The dispatcher demand curve is 1�Max
�
d�Bc
nu

,
d

g � 1

�
. Solving the dispatcher

problem gives the two response functions, d1 (Bd) =
y

1 + y
Bd+

1

1 + y
(Bc + nu) and

d2 (Bd) =
y

1 + y
Bd +

1

1 + y
(g � 1). The bureaucrats�pro�t maximization problem

and solution is:

Small bureaucracy region, 1 � n � n̂small. Bureaucrats set Bd and Bc to
Max (Bd � np2)

�
1� d1 (Bd)�Bc

nu

�
+(Bc � np1)

�
d1 (Bd)�Bc

nu
� Bc
g � 1� nu

�
)

B̂smallc = np1 +
1

2
(g � 1� np1 � nu) B̂smalld = np2 +

1

2
(g � 1� np2)

d̂small = B̂smalld +
n (p1 � p2 + u)
2 (1 + y)

n̂small =
(g � 1) (u+ (p2 � p1) y)

u (p1 + p2y + u)
solves

d̂small � B̂smallc

nu
=

B̂smallc

g � 1� nu

i - Intermediate bureaucracy region, n̂small < n � n̂large

B̂ic =
(g � 1� nu) (2nu+ (g � 1 + np2) y)

2 (nu+ (g � 1) y) B̂id = np2 +
1

2
(g � 1� np2)

d̂i = B̂id +
nu (g � 1� np2)
2 (nu+ (g � 1) y)

Large bureaucracy region, n̂large < n � n̂maxb . Bureaucrats choose Bd to

Max (Bd � np2)
�
1� d2 (Bd)

g � 1

�
)

B̂larged = np2 +
1

2
(g � 1� np2) dlarge = B̂larged +

g � 1� np2
2 (1 + y)

We get n̂large =
g � 1
u

by equating bureaucracy pro�ts for the last 2 case
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Informal �rms, investment

incentives and formalization�

1 Introduction

In a typical developing country, the majority of small �rms are informal and entry

costs into formality are high. This paper is motivated by these two observations.

It addresses the question of what can be expected in terms of �rm investment,

growth and formalization in such a setting. In particular, the paper focuses on �rms�

incentive to invest when, at some future point in time, an increase in productivity

can be gained, but only after paying large entry costs into formality. The e¤ect

of a penalty policy on informal �rm investment, growth and formalization is also

discussed.

The observation that most small �rms in developing countries are informal is

well-established. A recent enterprise survey in Brazil shows that 90% of the smallest

�rms, i.e. �rms with 1-5 employees, have not gone through the procedure to register

as a legal entity (SEBRAE, 2005). An enterprise survey in Mexico, the other large

Latin American economy, shows similar values (INEGI, 2003). Studies and accounts

� I thank Shon Ferguson, Harry Flam, Johan Gars, Gustav Hansson, John Hassler, Per Krusell,
Ted Miguel, José Mauricio Prado, Jesper Stage, Jakob Svensson and Fabrizio Zilibotti for helpful
discussions, feedback and suggestions. I also thank participants at the Stockholm University De-
partment of Economics workshop, the Berkeley development lunch workshop, the IIES brown bag
seminar, and participants at SUDSWEc and the Nordic Conference of Development Economics in
Copenhagen, both held in 2007. Thanks also to Christina Lönnblad for editorial assistance. Any
remaining errors are mine.
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from other developing countries indicate similar degrees of informality among the

smallest �rms in the economy (see, for instance, Bigsten et al., 2004, for Kenya and

de Soto, 1989, for Peru).

Turning to bureaucratic and legal costs facing small and medium enterprises,

such costs have received considerable attention in recent development research. In

particular, the work by de Soto (1989) and Djankov et al. (2002) has directed the

attention to substantial government-related costs of "doing business" and entry into

formality. Examples of such costs are start-up fees, �nancial costs incurred in order

to pay taxes (except for the taxes themselves), �nancial costs related to hiring and

laying o¤workers, as well as the time spent with these activities. These costs can be

substantial. Whereas it costs USD 370 to start a �rm in the US, the average cost in

Latin America is around USD 1240, as reported by the World Bank Doing Business

project. The average monthly income per capita was USD 3840 in the United States

in 2007, meaning that three days of work generate an income equal to the �rm start-

up cost. In Latin America, the average monthly income was one tenth as much, or

USD 380. It thus takes more than three months of work to generate an income

equal to the �rm start-up cost. Furthermore, income levels in the informal sector in

Latin America are typically much lower than the o¢ cial GNI �gures, meaning that

it takes even longer to generate an income equal to the �rm start up costs.

As implied by the above, the de�nition of an informal �rm used in this paper

is a �rm that has not gone through the registration procedure at the government

bureaucracy.

The combination of small informal �rms and large formalization costs has mo-

tivated setting up a simple dynamic model of pro�t-maximizing �rms. Firms can

invest in their capital stock, grow larger and, possibly over time, become formal.

The cost of becoming formal is taken literally: at one instant in time, the �rm can

choose to pay the formalization fee, de�ned as F ; a fee that represents all costs to

register the �rm at the government bureaucracy. Having paid F , the �rm changes

status from informal to formal and obtains a productivity bene�t.

How do formalization costs, to be paid at some future date, a¤ect investment

today? At what �rm size and when do �rms choose to become formal, if at all?

What are the crucial parameters a¤ecting �rm formalization? What is the e¤ect
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of credit constraints on the formalization decision? Can formalization costs lead to

poverty traps? How should policy vis-a-vis informal �rms be viewed? How can the

government a¤ect the formalization decision? These questions are addressed in this

paper.

Several interesting results emerge from the analysis of the tractable dynamic

model. First, the investment paths and growth trajectories di¤er substantially be-

tween �rms that choose to formalize and those (ex-ante almost identical �rms) that

do not. Second, the formalization decision depends non-trivially on the productivity

of the informal �rm, due to the balancing of an accumulation e¤ect and a threshold

e¤ect. This, in turn, has an e¤ect on how policy designed to incentivize informal

�rms to become formal should be designed. Third, when aggregating over �rms, the

long-run �rm size distribution exhibits a range of small �rms and a range of larger

�rms but also a "missing middle", much in line with actual �rm size distributions

observed in developing countries (Bigsten et al. 2004, Tybout, 2000). Fourth, the

long-run �rm-size distribution turns out to depend on the initial �rm-level stock of

capital, a result that can be interpreted as a poverty/informality trap.

The paper proceeds as follows: In section 2, the literature to which this paper

relates is reviewed and the model to be presented is motivated in relation to this

earlier writing. Section 3 discusses formalization costs in di¤erent countries and

presents some data on income levels in the informal economy, together with typical

informal �rm capital stocks and pro�t levels from three recent studies. The dynamic

model of �rm investment and formalization is presented in section 4 and analyzed

in section 5. Some extensions to the analysis, focusing on how the investment and

formalization behavior changes when the basic assumptions are altered, are to be

found in section 6. Section 7 discusses the results and concludes the paper. The

appendix presents some of the details in deriving the analytical results.
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2 Literature review

An important debate in the literature on the informal sector, preceding the analysis

in this paper, is whether small informal entrepreneurial activities should be consid-

ered as proper "�rms" at all, or merely as temporary subsistence labor while waiting

for a formal job. In early writings on how the economy develops from traditional to

modern, Lewis (1954), Todaro (1969) and Harris and Todaro (1971) considered the

"urban traditional" sector as a source of labor supply for the "modern" sector.1 In

none of these papers is the urban traditional sector seen as an important element of

economic activity or as a contributor to capital accumulation. It is rather considered

as a temporary low-productivity subsistence activity.

The entrepreneurial view that informal small-scale economic activities should

be considered as entrepreneurs/�rms, rather than as subsistence activities, has been

popularized by de Soto (1989). However, a change in terminology and focus to an in-

formal �rather than an "urban traditional" �sector, stressing entrepreneurship and

not only surplus labor, emerged with the writings of the International Labor Orga-

nization (Hart, 1973; ILO, 1972). The informal sector/informal economy started to

be seen more as a permanent, increasing and diverse phenomenon �"from marginal

operations to large enterprises" (Hart, p. 68).2

In an "occupational choice" model in the spirit of Lucas (1978), with economic

agents di¤ering in entrepreneurial ability, Rauch (1991) studies the choice between

being a worker, an informal entrepreneur or a formal entrepreneur. Both types of

entrepreneurs employ workers. The informal entrepreneurial sector arises as a result

of a government (above-market clearing) minimum wage policy. The static general

equilibrium model delivers predictions on the relative size of the informal sector,

�rm size distribution, and changes to these from the minimum wage level.3

1 Starting with the work of Lewis (1954), the traditional urban sector plus rural-to-urban mi-
grants were seen as a source of unlimited labor supply from which the modern sector could get
labor at subsistence pay. Todaro (1969) modeled the rural�to urban migration decision, taking
into account the existence of an unemployed or underemployed pool of urban traditional workers
that compete for the same jobs as rural migrants. Harris and Todaro (1971) studied a minimum
wage policy in a similar setting.

2 Rauch (1991), Chen (2004) and de Mel et al. (2008) all discuss early writings on the informal
economy.

3 Rauch�s paper can be seen as combining the two views above on informal activity. In recent
empirical work from Sri Lanka, de Mel et al. (2008) collect data on personal characteristics from
wage workers, own-account workers and owners of enterprises with 5-50 employees to address the
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Minimum wages that do not clear the market constitute an example of a gov-

ernment intervention that may lead to an informal sector. The focus here is instead

on the e¤ects of government-imposed formalization costs. The paper takes as given

the de Soto entrepreneurial view and studies investment and formalization decisions

of pro�t maximizing informal �rms.

The question of whether a �rm formalizes or not in the face of large such costs

involves at least two issues: the formalization costs themselves and the potential

gains from formalization. In addition, a modeling choice must be made. A dynamic

framework is appropriate to capture the e¤ects of large formalization costs on small

informal �rms: �rms must grow to a certain size to become formal. A dynamic

model can also shed light on how the investment incentives and the resulting growth

path today are a¤ected by a future "non-convexity" in the production function.

To the best of my knowledge, this paper is the �rst to explicitly focus on the

investment incentives in anticipation of a formalization cost. However, the model is

similar in spirit to the literature on non-convexities and poverty traps, a literature

that typically focuses on whether initial (wealth) conditions matter for long-run

allocations.4

question of whether own-account workers resemble wage workers or �rm-owners more. By using
a "species classi�cation" approach from biology, they classify around 70% of the own-account
workers in their study as wage workers and 30% as small- and medium-size enterprise owners.
On the other hand, the authors argue that given the large number of own-account workers in
low-income countries, the possibilities for job creation and growth in this sector should not be
ignored. In addition, by exploiting the panel structure of the data on own-account workers, for
the fraction of this group that resembles enterprise owners, the growth rate implied by these own-
account workers�transition into being employers is much larger than the growth rates found in a
comparable study with data from the United States.

4 Regarding terminology, the present paper discusses government imposed formalization costs, in
the form of going through a �rm registration procedure, as the fundamental non-convexity which is
of importance for �rm growth. This is di¤erent from occupational choice models, such as Banerjee
and Newman (1993), Ghatak and Jiang (2002) and Buera (2008), where the non-convexity is
typically a minimum scale investment. The two di¤erent types of entry costs may well operate on
di¤erent levels of �rm size: an individual considering starting a manufacturing "�rm" may consider
buying a machine ("entry"). After having grown, such an informal manufacturing �rm, with an
established operation and possibly with a number of employees, may consider "formalization". In a
recent empirical paper on the return to capital of investment for small �rms in Mexico, McKenzie
and Woodru¤ (2006) �nd, in line with other papers, high returns on small investments for the
smallest �rms and thus, they �nd no evidence of "entry nonconvexities". They do �nd lower
returns for �rms with a capital stock in the USD 1000-2000 range, however, and cannot reject that
there is a threshold e¤ect, one potential explanation for which is that "�scal and bureaucratic costs
are faced only by �rms above a minimum size" (McKenzie and Woodru¤, 2006, page 5).
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One basic insight from neoclassical theory is that non-convexities alone will not

a¤ect long-run allocations. Economic agents could simply borrow to overcome such

hurdles. The analysis of models with non-convexities is therefore intimately con-

nected with introducing some other constraint relevant for developing economies, in

particular capital market imperfections which may make individuals or �rms unable

to converge to a common long-run steady state or a balanced growth path (Banerjee,

2001 and McKenzie and Woodru¤, 2006 discuss this point). The e¤ects of initial

capital and credit constraints on the possibilities for �rm formalization are discussed

in this paper.

Typically, the interplay between non-convexities, credit constraints and initial

wealth is studied in dynamic occupational choice models with an OLG-structure,

where one generation bequests wealth to the next and where individuals have a

"warm glow" utility function. In the baseline human capital investment model of

Galor and Zeira (1993), this results in a direct relationship between the initial wealth

of one generation of a dynasty and the long-run steady state of the same dynasty.5

There is no intergenerational saving/investment where a current generation takes

into consideration the possibility that the decision of a future generation may be

a¤ected by today�s choice.

The framework in this paper is di¤erent. Firms maximize pro�ts over the entire

life span of the �rm. This means that the investment decision is truly intertemporal.

The �rm considers whether it should build up a capital stock over time, although

this may imply current losses, in order to formalize at some later point in time.6

A feature of the present model, as opposed to most other papers, is that it is

possible to solve analytically for the shape of the investment function over time. The

comparative statics of the model can thus be analyzed in a straightforward way.

Turning to the second issue, what is to be gained from formalization? This paper

5 In an extension, as well as in the occupational choice models of Banerjee and Newman (1993)
and Ghatak and Jiang (2002), the entire wealth distribution endogenously determines occupational
choices and wages which, in turn, a¤ect the bequest to the next generation and the long-run
equilibrium.

6 See Banerjee (2001 pp. 31-32) for a discussion of "joy of giving" vs. "Barro preferences". In
an appendix, Galor and Zeira (1993) point out how a "utility of o¤spring"-approach would a¤ect
their results and show that a poverty trap would still result. The occupational choice model of
Buera (2008) also uses fully intertemporal preferences.
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assumes that there is a productivity gain from becoming formal and focuses on the

resulting e¤ect on investment incentives while informal, but it does not provide one

speci�c channel through which formal productivity is higher.

A non-exhaustive list of aspects that di¤er between informal and formal �rms,

from the development literature, includes access to credit and capital, taxes, public

goods provisioning, access to risk pooling mechanisms, security in business environ-

ment, property rights, marketing possibilities, access to export markets, supplier-

buyer relationships and other contracting issues (see, for instance, de Soto, 1989;

Tokman, 1992; Levenson and Maloney, 1998; Bigsten et al. 2004; Chen, 2004; Mal-

oney, 2004).7 ,8

One mechanism, out of many possible, that a¤ects the productivity of informal

�rms and, therefore, the incentive to become formal, is instead proposed: Penalties

and enforcement vis-a-vis informal �rms make these �rms divert time from pro-

duction, with lower total production as a result. Tokman (1992) provides ample

evidence that informal �rms in Latin America organize part of production so that

it is "invisible". The accounts in Tokman contain numerous examples of how small

informal �rms organize activities to minimize the disturbance from authorities, for

instance by choosing less visible and less favorable production locations, physically

hiding production when authorities visit and in anticipation of such visits, meeting

customers one by one due to the lack of a visible sales location and marketing pos-

sibilities, and so on. The set-up, where �rms respond to penalties by diverting time

from production, allows us to explicitly study the e¤ect of changes in policy, i.e.

penalties, on informal �rm investments and decisions to formalize.

The main focus of the paper is to study the investment incentives of an individual

�rm. However, the aggregate formalization behavior of heterogenous �rms �di¤ering

in an ability parameter (or in initial capital) � is also studied. The aim is not to

provide an industry evolution model, as in Jovanovic (1982), Hopenhayn (1992) and

7 The e¤ects of taxation in the formal sector and of di¤erences in public goods provisioning
between sectors are modeled by Loayza (1995) and Garcia Penalosa and Turnovsky (2005). Dif-
ferences in access to outside �nance are modeled by Antunes and Cavalcanti (2007).

8 The assumption that formality brings a productivity bene�t is not uncontroversial. As an
example, much of the discussion in Brazil is centered around (too high) taxation in the formal
sector. This paper assumes that formality is desirable, although the framework could, in principle,
allow for �rms that do not desire formality.
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Melitz (2003). It is rather to display the implications of the non-convexity on long-

run �rm sizes and formality status, when �rms di¤er in ability and initial capital.

These "aggregate" predictions of the model are outlined in section 5.

3 Formalization costs

The cost of formalizing a business consists of both monetary costs and other costs.

It is well documented that these costs can be very high (Djankov et al., 2002).

The most up-to date source of information on such costs is most likely the "Doing

Business" project �nanced by the World Bank. This data set on costs to start a �rm

originally covered 75 countries (Djankov et al., 2002), while 181 countries are now

included (World Bank, 2009a). A summary of the most recent data, from 2009, is

presented in table 1, with the number of procedures to register a �rm and the o¢ cial

time it takes. The last column measures the o¢ cial cost of the di¤erent registration

procedures as a percentage of o¢ cial Gross National Income (GNI). The �nancial

cost to start a business (column 3) is at least 30% of yearly GNI per capita in most

of the developing world, and as much as 111% in Sub-Saharan Africa.

1 2 3

Region
Number of
procedures Time (days)

Cost to start a firm /
(GNI/capita)

East Asia & Pacific 8.6 44.2 32.3

Eastern Europe & Central Asia 7.7 22.6 8.6

Latin America & Caribbean 9.7 64.5 39.1

Middle East & North Africa 8.4 23.5 41.0

South Asia 7.4 32.5 31.9

SubSaharan Africa 10.2 47.8 111.2

OECD 5.8 13.4 4.9
United States 6 6 0.7

Table 1. Number of procedures, duration and cost to register a business in di¤erent

parts of the world. Source: World Bank, 2009a.

Table 2 presents data for the year 2007 for the Latin American countries present

in the World Bank data, augmented with informal economy income �gures from

Schneider (2002). Columns 1-3 show that 6-17 di¤erent bureaucratic procedures

with a total cost of 585-2820 USD and taking 19-152 days have to be taken to
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formalize a �rm. The average is 12 procedures, 58 days and 1238 USD in o¢ cial

cost. All Latin American countries have a higher �rm start-up cost than the United

States and the average cost is 336% of the US cost.9

Column 4 shows the o¢ cial 2007 GNI/capita �gures from World Bank (2009b),

column 5 shows the informal GNP/capita �gures from Schneider (2002) and columns

6-7 show the ratio between the cost to start a �rm to the monthly informal GNP/capita

and the ratio between a "total cost" to the monthly informal GNP/capita, respec-

tively.10 ,11 Columns 6 and 7 can thus be interpreted as the number of months an

average informal worker would have to work to generate an income equal to the

o¢ cial �rm start-up cost and the total cost, respectively.

If we only focus on the o¢ cial cost to start a �rm (column 6), then Brazil,

the most favorable country, requires three months of work to generate the income

required for the formalization cost. The Latin-American average is 11 times informal

GNP/capita and Bolivia and Nicaragua have very high costs in terms of informal

income. These costs are high and are likely to be prohibitive for many small informal

�rms.

9 All averages calculated are unweighted.
10 To get an informal economy per capita income relevant for 2007, I have multiplied Schneider�s
informal economy per capita GNP �gures, which refer to the year 2000, with the ratio between
2007 and 2000 o¢ cial income �gures. The calculation thus assumes that the informal economy per
capita income has changed at the same rate as the o¢ cial per capita income.
11 The total cost measure, as perceived by an informal entrepreneur, is probably a summary
measure of the monetary cost + the time cost of actually ful�lling all requirements + transport
costs etc. to visit the di¤erent government bodies. The calculation for total cost in column 7 is
somewhat ad-hoc and, as follows: (the o¢ cial cost) + (the number of procedures times half the
informal average daily GNP/capita) + (an ad-hoc measure of the loss of waiting set to the duration
in days divided by three times half the daily informal GNP/capita).
The daily GNP/capita is the monthly GNP/capita divided by 20. Each procedure is assumed

to require one day of work. Each procedure is assumed to have a value of half an average daily
informal GNP/capita. The loss due to waiting is set to be a third of the duration time times half
the daily GNP/capita.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Country
Number of
procedures Time (days)

Cost to start
a firm
(USD)

Official
monthly

GNI (USD)

Informal
monthly

GNP (USD)

Start up
cost/

(Informal
monthly

GNP)

Total cost/
(Informal
monthly

GNP)

Argentina 14 31 702 504 128 5,5 6,1

Bolivia 15 50 1891 105 70 26,8 27,6

Brazil 17 152 585 493 196 3,0 4,7
Chile 9 27 818 696 138 5,9 6,4
Colombia 13 44 644 271 106 6,1 6,8

Costa Rica 12 77 1279 463 121 10,5 11,5

Dom. Rep. 9 72 1072 296 95 11,3 12,1

Ecuador 14 65 979 257 88 11,1 12,0

Guatemala 13 30 1271 203 105 12,1 12,7

Honduras 13 44 970 133 66 14,7 15,4

Mexico 8 27 1184 695 209 5,7 6,1

Nicaragua 6 39 1290 82 37 34,9 35,4

Panama 7 19 1317 459 294 4,5 4,8

Peru 10 72 1121 288 172 6,5 7,4

Uruguay 10 43 2820 532 272 10,4 11,0
Venezuela 16 141 1859 610 205 9,1 10,6

Average LA 12 58 1238 380 144 11,1 11,9

United States 6 6 368 3837

Table 2. Number of procedures, duration and cost to start a �rm in Latin America

(columns 1-3). O¢ cial and informal per capita income �gures (columns 4-5). Ratio

between the cost to start a �rm and informal monthly GNP (column 6) and ratio

between a total cost measure, incorporating time costs, and informal monthly GNP

(column 7). The sources are Schneider (2002) and World Bank (2009a, 2009b).

To �nish this section, three examples on capital stock levels and pro�ts from

small (typically informal) �rms are given.

In a representative sample of 3700 �rms with �ve employees or less in Mexico,

McKenzie and Woodru¤ (2006) report that the median capital stock replacement

value across industries is USD 963. In Mexico, typical capital stocks are thus worth

less than the costs of going through the registration procedure, from table 2. In the

same Mexican data set, the average reported monthly earnings for �rms with less

than the median capital stock are USD 172 (Woodru¤, 2006). In another study,

from Sri Lanka, De Mel, McKenzie and Woodru¤ (2008) report that the median

level of invested capital for 408 �rms is around USD 180.12

12 In the latter study, �rms with less than 1000 USD in capital stock were targeted, which caused
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As an example of informal �rm pro�ts, the Brazilian study of informal 1-5 person

�rms cited in the introduction reports that roughly 75% of the �rms say that they

make pro�ts. The average monthly pro�t of these pro�t-making �rms was USD 314.

The pro�t for �rms with remunerated employees was USD 825. For own account

�rms/workers, that may or may not have non-remunerated employees, the pro�ts

were USD 235 (SEBRAE, 2005). These entrepreneurial activities are often the main

or the sole activity of the individuals involved, indicating a small room for anything

but consumption expenses.13

4 The model

In this section, a dynamic model of �rm investment, growth and possible formaliza-

tion is introduced and solved. The �rm starts out as informal and the question is if,

when and at what �rm size the �rm will become formal. The modeling is inspired

by the framework in Harstad and Svensson (2009).

The production function is simple: production is linear in the capital stock (kt).

As informal, the �rm produces Aikt, if it has formalized, production is instead Afkt,

where Af > Ai. Thus, it is assumed that formality is desirable for the �rm. I

�rst solve a dynamic pro�t maximization problem in sections 4.1 to 4.5. Because

the focus in section 4 is on one individual �rm, heterogeneity between �rms is not

introduced until section 4.6, after which I also discuss a possible microfoundation

for Ai.

The �rm can grow by investing (it) in its capital stock. The cost of investing is

convex in the size of the investment,
z

2
i2t . This gives a pro�t �ow (�t) in the case of

the �rm being informal, as follows:

�t = A
ikt�

z

2
i2t (1)

The capital stock depreciates at the rate �. The growth of the capital stock is

therefore

around 6% of the originally selected sample of entrepreneurs to be dropped. The authors argue
that "we believe the resulting sample is representative of a substantial majority of the own-account
workers in Sri Lanka" (page 1335, footnote 4).
13 An average exchange rate of 2.86 Reais/USD in October 2003 was used to calculate these
numbers.
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_kt = it��kt. (2)

To get access to the higher productivity, Af , the �rm must pay a formalization

fee F at some time T . After formalization, �ow pro�ts equal Afkt �
z

2
i2t . The �rm

discounts future pro�ts at the rate �.

The basic dynamic problem, in an environment with no restrictions on how the

�rm can �nance investment and formalization costs from its own lifetime revenue,

is stated below. The e¤ect of di¤erent credit restrictions on the problem set-up is

discussed in section 6. This discussion is postponed because credit constraints turn

out to a¤ect the dynamic analysis in a way which can be handled within the main

framework.

4.1 The �rm pro�t maximization problem

An informal �rm, starting with an initial capital stock of k0, chooses an investment

path, whether it should become formal and the time of formalization (T ). The �rm�s

pro�t maximization problem can be written as:

Choose it, T to Max
�
TR
0

�
Aikt �

z

2
i2t

�
e��tdt+

1R
T

�
Afkt �

z

2
i2t

�
e��tdt� Fe��T

�
s.t. _kt = it��kt and k (0) = k0 (3)

The problem can be solved in two steps. First, we use the principle of optimal-

ity to solve backwards for the formal and then for the informal investment path

(assuming that T exists). We also derive the investment path if T does not exist.

By using the investment path assuming that formalization does take place, we then

determine when the �rm wants to formalize by solving for the optimal T . If such a

T exists, we then know the optimal capital accumulation path. If it does not exist,

the �rm is informal forever.
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4.2 Optimal investments

Assume that T exists. Solving backwards, the "formal problem" takes the capital

stock at time T , de�ned as ~kT , as an initial condition, and is solved for the investment

path from T to 1. We get a formal investment function iformal and a continuation
value V formal, which is the optimal pro�t from T and onwards. V formal will be a

function of both T and ~kT . The pro�t maximization problem is:14

Choose it to Max
1R
T

�
Afkt �

z

2
i2t

�
e��tdt

s.t. _kt = it � �kt and k (T ) = ~kT

By de�ning the present-value HamiltonianH =
�
Afkt �

z

2
i2t

�
e��t+�t (it � �kt),

where �t is the present value Lagrange multiplier on the capital accumulation con-

straint, and applying the �rst-order conditions
@H

@i
= 0,

@H

@k
= �@�

@t
and the

transversality condition Limt!1 (�tkt) = 0, we get the optimal solution:

iformal =
Af

z (� + �)

kformalt = ~kT e
��(t�T ) +

Af

z� (� + �)

�
1� e��(t�T )

�
kformal1 =

Af

z� (� + �)

V formal
�
T ,~kT

�
= e��T

 
Af~kT
� + �

+

�
Af
�2

2z� (� + �)2

!
(4)

The �rm invests a constant amount each "period". The capital stock converges

to its steady state value of kformal1 =
Af

z� (� + �)
, at which depreciation and investment

o¤set each other.15 The constant investment rate is due to the convexity of invest-

ment costs �the �rm wants to spread investment over time. The investment rate

increases in the productivity parameter Af and decreases in the cost of investment

z, the depreciation rate of capital � and the rate of time preference �.

The informal investment path, for a given T , can, in turn, be determined by

solving for the investment path that takes the �rm from k0 to ~kT and then maximize

total pro�ts with respect to ~kT :

14 ~kT is not a choice variable in the overall problem, it is only introduced as an auxiliary variable
when we solve the formal and informal problems separately.
15 In solving the problem, a non-explosive path of investment is pro�t-maximizing. Other in-
vestment paths, that ful�ll the di¤erential equations for it and kt stemming from the �rst- or-
der conditions on the Hamiltonian, can be ruled out for optimality reasons (and do not ful�ll
Limt!1 (�tkt) = 0).
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Choose it and ~kT to Max
�
TR
0

�
Aikt �

z

2
i2t

�
e��tdt+ e��TV formal

�
T ,~kT

��
s.t. _kt = it��kt, k (0) = k0 and k (T ) = ~kT (5)

The investment path is derived as above, the only di¤erence being the terminal

constraint on capital (instead of a transversality condition). Having solved for the

optimal informal it- and kt-paths as functions of ~kT , and having plugged these back

into the pro�t function, we integrate to get the optimal value of informal pro�ts as

a function of ~kT . The total pro�ts are then di¤erentiated with respect to ~kT . The

optimality condition with respect to ~kT , stated below, is that the loss of informal

pro�ts from increasing ~kT should be exactly o¤set by a gain in formal pro�ts:

d

d~kT

�
TR
0

�
Aikt

�
~kT

�
� z
2

�
it

�
~kT

��2�
e��tdt+ e��TV formal

�
T ,~kT

��
= 0 (6)

This equation is solved for ~kT . The optimal ~kT is then plugged back into the

solution for it and kt, which, after simpli�cation, becomes

iformalizationt =
Ai

z (� + �)
+
Af � Ai
z (� + �)

e(�+�)(t�T ) (7)

kformalizationt = k0e
��t +

Ai
�
1� e��t

�
z� (� + �)

+

�
Af � Ai

� �
e(�+�)(t�T ) � e�(�+�)T��t

�
z (� + �) (2� + �)

.

This investment path starts out close to Ai= (z (� + �)), and then increases up to

the level of formal investments at T , i.e. Af= (z (� + �)). Investment increases close

to formalization because the marginal value of capital is high after formalization,

which makes the �rm willing to decrease its pro�ts by accumulating more capital,

while still being informal.

Now assume that T does not exist. The �rm is then informal forever. Solving

this problem is identical to solving the formality problem above, but productivity is

Ai, time runs from 0 and the initial capital stock is k0. The "ever-informal" problem

is:

Choose it to Max
1R
0

�
Aikt �

z

2
i2t

�
e��tdt

s.t. _kt = it � �kt and k (0) = k0

The solution, obtained as in the formal problem above, is:
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iinformal =
Ai

z (� + �)

kinformalt = k0e
��t +

Ai

z� (� + �)

�
1� e��t

�
kinformal1 =

Ai

z� (� + �)
(8)

As for the investment path once formal, the investment rate is constant and the

capital stock converges to a steady-state value, kinformal1 =
Ai

z� (� + �)
. This capital

stock is lower than if the �rm had been formal, because productivity is lower.

4.3 Solving for the formalization time T

If T exists, the investment path before and after formalization is given above (ex-

pressions 7 and 4, respectively). The optimal T can be derived by recognizing that

at the time of formalization, it must be that formalization is just as attractive as

remaining informal. This determines the capital stock at which the �rm wants

to formalize which, in turn, with the capital accumulation prior to formalization

kformalizationt given in (7), determines T . We get that formalization takes place when

d

dT

�
TR
0

�
Aikt �

z

2
i2t

�
e��tdt+

1R
T

�
Afkt �

z

2
i2t

�
e��tdt� Fe��T

�
= 0. (9)

As discussed above, the pre-formalization investment rate approaches the formal

investment rate as t ! T . At T , these e¤ects cancel out and the condition in (9)

simpli�es to AikT � AfkT + �F = 0. The optimal capital stock at formalization,

de�ned as kF , becomes

kF � �F

Af � Ai . (10)

We get T by equating the optimal capital accumulation path at t = T , i.e.

kformalizationT from (7), with kF :

k0e
��T +

Ai
�
1� e��T

�
z� (� + �)

+

�
Af � Ai

� �
1� e�(2�+�)T

�
z (� + �) (2� + �)

=
�F

Af � Ai (11)

This equation implicitly de�nes the optimal time of formalization, T .

Formalization means a promise of future higher pro�ts. The �rm that formalizes

builds a higher capital stock while informal, in anticipation of such pro�ts. Because

iformalizationt > iinformal, this period is thus associated with losses as compared to the
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"ever-informal" path. There is a certain amount of losses/additional investment

that can be sustained in anticipation of formalization. This gets re�ected in the

amount of capital that is optimally accumulated prior to formalization, i.e. the LHS

in (11).

The formalization decision also depends on at what capital stock it is optimal

to pay F . The �rst-order condition in (9) implies that the marginal gain from

formalization, which is
�
Af � Ai

�
times the capital stock, should equal the marginal

loss of not delaying formalization, i.e. �F .

It should be observed at this stage that although we have not restricted the time

of payment of F in any sense, the �rm does not want to pay the formalization fee at

once. This is because it is only bene�cial to pay F once a certain capital stock/�rm

size has been reached and getting to that point is costly due to the convexity of

investment costs.

4.3.1 Existence of T

Determining under what conditions T exists completes the solution to the dynamic

problem. Proposition 1 below states the full conditions for when a �rm formal-

izes. The main idea in deriving this proposition is to let T ! 1 in the LHS of

expression (11), which gives an auxiliary maximum level of capital kformalization1 =
Ai (� + �) + �Af

z� (� + �) (2� + �)
in anticipation of formalization and then to compare this capital

level to the RHS in (11). Appendix 1 gives some further details.

Proposition 1: A �rm that starts with a capital level k0 less than kinformal1 =
Ai

z� (� + �)
will become formal if and only if the formalization cost F is less than or

equal to �F , where �F �
�
Af � Ai

� �
Ai (� + �) + �Af

�
z�� (� + �) (2� + �)

. This threshold is increasing

in Af , decreasing in z, � and � and increasing in Ai for small values of Ai, and then

decreasing. For �rms that start with k0 larger than kinformal1 , formalization will take

place if and only if F � �F +G (k0), where G (k0) is positive and a strictly increasing

function of k0.
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The next subsection states the full solution. A second proposition is then pre-

sented, after which the basic comparative statics and the intuition of �rm formal-

ization are discussed. The discussion of the second part of proposition 1, the k0-

dependence, is postponed until section 5.

4.4 The full solution to the dynamic problem

The solution to the dynamic problem can be stated as follows: If the conditions in

proposition 1 are satis�ed, there exists a formalization time T which is the solution

to equation 11. In this case, the �rm follows the formalization investment path

(iformalizationt from expression 7) and then switches to the formal investment path

(iformal from expression 4) at time T . Such an investment path is shown in �gure 1. If

instead proposition 1 is not satis�ed, the �rm follows an "informal-ever" investment

path (iinformal from expression 8, the broken line in �gure 1).

Figure 1. Investment paths.

4.5 Comparative statics of the dynamic problem

Proposition 1 was derived from expression (11). An alternative approach to the

above is to use expression (11) to analyze the comparative statics of the time of
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formalization, T . The same parameter changes that make formalization "easier"

(re�ected in an increase in �F � F ) also imply a smaller T .

Proposition 2: The formalization time T is a function of all parameters of the

problem: T
�
F ,z,�,�,Af ,k0,Ai

�
. It is increasing in F , z, �, and � and decreasing in

Af and the initial capital stock, k0. It is decreasing in Ai for small values of Ai,

then increasing.

Increases in the formalization fee F will make the necessary capital accumulation

take longer time. An increased cost of investing z slows down the growth of the

capital stock. Preformalization investments also decrease unambiguously in the

depreciation rate � and the discount rate �. In addition, an increase in � makes

�rms want to postpone formalization (the RHS in 11 increases), which makes T

increase further. An increase in Af strengthens the incentive to invest (LHS of

11). In addition, it decreases the level of capital kF at which formalization becomes

advantageous (RHS of 11). Both e¤ects speed up formalization. The initial capital

stock adds to the capital stock obtained by investing, and T is therefore smaller the

higher is k0.

With respect to the informal productivity level Ai, there are two e¤ects: an in-

vestment e¤ect and a threshold e¤ect. An increase in Ai means more investment and

capital accumulation (LHS in 11) but also that formalization becomes less advan-

tageous (RHS in 11). For small values of Ai (in comparison to Af), the investment

e¤ect dominates and formalization becomes easier ( �F � F increases, proposition 1)
and faster (T decreases, proposition 2). For large values of Ai, the threshold e¤ect

instead dominates.

The response in T to changes in the parameter values implies that there are two

e¤ects on the investment path when a parameter changes. Consider an increase in

Af . This produces a direct e¤ect by which iformalizationt in (7) increases, for a given

T . In addition, there is an indirect e¤ect through a smaller formalization time T ,

which further increases investment at any moment in time. In �gure 1, these direct

and indirect e¤ects could be depicted as a formalization (pre-T ) investment path at

a higher level and with a higher slope at each point in time, a shift to the left in T ,

and a shift upwards in the formal (post-T ) investment level.
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This unambiguous multiplicative e¤ect is also present (but goes in the other

direction) for changes in z, �, and �.

Before further analyzing these results, heterogeneity between �rms is introduced

in section 4.6 and a microfoundation for the informal productivity parameter Ai,

connected to a penalty policy vis-a-vis informal �rms, is provided in section 4.7.

4.6 Introducing �rm heterogeneity

The discussion so far has concerned one �rm. To allow a discussion in section 5

about �rms that become formal versus those that do not, an assumption about �rm

heterogeneity is introduced. Speci�cally, let �rms be indexed by j and assume there

is a �rm-speci�c "ability" parameter �j that multiplies two baseline productivity

parameters, AI and AF . For the sake of simplicity, let �j be uniformly distributed on

the unit interval, 0 < �j � 1. The baseline parameters AI and AF can be interpreted
as the maximum productivities of the informal and formal sectors, respectively. A

number of reasons why these may di¤er were outlined in the introduction. Through

its ability parameter, each �rm then has its own productivity in relation to AI and

AF : as formal it is Afj = �jA
F . The productivity of the same �rm j while informal,

Aij, contains an additional component, discussed in the next section.

4.7 The informal productivity Aij

As discussed in the introduction, there are potentially many di¤erent reasons for

productivity di¤erences between informality and formality. The risk of being de-

tected and penalized by the authorities for operating "illegally" is an often-used

characterization of the informal �rm environment, by informal entrepreneurs them-

selves (Tokman, 1992) as well as in economic models (Loayza, 1995). One reason

for penalizing informal �rms is that these do not pay taxes; thus, the government

wants �rms to formalize in order to increase tax revenue. Another rationale is that

formal �rms put pressure on the authorities to deal with informality, claiming that

competition from non-compliers is "unfair".
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An explicit story for how penalties a¤ect informal productivity, Aij, is through the

time use of informal entrepreneurs: �rms spend time "hiding" from the authorities,

rather than producing. This was motivated in section 2.

Let the productivity of the informal �rm be �jAI from above if it can operate

without hiding. Let l be the fraction of the informal entrepreneur�s unitary time

endowment spent trying to avoid detection, rather than in production, let p(l) be the

resulting probability of not getting caught and let x be the fraction of output which

is taken from the informal entrepreneur if caught (the penalty/policy parameter,

where 0 � x � 1). The expected productivity when operating informally becomes
p(l)�jA

I (1� l) + (1� p(l)) �jAI (1� l) (1� x), which can be rewritten as16

�jA
I (1� l)�x�jAI (1� l) (1� p(l)). (12)

The �rst term re�ects production and the second term the e¤ect of penalties. Let

the probability of not being detected be p(l) =
p
l. This function ful�lls the natural

requirements that p(0) = 0, p(1) = 1 and also dp=dll=0 = 1 and d2p=dl2 < 0.

By solving for the optimal time allocation and detection probability from the �rst-

order condition ��jAI+p�(l)x�jAI (1� l)+x�jAI (1� p(l)) = 0, we get the informal
productivity parameter.17 It is a strictly decreasing and convex function h (x) of

the penalty parameter x, where h (0) = 1, multiplied by �jAI :

Aij = �jA
Ih (x) (13)

The penalty parameter thus has a negative e¤ect on productivity. Firms can

shield themselves from the worst case, by allocating time to hiding rather than

to production (h (x) is always larger than 1 � x).18 Figure 2 shows the resulting

informal productivity, Aij = �jA
Ih (x), as a function of x for an individual �rm j.

The formal productivity Afj = �jA
F is also shown.

The e¤ects of penalties on formalization are discussed in section 5.

16 The capital stock k is omitted because the time allocation decision to maximize expected "per
period" production is static and independent of the dynamic investment decision in (3).
17 See appendix 2.
18 We could use a more general function for the probability; p (l) = l� with 0 < � < 1. The
parameter � would in a sense re�ect the strength of enforcement of penalties x. A lower value of
� would mean that even small amounts of time used for "hiding" are very e¤ective in avoiding
detection and could be interpreted as weak enforcement.
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Figure 2. The informal and formal productivities of an individual �rm j, as a

function of penalties x.

5 Analysis of the model

What does the model imply in terms of formalization and investment? This section

discusses a few predictions, starting out with a proposition about which �rms that

formalize, the investment paths, time of formalization and �rm size at formalization.

5.1 Characteristics of �rms that become formal

Expression (11) is repeated for convenience, disregarding the e¤ect of initial capi-

tal:19

Aij
�
1� e��T

�
z� (� + �)

+

�
Afj � Aij

� �
1� e�(2�+�)T

�
z (� + �) (2� + �)

=
�F

Afj � Aij
(11�)

As derived in sections 4.6-4.7, the productivities are Aij = �jA
Ih (x) and Afj = �jA

F .

Proposition 3. Firms with an ability parameter �j above a threshold value �formalization,

i.e. �rms in the range of �formalization � �j < 1 become formal. For such �rms, the
larger is �j the larger is investment, the faster is formalization and the smaller is the

�rm size at which formalization takes place.

19 If not explicitly stated, I assume that the initial capital of �rms is small, such that there is no
k0-dependence in whether �rms formalize or not (see proposition 1).
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The intuition for this proposition is straightforward: �rms with high �j both

invest more due to a higher productivity (LHS of 11 increases), and they have more

to gain more from formalization (RHS of 11 decreases). In a cross section of �rms, we

should thus not only observe that it is high ability/productivity �rms that become

formal, but furthermore that their �rm size at formalization is smaller and the time

from �rm start-up to formalization is shorter.

The threshold value �formalization is derived by plugging in the full expressions for

�rm productivities (Aij = �jA
Ih (x) and Afj = �jA

F ) in the formalization criterion

derived in the �rst part of proposition 1 and solving for �j, which gives

�formalization �

s
AFFz� (� + �) (2� + �)

(AF � AIh (x)) (AIh (x) (� + �) + �AF ) . (14)

5.2 Penalties

5.2.1 Policy maker

Before analyzing the e¤ects of penalties on formalization, a highly relevant question

is: Who is this policy maker? So far, the penalty policy has been connected to a

somewhat di¤use "authority".

One interpretation of the penalty parameter x is that it is the government that

sets (and enforces) such penalties. Then, it is assumed that the government can

audit informal �rms and penalize them for operating illegally. In practice, this

could take place through "benevolent" tax o¢ cers, police, local authorities etc. One

reason for such audits to take place may be that the government wants to increase

tax revenue by making �rms formal or that there is some negative externality from

informal production.

An alternative view on policy, which is very di¤erent, is when there is no govern-

ment in the traditional sense. Indeed, we are studying the informal sector which, by

de�nition, consists of unregistered �rms. The penalty parameter x might instead be

collected by "malevolent" police, corrupt bureaucrats, local ma�as etc. (De Soto,

1989; Tokman, 1992). The likely aim is then not to speed up formalization, but to

maximize bribe revenue from informal �rms. Although I do not provide any formal
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analysis of such a case, there is no reason to believe that penalties would be set as

in the "benevolent" case. Instead, one can hypothesize about the e¤ects of short

time horizons of "collectors" () x "), lack of commitment to refrain from collecting
more bribes () x "), risk of being detected if collecting too much () x #), no desire
that �rms should become formal and disappear from the "tax base", and so on.

In the following section, the policy maker is the government and the optimal

penalty for maximizing �rm formalization is derived.

5.2.2 E¤ects from penalties on formalization

By analyzing �formalization, we can study how the government policy parameter vis-

a-vis informal �rms a¤ects formalization. Whereas �formalization increases in F , z, �

and � and decreases in AF , there is an ambiguous e¤ect with respect to AIh (x).

This e¤ect was observed in analyzing proposition 2 and is restated here:

Proposition 4. The e¤ect of the penalty parameter on the threshold for formal-

ization �formalization is U-shaped, �rst decreasing in x for small values of x and then

increasing. The penalty parameter that minimizes �formalization, i.e. that maximizes

the amount of �rms that formalize, is x = 0 when AI � AF

2

�

� + �
, in an intermediate

range of AI it is given by the x that solves h (x) =
AF

2AI
�

� + �
and it is x = 1 when

AI � 3
p
3AF

4

�

� + �
.

The policy maker can a¤ect the incentive to formalize through the penalty on

informal production. For small values of x, the threshold e¤ect will dominate �

formalization becomes more attractive when penalties are increased. This is seen in

(11�), where the level of capital at which the �rm optimally formalizes (the RHS)

goes down. For large penalties, it is instead the case that the investment e¤ect

will dominate ��rms will accumulate less capital and will therefore not be able to

become formal. This is the LHS of 11�.

The penalty that maximizes the amount of �rms that formalize is derived through

the necessary condition for a minimum on �formalization, i.e. @�formalization=@x = 0. This

condition gives h (x) =
AF

2AI
�

� + �
which, in turn, must lie between h (0) = 1 and

h (1) =
2

3
p
3
. This gives proposition.4.
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A restatement of proposition 4 is that a policy designed by a government to

incentivize �rms to become formal should be conducted with a "carrot and stick"

approach: neither too mild nor too tough. The accumulation- and threshold e¤ects

will be balanced and the amount of �rms that become formal is maximized.

As an illustration, assume that AF = 1, AI =
AF

2
and that � = �. Since

1

4
< AI <

3
p
3

8
, we have an interior solution and we get h (x) =

1

2
. Using the

h (x)-function (appendix 2), we get that x� � 0:68 maximizes the amount of formal-
ization. The graph below on the shape of �formalization shows that, for this particular

illustration, lower penalties will result in much less formalization, whereas higher

penalties do not a¤ect the degree of formalization to the same extent.

Figure 3. An illustration of the e¤ects of penalties on the minimum ability threshold

for formalization, �formalization.

5.3 The formal sector productivity AF

Although we have neither made explicit the formal sector productivity parameter

AF , nor have speci�ed it as a policy parameter, it is worth pointing out that increases

in AF have two e¤ects. First, investments increase (investment e¤ect, LHS of 11).

Second, the �rm size at which formalization becomes bene�cial goes down (threshold

e¤ect, RHS of 11). Obviously, decreasing AF has the opposite e¤ect.
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The models by Loayza (1995) and Garcia Penalosa and Turnovsky (2005) in-

clude taxes and public goods as determinants of formal sector productivity. Higher

taxes and less e¢ cient public goods provisioning in the formal sector both act to in-

crease informality. In the present paper, we can consider these policy parameters as

potential determinants of AF . The preceding paragraph then clari�es two channels

through which investment in the informal sector and formalization is discouraged

by higher taxation and less e¢ cient public goods provisioning in the formal sector.

5.4 The aggregate of �rms

What does the long-run �rm size distribution predicted by the model look like?

Does it resemble actual �rm size distributions in developing economies?

In the long run, informal �rms converge to a (�rm-speci�c) size kinformalj;1 =

�jA
Ih (x)

z� (� + �)
and formal �rms to kformalj;1 =

�jA
F

z� (� + �)
. The �rm with an ability pa-

rameter marginally lower than �formalization thus reaches a much smaller size than

had the ability parameter been somewhat larger. The size of the �rm size gap,

i.e.
�formalizationAF

z� (� + �)
� �

formalizationAIh (x)

z� (� + �)
, is increasing in F , �, AF and decreasing in

AIh (x), z and �. Together with the fact that �formalization increases in F and that

h (x) decreases in x, we can state the following proposition:

Proposition 5. In the long run, the model displays a low-end range, 0 < �j �
�formalization of small informal �rms and a high-end range, �formalization � �j � 1, of

large formal �rms. There is a "missing middle" in �rm sizes, and the size of the gap

is increasing in formalization costs F and penalties x.

Tybout (2000) documents �rm size distributions for a number of developing

economies and �nds evidence of a "dual structure", with a large proportion of very

small �rms, a "missing middle" and then a few large �rms. This contrasts with

typical high-income countries. The author further argues that "small producers

frequently operate partly or wholly outside the realm of government regulation"

(Tybout 2000, page 15), discussing costs of dealing with the government as one

explanation for the observed pattern. The present model shows how the pro�t

maximization behavior of �rms, with large costs of entry into formality, can generate
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such a "missing middle". It also delivers predictions about the size of this �rm size

gap. Figure 4 shows the long-run �rm sizes as predicted by the model.

Figure 4. Long-term �rm size distribution.

5.5 The dependence on initial capital, k0

Heterogeneity between �rms was introduced along an ability/productivity dimen-

sion, resulting in predictions about which �rms that formalize. The focus of the

poverty trap literature is instead on studying how the initial wealth distribution

matters for the future wealth distribution. Translated into the present paper, the

question is if di¤erences in initial capital k0 can explain di¤erences in long-run �rm

sizes20 . At face value, the answer to this question should be no: there are no explicit

credit constraints in the model; therefore equally productive �rms should converge

to the same steady state in the long run (Banerjee, 2001; McKenzie and Woodru¤,

2006).

Proposition 1 states that initial capital does play a role, however. Whenever k0 is

larger than kinformal1 , the maximum level of capital that can optimally be accumulated

is larger than kformalization1 =
Ai (� + �) + �Af

z� (� + �) (2� + �)
. The maximum level of capital is

also increasing in k0. These statements were proven in appendix 1.

20 In this section, I disregard the ability di¤erences and assume all �rms to be equal except for
di¤erences in k0.
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A high initial capital stock gives a �rm an "initial cost advantage" in reaching

a certain size. That is, it is (initially) less costly for a �rm starting with a high

k0 to reach a certain (larger) capital level than if the �rm had started with a low

k0. This e¤ect vanishes over time because the initial capital depreciates at a rate

�. The way in which a �rm starting with high k0 takes advantage of the e¤ect

is to invest heavily in the beginning and then formalize early (at capital level kF

from 10). Early formalization makes the additional investment worthwhile because

formalization pro�ts come closer in time. A �rm starting with a lower k0 has no

possibility of taking advantage of the e¤ect of initial capital since reaching kF would

mean even higher initial investment losses and/or later formalization, thus implying

a lower net present value of formality.

An alternative explanation to the fact that the cost advantage due to a high k0

is only initial is the following: A �rm that is informal forever converges to a capital

stock kinformal1 at which investments just compensate depreciated capital. For a �rm

that formalizes at some time T far into the future, it is costly to deviate to any

large extent from kinformal1 prior to formalization. Therefore, for a T that is large,

investments will mimic the "ever-informal" case where depreciated capital is just

replaced, as long as T is not close in time. This, in turn, means that the e¤ect of

the initial capital stock will vanish prior to T and, as a result, not a¤ect the decision

whether to formalize or not.

The result that k0 is of importance resembles the poverty trap literature. A

certain formalization level kF that would be prohibitive for �rms with k0 smaller

than kinformal1 will still allow for a range of �rms with su¢ ciently high initial capital

to formalize and converge to kformal1 .
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6 Extensions

This section discusses some modi�cations to the model in section 4. I abstract from

�rm heterogeneity in the presentation below to save on notation.

6.1 The e¤ect of borrowing and savings constraints

So far, nothing hinders the �rm from making losses while informal. These losses can

come from three sources: early in the process due to investment costs exceeding

production revenue, due to higher investment costs in anticipation of formalization,

as well as in the instant when F is paid. In the formulation in (3), the only concern

is that the net present value of revenue exceeds the net present value of costs.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to review the literature on credit.21 Instead,

the introduction of a no-borrowing constraint in this model is, somewhat innocently,

motivated by the observation that most informal �rms do not use any credit at all.

In the Brazilian representative sample of small informal �rms, 6% of the �rms had

used credit during the three months prior to the study and 17% of the �rms had any

debt outstanding whatsoever (SEBRAE, 2005). These numbers seem to be quite

typical. In a study of six African countries, 2% of the micro �rms (1-5 employees)

and 7% of the small �rms (6-25 employees) had received a loan in the year prior to

the study. 16% of each group had debt in the informal �nance sector (Bigsten et al.,

2003).22 Levy (1993) reports small percentages of Tanzanian and Sri Lankan micro

�rms (1-5 employees) with formal credit.

In two recent empirical papers estimating returns to capital, McKenzie and

Woodru¤ (2006) and de Mel, McKenzie and Woodru¤ (2008) �nd evidence on bind-

ing credit constraints for small informal �rms in Mexico and Sri Lanka.

In addition to borrowing constraints, savings constraints may be important in

developing countries (Du�o and Banerjee, 2007; Dupas and Robinson, 2009). In the

21 Banerjee (2001) reviews a number of "stylized facts" about credit markets in developing
countries.
22 As pointed out by the authors, not having credit does not mean that �rms do not want it and
64% of the micro �rms had either been denied credit or say they would be denied if they applied.
It should also be pointed out that several studies report trade credit to be an important source of
�nancing for small �rms.
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model presented here, this would mean that informal �rms cannot save from current

pro�ts to pay the formalization fee. The impact of such a constraint is discussed

below.

6.1.1 No borrowing to �nance investment

First, assume that the �rm cannot borrow to �nance investment. Because the �rm

would like to invest at least an amount iinformal from the start, the no-borrowing

constraint will clearly be binding for �rms that start with a small initial capital

stock (imagine k0 close to zero, this gives a pro�t �ow in the unconstrained case

of Aik0 �
z

2

�
iinformal

�2
< 0, and hence a need to borrow). Formally, the following

constraint should be added to the problem formulation in (3):

Aikt�
z

2
i2t � 0 (15)

Adding this constraint will not a¤ect the formalization decision. Because invest-

ment in the capital stock is perfectly divisible and the return on small investment

amounts is very high, it will be optimal for the �rm to forsake small current pro�ts

against future higher pro�ts generated by a larger capital stock. The �rm will invest

as much as possible, i.e. it =
p
2Aikt=z, until the constraint in (15) is no longer

binding. The �rm "bootstraps" its way out of the borrowing constraint. The time

it takes depends on k0, but the long-run capital stock and the formalization decision

will not be a¤ected.

6.1.2 Limited borrowing to �nance the formalization cost F

The introduction of a constraint with respect to the �nancing of F is more compli-

cated.23 A shortcut to studying the impact of a borrowing constraint in �nancing

F is as follows: Assume that a fraction  of formalization costs can be �nanced as

23 The model solved in this paper assumes that there is no other asset than the �rm�s own capital
stock in which to invest: no �nancial saving can be accumulated. Given the evidence on little access
to savings devices in the informal sector, this assumption is not implausible. Introducing a no-
borrowing constraint to �nance F then implies that �rms would have to save "in the mattress",
i.e. at zero % interest rate, in anticipation of formalization. Introducing a savings control variable
(st), we get that with zero interest, total savings before formalization should at least equal F , i.e.
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before, i.e. by the �rm�s own �nancing. A fraction (1� ) of the formalization cost
can be �nanced by borrowing, at the instant of formalization, at an interest rate of r.

This results in a "per-period" interest payment of (1� ) rF , from T and onwards.

Assuming that the amount borrowed is rolled over inde�nitely, the only change to

the problem is in the total pro�t expression in (3), which changes to become

TR
0

�
Aikt �

z

2
i2t

�
e��tdt+

1R
T

�
Afkt �

z

2
i2t � (1� ) rF

�
e��tdt� Fe��T :

The solution is only a¤ected through condition (9), when solving for the optimal

level at which to formalize. The formalization criterion becomes

kF =
�F + (1� ) rF

Af � Ai . (10�)

If the �rm borrows at a high interest rate r (> �), the more di¢ cult formalization

will become. The smaller is , the less likely is formalization.

Expression 10�gives a tractable expression through which to analyze credit con-

straints. The entire analysis in section 5 remains unchanged, and we can consider

the credit constraint as being represented by a larger value on the formalization cost

F .

The representation above is admittedly a simpli�ed way of introducing a credit

constraint. In relation to the literature on poverty traps, one might imagine that

the interest rate r at which the �rm can borrow depends on initial capital/initial

establishments, such that �rms that started o¤ at higher capital stocks represent

less of a moral hazard risk to lenders. Such a speci�cation would e¤ectively mean

that �rms with a larger initial capital stock face lower e¤ective formalization costs,

and act as a source of a poverty trap.24

TR
0

sdt � F . Solving the model with this constraint turns out to be very complicated. However, it is

likely that the period leading up to formalization would imply a trade-o¤ between investment and
"saving in the mattress", implying less capital accumulated and, as result, a smaller possibility for
formalization.
24 That is, the combination of the non-convexity (F ) and higher interest rates for �rms with less
initial capital could, in itself, generate a long-run distribution of capital that depends on k0.
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6.2 An alternative view on penalties

It is often argued that informal �rms run a larger risk of detection if they grow,

and therefore prefer to stay small. The model can be modi�ed to investigate this

argument. Instead of �rms spending time on hiding, we now modify the original

informal production function. By writing informal production as Aikt

�
1� �

2
kt

�
,

rather than Aikt, we explicitly recognize that as the �rm grows, a larger fraction of

output will be captured by the authorities (we think of penalties x as incorporated

into the �-term). Although it seems likely that informal �rms will now grow (even)

less, the incentive to formalize is also stronger than before.

What does this modi�cation to the problem in (3), stated in appendix 3, yield?

Although the solution is somewhat complex, parametrizing and comparing it to

the model in section 4 gives at hand that for small values of Ai (in comparison

to Af), the investment e¤ect is dominating. That is, informal �rms now simply

cannot grow and will formalize to a lesser extent. However, for values of Ai close

to Af , the opposite becomes true. If informal �rms are relatively productive in the

original problem, the threshold e¤ect dominates (proposition 2) and �rms have little

to gain from becoming formal. This e¤ect is reversed with the new speci�cation.

That is, growth implies higher penalties and that the incentive to become formal is

strengthened. For large values of Ai, the �rm is then able to escape such penalties

by formalizing.
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7 Discussion

This paper sets up a dynamic model of pro�t maximizing informal �rms to study

investment, growth and possible entry into formality, in the face of a large formal-

ization cost that has to be paid at one instant in time. In the model, there is a

basic dynamic trade-o¤: On the one hand, there is an incentive to invest and grow

to be able to reap the bene�ts from formalization. On the other hand, this may

require too much investment at the early stages and prove too costly, and the �rm

may therefore choose to remain informal.

The model generates a number of predictions. When aggregating over �rms that

di¤er along an ability dimension, the long-run �rm size distribution exhibits a range

of small �rms and a range of larger �rms but also a "missing middle", much in line

with actual �rm size distributions observed in developing countries (Bigsten et al.

2004, Tybout, 2000).

The model is also broadly consistent with recent empirical evidence fromMcKen-

zie and Woodru¤ (2006). Using a representative small-�rm sample from Mexico,

these authors �nd no evidence of barriers to growth for the smallest entrepreneur-

ial activities. However, McKenzie and Woodru¤ (2006) do �nd some support for

non-convexities which are at place and act as barriers to growth for larger �rms.

In line with their evidence, the present model generates a �rm distribution where

there is a range of small �rms, growing up to a certain size but remaining informal

and unable to grow further due to the formalization cost. Some �rms however, by

investing a lot at early stages, manage to surpass this barrier to growth and can

then grow further due to a higher productivity once formal.

In addition to predictions related to long-run �rm sizes, the model also predicts

that the �rm size at formalization, as well as the timing of formalization, is �rm-

speci�c. In particular, �rms run by more able entrepreneurs formalize at smaller

�rm sizes and earlier than do �rms run by less able entrepreneurs.

With respect to policy, the paper o¤ers two views. If the policy maker is a

benevolent government, a policy designed to incentivize �rms to become formal

should be conducted with a "carrot and stick" approach: neither too mild nor too

tough. Such a policy will make an accumulation e¤ect and a threshold e¤ect balance
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and maximize the amount of �rms that become formal. The second interpretation

of policy is one in which the government is absent and where the policy maker is

rather "malevolent" police, corrupt bureaucrats, local ma�as etc. With the latter

view on policy, growth and possible formalization seem less likely to occur.

Finally, an interesting theoretical result in this paper is that an "informality trap"

can result in a model with only a non-convexity but without a credit constraint. This

contrasts with standard neoclassical theory, where non-convexities alone should not

a¤ect long-run allocations. Economic agents could simply borrow to overcome such

hurdles (Banerjee, 2001; McKenzie and Woodru¤, 2006). In the present model, it is

the combination of adjustment costs of investment and the formalization cost that

makes initial capital matter for long-run capital distributions.
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Appendix

A1: Proof of proposition 1

De�ne the auxiliary capital level kformalization1 =
Ai (� + �) + �Af

z� (� + �) (2� + �)
. This is the (hy-

pothetical) level of capital that a �rm would reach at T = 1 if it followed the

formalization investment path forever. Using this expression, we can write the capi-

tal stock a �rm reaches at the time of formalization, which is the LHS of expression

(11), as

kformalizationt=T =

kformalization1 +
�
k0 � kinformal1

�
e��T +

�
kinformal1 � kformal1

� �e�(2�+�)T
2� + �

.

As long as k0 � kinformal1 , kformalizationt=T is increasing in T and converges to kformalization1

as T ! 1. By equating kformalization1 with kF and solving for F , the formalization

criterion in proposition 1 is obtained.

For k0 > kinformal1 , the capital stock kformalizationt=T reaches a maximum value of

kformalization1 +
� + �

2� + �

�
k0 � kinformal1

�(2�+�)=(�+�)
(kformal1 � kinformal1 )�=(�+�)

at T = 1
�+�

ln

�
kformal1 � kinformal1
k0 � kinformal1

�
.

The capital stock that can be obtained is thus larger than kformalization1 and de-

pends on the initial stock of capital. As a result, the �rm can face a higher for-

malization fee and still optimally choose to formalize. Comparing this capital stock

with kF and solving for F , the second part of the proposition is obtained (with

G (k0) �
�
Af � Ai
�

�
� + �

2� + �

�
k0 � kinformal1

�(2�+�)=(�+�)
(kformal1 � kinformal1 )�=(�+�)

).

A2: Solving for the time allocated to hiding

The �rst-order condition ��jAI + p�(l)x�jAI (1� l) + x�jAI (1� p(l)) = 0 gives the
following solution:

l� =
2� 4x+ 5x2 � 2

q
(x� 1)2 (1� 2x+ 4x2)
9x2

p� =
p
l�
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Aij = �jA
Ih (x) where h (x) = 1� l� � x (1� l�) (1� p�) :

Except for h (0) = 1 and h (1) =
2

3
p
3
, we also have that h0 (x) < 0 and h00 (x) > 0

7.1 A3: Penalties that increase in kt

Choose it, T to

Max
�
TR
0

�
Aikt

�
1� �

2
kt

�
� z
2
i2t

�
e��tdt+

1R
T

�
Afkt �

z

2
i2t

�
e��tdt� Fe��T

�
s.t. _kt = it � �kt and k (0) = k0

The optimal investment path, prior to formalization, becomes:

it = �
C2
C1
+ C4 (� + r1) e

r1t + C5 (� + r2) e
r2t

kt =
C2
C1
+ C4e

r1t + C5e
r2t

where

C1 =
�

z
+ �2 + ��, C2 =

Ai
z

r1 =
�

2
+

r��
2

�2
+ C1, r2 =

�

2
�
r��

2

�2
+ C1

C3 =
�
zC1

�
(� + r1) e

r1T � (� + r2) er2T
���1

C4 = C3
�
C1F � �C2z + er2T (C2 � C1k0) (� + r2) z

�
C5 = C3

�
�C1F + �C2z � er1T (C2 � C1k0) (� + r1) z

�
After formalization, the expressions in (4) apply.
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Compositional and dynamic La¤er

e¤ects in a model with constant

returns to scale�

1 Introduction

There is a renewed interest in the dynamic e¤ects of tax cuts. Methods for not only

including "micro" behavioral e¤ects but also dynamic "macro" e¤ects of tax cuts

in the US budget process are being discussed (Auerbach, 2006). In a recent paper,

Mankiw and Weinzierl provide "back of the envelope" calculations comparing static

and dynamic "scoring" for the neoclassical growth model. They argue that tax cuts

can, through a new higher steady state level of capital and therefore a larger tax

base, to a large extent pay for themselves (Mankiw and Weinzierl, 2006). Leeper

and Yang (2008) in turn show that the speci�c �nancing scheme for such tax cuts

matters.

This paper follows a di¤erent literature than the two papers above and studies

e¤ects from tax cuts in a model with constant returns to scale in broad capital.

These models are di¤erent from the neoclassical growth model studied by Mankiw

� I thank Jonas Agell at the Department of Economics at Stockholm University for advice and
support. In addition, thanks to Andreas Müller, John Hassler, Lars Johansson, Martin Flodén,
Mats Persson, Timothy Kehoe, Victor Rios-Rull, Fabrizio Zilibotti and participants in seminars at
the Department of Economics at Stockholm University, the IIES Macro Study Group and the 10th
workshop on Dynamic Macroeconomics in Vigo, Spain. Finally, thanks to Christina Lönnblad for
editorial assistance. Any remaining errors are mine.
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and Weinzierl (2006) and Leeper and Yang (2008). Since they display "endogenous"

long-run growth, the scope for dynamic e¤ects is di¤erent.1 Leeper and Yang (2008)

state the issue in their section 2, page 3: "some doubt remains about whether a

de�cit-�nanced tax cut can actually be self-�nancing". The present paper sheds light

on this question by carefully de�ning what "self-�nancing" means and conditions

are derived for when such self-�nancing is possible.

I develop a tractable framework introducing human capital and a labor/leisure

choice in the AK-model to make three main points. First, I further de�ne "La¤er

e¤ects" in the constant returns models by dividing e¤ects of tax cuts into dynamic

and compositional e¤ects. This is crucial when there is more than one factor of

production. Second, simple analytical expressions for when tax cuts in AK-style

models will fully �nance themselves are provided. Third, I follow both the endoge-

nous growth literature and Mankiw and Weinzierl and add a labor/leisure choice

and study how the scope for self-�nancing tax cuts changes.

Having added leisure to the model, we have a framework with three incentive

margins that, as a result of tax cuts, can create La¤er e¤ects on their own or in

combination. The three incentive margins are 1) dynamic e¤ects of taxes on inter-

est and growth rates, 2) compositional e¤ects of taxes on production (an "uneven

playing �eld") and 3) the labor/leisure choice. In a world with the �rst �dynamic

� e¤ect only, there is a direct revenue e¤ect of a tax cut and an indirect e¤ect

of di¤erent interest and growth rates. The second �compositional �e¤ect comes

in when physical and human capital are taxed di¤erently; the current tax base is

then also a¤ected by tax cuts, adding to the direct revenue e¤ect and the growth

e¤ect. Adding the third margin �leisure �there is an additional e¤ect on the tax

base through a di¤erent labor/leisure choice after a tax cut and there is also an

additional growth e¤ect.

In this setup, I derive what combinations of tax rates on physical and human

capital are required for a tax cut to be self-�nancing. The results suggest that

dynamic and compositional distortions will need to be large if there are to be La¤er

e¤ects; less so, however, if the model contains a labor/leisure choice. I show that

1 There are thus, broadly speaking, two strands of literature: a neoclassical growth literature
and an "endogenous" growth literature. As the neoclassical and endogenous growth models have
di¤erent long-run properties, the analysis of dynamic e¤ects of tax cuts di¤er.
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the margin opened up by the endogenous labor/leisure choice may be quantitatively

important.

Regarding terminology and main scope, this paper follows the tradition of the

"endogenous" growth literature and studies "La¤er e¤ects" rather than "dynamic

scoring". This means that we are interested in when tax cuts can fully �nance

themselves, maintaining government spending. I derive conditions for what starting

point of tax rates is required for tax cuts to be fully self-�nancing. As shown by

Agell and Persson (2001) and as further detailed here, "maintaining government

spending" must be accurately de�ned and several cases arise. Speci�cally, I add one

de�nition of La¤er e¤ects to the de�nitions provided by these authors.

As the direct revenue e¤ects of tax cuts are negative, government bonds function

as the means of intertemporal �nancing. In the long run, government bonds must

obey a transversality condition. This analysis di¤ers from the analysis of the neo-

classical model by Mankiw and Weinzierl (2006) where an atemporal government

budget constraint is always obeyed through a reduction in transfers when distor-

tionary taxes are reduced. Their study of "scoring" is therefore di¤erent from the

study of La¤er e¤ects. Leeper and Yang (2008) add government bonds obeying a

transversality condition to the model and study di¤erent ways of �nancing reduc-

tions in taxes in the neoclassical model: future tax increases or lower government

consumption/transfers. Di¤erently from both these papers I use an endogenous

growth setting. With permanent tax cuts I study if government spending (transfers

and consumption) can be maintained.2

Much of the earlier literature on taxation in "endogenous" growth models has

focused on growth e¤ects of taxation in CRTS two-sector models with physical and

human capital, e.g. Lucas (1988), King and Rebelo (1990), Rebelo (1991), Pecorino

(1993, 1994), Stokey and Rebelo (1995) and Milesi-Ferretti and Roubini (1998a,

1998b). A key aspect of all these papers, as well as of the few studies of La¤er

e¤ects, is that in almost all speci�cations, the return to capital and the growth rate

are a¤ected by tax cuts. Milesi-Ferretti and Roubini (1998a, 1998b) clarify the role

2 There is also a literature, related to both scoring and La¤er e¤ects, comparing the level of
present value government revenue along balanced growth paths for di¤erent sets of tax rates in
calibrated endogenous growth models (Pecorino, 1995; Bianconi, 2000).
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that di¤erent model assumptions have on growth responses from taxation for these

two-sector models.3

Ireland (1994) and Bruce and Turnovsky (1999) study dynamic La¤er e¤ects in

the one-sector AK-model and Novales and Ruiz (2002) in a two-sector model. Agell

and Persson (2001) clarify the role of di¤erent assumptions regarding "maintain-

ing government spending" in explaining why Ireland and Bruce and Turnovsky get

seemingly di¤erent results. The fact that government spending grows with the "old"

growth rate even after tax cuts in both Ireland (1994) and Novales and Ruiz (2002)

makes it less di¢ cult to obtain dynamic La¤er e¤ects.

This paper extends the study of La¤er e¤ects from the one-sector AK models

towards the two-sector models. For this purpose, I add human capital and a leisure

choice to the one-sector AK-framework. For analytical tractability, I �rst add human

capital and work out the e¤ects and then, in a later section, add the leisure decision

to the model. The framework has the considerable advantage of there being no

transitional dynamics. The economy "jumps" from one growth path to another as

a result of tax cuts, thereby facilitating the analysis of La¤er e¤ects.4 ,5

Section 2 outlines the basic model. La¤er e¤ects are de�ned in section 3. The

conditions for La¤er e¤ects are derived and discussed in section 4. In the model

description until section 4, the �rst two e¤ects of taxation, the dynamic e¤ect and

the compositional e¤ect from above, are present in the analysis. Section 5 introduces

the third e¤ect of taxation by endogenizing the leisure decision and shows how this

additional incentive margin a¤ects the scope for La¤er e¤ects. Section 6 summarizes

3 Milesi-Ferretti and Roubini (1998a, 1998b) study the balanced growth path responses to tax-
ation in a full catalogue of models that have been used in the literature; they investigate di¤erent
speci�cations of leisure, the importance of human capital being a market- (taxed) or home (un-
taxed) activity and the di¤erent cases arising depending on what the human capital production
function looks like.

4 In order to analytically isolate the three incentive margins I impose (1) the restriction of one
common production function for physical and human capital and (2) no restriction on deinvestment
in either type of capital. The assumptions imply that a two-sector model with equal production
functions for physical and human capital collapses into the one-sector model presented here. There
will be no transitional dynamics since adjustments to tax changes are immediate. There are growth
e¤ects, though. To the best of my knowledge, the method used to solve for the level of leisure in
this paper has not been presented before.

5 Novales and Ruiz (2002) parametrize a version of the two-sector model with physical and human
capital and use numerical methods to study La¤er e¤ects when government spending grows with
the "old" growth rate even after a tax cut.
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and discusses the results. In the appendix, the relationship between the model and

the general two-sector model with human and physical capital is discussed and the

analytical solution in the leisure case is discussed. Finally, the level of leisure in a

special case is solved for.

2 The model

I set up a perfect foresight and full commitment model with utility maximizing

agents holding physical and human capital. Agents derive utility from consump-

tion. The capital is rented out to �rms and agents pay tax on the returns to their

capital stocks. The government uses tax receipts to �nance lump-sum transfers and

government consumption. Having set up the model, I de�ne La¤er e¤ects in sec-

tion 3 and in section 4 then ask: what combination of tax rates is required for the

government to be able to reduce a tax rate but still maintain its spending paths?

2.1 Production and capital

The model used in this paper is a modi�ed AK-model, a one-sector model with

physical and human capital in the production function. It has constant returns to

scale in physical capitalK and human capitalH altogether. The production function

for physical as well as human capital is F (K;H) = AK�H1��, i.e. Cobb-Douglas6

with 0 < � < 1.

Output in the economy is used for consumption or for building physical and

human capital stocks. It is then assumed that output can be directly used for both

physical capital build-up and human capital build-up and that one unit of physical

capital can be converted into one unit of human capital. It is also assumed that

investment in physical capital and human capital can be negative and immediate.

This implies that capital stocks can "jump" from one level to another; the aggregate

6 Stokey and Rebelo (1995) use the more general CES production function studying growth
e¤ects from tax rates and conclude that the elasticities of substitution in production are relatively
unimportant.
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of physical and human capital cannot jump, however. In e¤ect, there is thus one

aggregate capital stock, de�ned in per-capita terms as zt = kt+ht, where t is a time

index.7

2.2 Representative agent optimization

Agents derive utility from consumption and have an in�nite time horizon. Utility

maximizing agents sell their physical and human capital to pro�t maximizing �rms

and receive factor returns. The agent also receives a lump-sum transfer from the

government and returns from government bonds. Income is spent on consumption or

invested in the assets of the economy, physical and human capital and government

bonds. Income is also used to pay taxes on the returns on these assets. The govern-

ment uses tax receipts to �nance government consumption and lump-sum transfers

to the agents. Depreciation rates are set at zero and there is no population growth.

Before solving the representative agent�s optimal consumption path, the return to

capital is derived. Firms rent physical and human capital from the agents in order

to maximize pro�ts with respect to inputs kt and ht. The per-capita production

function is f(kt; ht) = Ak�t h
1��
t . From the competitive equilibrium condition that

rt = @f=@kt and wt = @f=@ht, where rt is the return on physical capital and wt

is the return on human capital, the standard arbitrage condition of equal after-tax

returns on kt and ht becomes

rt(1�� k) = wt(1��h) (1)

where � k and �h are taxes on returns to physical and human capital, respectively.

Condition (1) allows us to de�ne the agent�s after tax return to capital (k; h as

well as z) to become

� � rt(1� � k) = A��(1��)1��(1� � k)�(1� �h)1��: (2)

7 The model is equivalent to a two-sector model with equal production functions for physical and
human capital and no restrictions on deinvestment of k and h. As a result of these assumptions, I
get a framework where responses to tax cuts are immediate. Absent transitional dynamics between
the old and new growth paths, it is possible to decompose the e¤ects of tax cuts into compositional
and dynamic e¤ects. In appendix 1, I discuss the relation between the model in this paper and the
two-sector models. See Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995) for a presentation of the model used here.
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This return � will also be the return paid by the government on the stock of

government bonds, de�ned as bt.8 The agent�s total wealth, de�ned asWt � zt+ bt,
thus earns the return �.

The agent maximizes lifetime utility from consumption subject to the budget

constraint, i.e.

Max
Z 1

0

U (ct; Gt) e
��tdt

s.t. _Wt = �Wt+Tt� ct and W0 = z0+ b0. (3)

There is also a transversality condition. U (ct; Gt) is the instantaneous utility

function, ct is private consumption, Gt is government consumption, � is the time

preference factor of the agent, Tt are lump-sum transfers received from the gov-

ernment, z0 is period-zero total capital and b0 is period-zero government bonds.9

Dotted variables are time derivatives. Time indices will normally be suppressed. The

utility function is additively separable in private consumption c and government con-

sumption G, U (c;G) = u (c) + v(G) where u (c) takes the Constant Inter-temporal

Elasticity of Substitution (CIES) form,

u (c) =
c1��

1� � , (4)

where � is the inverse of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. Attaching the

dynamic Lagrange multiplier � to the budget constraint in (3), using control c and

state W , the �rst-order conditions of this problem are

u0 (c) e��t = �

�� = � _� (5)

and the transversality condition is limt!1�tWt = 0.

Using the CIES utility function and conditions (5) gives the Euler equation

8 The return from bonds is taxed with the physical capital tax �k, so that the pre-tax return to
bonds Rt would be determined by � = Rt(1� �k):

9 Regarding notation, I use capital letters for government spending variables, i.e. transfers T
and government consumption G. I use W for per-capita wealth in order to not confuse it with the
return to human capital, w. Small letters are used for all other stocks and �ows. I use the capital
letter A in the production function because of the resemblance with the AK-model.
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 � _c

c
=
1

�
(�� �) : (6)

The growth rate of consumption  depends on the degree of intertemporal sub-

stitution � � ��1, the after-tax return on capital � (from 2) and the time preference
factor �. The degree of intertemporal substitution has the usual interpretation: an

agent with a low degree of intertemporal substitution prefers a stable consumption

path and will not react to tax changes to any considerable extent. A low after-tax

return � will discourage investment and slow growth. So will a high degree of im-

patience (� high) of the agent, because future consumption �ows are less valued.

Taxes on physical and human capital a¤ect the growth rate, through �, to the same

degree as physical and human capital a¤ect total output. Reductions in � k and �h

make investment more productive and hence increase the growth rate, @=@� k < 0

and @=@�h < 0.10

2.3 Composition e¤ect, return to capital and total produc-

tion

Since we will work with compositional as well as dynamic e¤ects from tax cuts,

we need to keep track of how tax changes a¤ect the composition of the human-to-

physical capital stocks and how this a¤ects production and returns to capital. This

section therefore discusses three variables that will be important in what follows: the

agent�s h=k-ratio, the private return to capital � (from above) and the economy-wide

return to capital.

From the above, we get the equilibrium h=k-ratio, derived from the arbitrage

condition in (1),

h

k
� 
 = 1� �

�

1� �h
1� � k

. (7)

A smaller � increases the h-to-k ratio, as does an increase in � k.11

10 The transversality condition limt!1�tWt = 0 implies that the consumption growth rate must
be smaller than the private return on capital; ��  > 0. For values of � above or equal to unity,
this condition is always satis�ed. Below unity we require A��(1 � �)1��(1 � �k)�(1 � �h)1�� <
(1� �)�1 �.
11 As seen in (2), a higher �k reduces � with the factor (1 � �k)� and not (1 � �k). Since h=k
increases, physical capital k becomes more scarce and its return r goes up, partly but not fully
compensating the e¤ect of the tax cut on the private return and growth.
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In interpreting
, note that maximizing outputAk�h1�� subject to the constraint

h + k = z would yield a ratio h=k = (1� �) =�. The agent�s h=k ratio, and

therefore what is used for production, di¤ers from this value as soon as �h 6= � k.

A di¤erentiated tax treatment of h and k thus adds the second e¤ect discussed

in the introduction, a compositional distortion in production, to the �rst e¤ect,

the dynamic distortion always present when capital is taxed. This compositional

distortion from a di¤erentiated capital taxation is important in the analysis of La¤er

e¤ects. The importance can be seen by de�ning the economy-wide return to capital

which, using h=k = 
, is

� � wh+ rk

h+ k
=
A
1��

1 + 

=
A��(1� �)1��(1� � k)�(1� �h)1��
� (1� � k) + (1� �) (1� �h)

. (8)

It can be shown that the economy-wide return to capital �, with one tax rate

given, is at its maximum when the second tax is set equal to the �rst tax. � is

nothing else than the de facto production factor in the economy which we see by

rewriting Ak�h1�� as follows:

Ak�h1�� = �z: (9)

Total production is therefore tax-dependent, a feature which is absent in standard

one-sector AK-models. A reduction in the highest tax will decrease the composi-

tional distortion and production will jump to a higher level, which will open up a

new margin for La¤er e¤ects.12

For future reference, also note that

� = � (1� �avg) ; (10)

where the "average tax rate" �avg � �� k + (1 � �)�h has been used. Whereas �
is the economy-wide return to capital, the agents face the (lower) private return �

because taxes must be paid. Without taxes, the returns are equal.13

12 There are no traditional dynamics but immediate adjustment in the h=k-ratio as a result of tax
cuts. If we had a more general model with di¤erent production functions for physical and human
capital, we would get transitional dynamics as a result of tax cuts but still, along a balanced growth
path, a constant h=k-ratio. There is still a compositional reoptimization as a response to tax cuts.
It would not be immediate, however. As will be discussed in detail in the following section, the
tax cuts that will be considered are such that we reduce the highest tax and hence, increase GDP.
13 I use the term "economy-wide" to refer to the pre-tax return to capital in the economy. It
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2.4 Intertemporal constraints

Throughout the analysis of La¤er e¤ects, the tools of analysis will be the consump-

tion rule and the present value resource constraint. These will describe how the

representative agent responds to tax changes and, as a result, what scope there

is for La¤er e¤ects. The consumption rule is derived by integrating the budget

constraint

_W = �W +T � c: (11)

The present value budget constraint, using initial total wealth W0 = z0 + b0 and

ct = c0e
t from (6) and applying the transversality condition, becomes

c0
��  = z0+b0+

Z 1

0

Tte
��tdt (12)

where c0 is period-zero private consumption. This relationship says that the present

value of consumption should be equal to initial assets plus the present value of

transfers received from the government. We get the consumption rule by multiplying

through by (�� ),

c0 = (�� )
�
z0 + b0 +

Z 1

0

Tte
��tdt

�
: (13)

This consumption rule, which depends both on the transfer and the tax policy

of the government, will be used to study how government consumption can vary

with tax rates complying with the economy�s resource constraint. In the resource

constraint, the production of the economy is either consumed by the government or

by the agents or added to the stocks of k and h, Ak�h1�� = c + G + _k + _h. With

GDP written as �z (from 9), the resource constraint becomes

_z = �z�c�G; (14)

is di¤erent, however, from the �rst-best (social) return as long as taxes are di¤erentiated. In the
AK-model, the private return would be A (1� �k) and the economy-wide (and social) return is A.
Expression (10) is the same relationship in a model with two types of capital and two tax rates.
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and the present value resource constraint, using initial capital z0 and ct = c0et and

applying the transversality condition, becomes

Z 1

0

Gte
��tdt+

c0
� �  = z0: (15)

The constraint says that the present value of total consumption must equal initial

resources. Note that it is the "economy-wide" discount rate � which is of importance

for the use of resources, whereas it is the private return � that determines the

behavior of the agent in the consumption rule.

We have now derived the tools to study La¤er e¤ects, i.e. the tools for studying

how government spending reacts to tax cuts and if it will be possible to "maintain

government spending" after tax cuts. In the following sections, di¤erent versions of

expressions (13) and (15) will be di¤erentiated with respect to tax rates in order to

study La¤er e¤ects. Before that, however, we need to rigorously de�ne La¤er e¤ects

and what is meant by "maintaining government spending".

3 De�nitions of La¤er e¤ects

The three de�nitions of La¤er e¤ects follow and extend the work by Agell and

Persson (2001) where di¤erences between earlier results on dynamic La¤er e¤ects

were clari�ed. It extends this work to a context where there is more than one

factor of production and therefore not only dynamic but also compositional e¤ects

of taxes.14

De�nition 1 follows the Agell and Persson de�nition whereas de�nitions 2 and

3 comprise two slightly di¤erent cases that collapse into one case in the basic AK

framework. The di¤erence between the three de�nitions is related to what is meant

by "maintaining government spending". In the model presented so far, a balanced

growth path exists where private consumption, capital stocks and government con-

sumption and transfers all grow at the same rate. After a tax cut, the return to

14 For this reason, I use the term "La¤er e¤ect" instead of "dynamic La¤er e¤ect".
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private capital � and the growth rate of consumption  increase. We can then either

allow for government consumption and transfers to adjust their growth rate to the

new higher rate or they can maintain their pre tax cut growth rates.

We also need to distinguish between the case where we account for the jump in

production as a result of tax cuts and the case where we do not. After a tax cut,

because the "economy-wide" return � is tax-dependent, period-zero GDP discretely

adjusts from f0(k
pre
0 ; h

pre
0 ) � �prez0 to f0(k

post
0 ; hpost0 ) � �postz0. De�nition 2 does

not take this discrete adjustment into consideration whereas de�nition 3 does. That

is, in de�nition 2, because GDP discretely increases as a result of a tax cut, the

transfer-to-GDP ratio goes down for a given period-zero transfer T0 and we allow

this to happen. This is why we will use the post tax cut GDP f0(k
post
0 ; hpost0 ) in

the transfer-to-GDP ratio in de�nition 2 below. We do not require T0 to adjust

to maintain the original ratio. In de�nition 3, we want to maintain the original

transfer-to-GDP ratio and therefore divide by the original GDP, f0(k
pre
0 ; h

pre
0 ). In

the basic AK framework, de�nitions 2 and 3 collapse into one case only.15

De�nition 1 Assume that the resource constraint
R1
0
Gte

��tdt+ c0 (� � )�1 = z0
holds for some initial tax rates � prek and � preh and �ows of government consumption

(Gt)
1
0 and transfers (Tt)10 . If there is some lower set of tax rates � postk � � prek

and � posth � � preh , where at least one of the inequalities should be strict, that allows

the government to maintain its transfer program (Tt)
1
0 and for some time �t > 0

increase its consumption �ow Gt and not decreasing it at any other time, there is a

La¤er e¤ect.

In de�nition 1, government transfers Tt follow their pre tax cut path, even after

the tax cut. This path of Tt will be taken to be Tt = T pre0 e
pre t where pre is the

pre-tax cut growth rate of consumption, GDP and capital stocks and T pre0 constitute

the pre tax cut period-zero level of transfers. When implementing de�nition 1 in this

paper, government consumption Gt will also grow at the old growth rate of private

15 Regarding notation, the superindices "pre" and "post" refer to the values pre- and post- tax
cut, respectively. The subindex t refers to time, a subindex 0 therefore means the value at time
zero.
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consumption, pre, and we will ask the question whether period-zero government

consumption G0 can increase when a tax is reduced.16

De�nition 2 Assume that the resource constraint
R1
0
Gte

��tdt+ c0 (� � )�1 = z0
holds for some initial tax rates � prek and � preh and �ows of government consumption

(Gt)
1
0 and transfers (Tt)10 . If there is some lower set of tax rates �

post
k � � prek and

� posth � � preh , where at least one of the inequalities should be strict, that allows the

government to maintain its transfer to GDP ratio, i.e. at all times after the tax cut

keep Tt=ft(k; h) = T
pre
0 =f0(k

post
0 ; hpost0 ), and for some time �t > 0 increase its con-

sumption to GDP ratio Gt=ft(k; h) to exceed G
pre
0 =f0(k

post
0 ; hpost0 ) and not decreasing

it at any other time, there is a La¤er e¤ect.

Using the more demanding de�nition 2, all government spending follows the new

higher growth rate of private consumption and GDP, even after the tax cut. That

is, Tt = T
pre
0 e

post t and we will let Gt grow at the rate post as well and we ask the

question whether period zero government consumption G0 can increase when a tax

is reduced.

De�nition 3 Assume that the resource constraint
R1
0
Gte

��tdt+ c0 (� � )�1 = z0
holds for some initial tax rates � prek and � preh and �ows of government consumption

(Gt)
1
0 and transfers (Tt)10 . If there is some lower set of tax rates �

post
k � � prek and

� posth � � preh , where at least one of the inequalities should be strict, that allows the

government to maintain its initial transfer to GDP ratio at all times, i.e. keep

Tt=ft(k; h) = T
pre
0 =f0(k

pre
0 ; h

pre
0 ), and for some time �t > 0 increase its consumption

to GDP ratio Gt=ft(k; h) to exceed G
pre
0 =f0(k

pre
0 ; h

pre
0 ) and not decreasing it at any

other time, there is a La¤er e¤ect.

Using the even more demanding de�nition 3, all government spending follows

the new higher growth rate of private consumption, post. In addition, the new

16 That is, can Gt, as a response to a tax cut, shift up to a higher level and then continue to
grow at its old growth rate but starting at this new higher level so that Gt is permanently on a
higher level than before the tax cut?
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period zero transfers T post0 and therefore the whole path of transfers Tt has made

a discrete adjustment to match the discrete adjustment in GDP, i.e. T post0 =T pre0 =

f0(k
post
0 ; hpost0 )=f0(k

pre
0 ; h

pre
0 ). We ask the question whether period zero government

consumption G0 can make a discrete adjustment that is larger than the adjustment

in GDP and then grow at the rate post.

Imagine a tax cut that increases the consumption growth rate from 2% to 3%

and as a result of the tax cut, GDP experiences a 1% discrete jump from 1.00 to

1.01 in period zero.

With de�nition 1, transfers Tt should not jump in period zero and continue to

grow with 2% and we ask whether period-zero Gt can jump to a higher level and

then grow with 2%. With de�nition 2, transfers Tt should also not jump in period

zero but then grow with 3% and we ask whether period-zero Gt can jump to a higher

level and then grow with 3%. With de�nition 3, transfers Tt should jump up 1% in

period zero and then grow with 3% and we ask whether period-zero Gt can jump

more than 1% and then grow with 3%.

The scope for each type of La¤er e¤ect is studied below.

4 Conditions to get La¤er e¤ects

4.1 Pre tax cut setting

In order to study La¤er e¤ects, we start out in a situation at time t = 0 with initial

capital z0, zero outstanding government debt (b0 = 0) and government transfers and

consumption equalling government revenue, T0 + G0 = rpre� prek k
pre
0 + wpre� preh h

pre
0 .

Using the equilibrium expressions for r; w and h=k, this expression can be written

as

T0+G0 = �
pre
avg�

prez0: (16)

Prior to a tax cut GDP, private consumption, capital stocks as well as government

consumption and transfers all grow at the pre tax cut growth rate pre =
1

�
(�pre � �).

Taxes are then changed according to � postk � � prek and � posth � � preh , where at least one
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of the inequalities should be strict. For the expressions derived below, the analysis is

restricted to reducing one tax at a time, i.e. we either have
�
� postk < � prek , �

post
h = � preh

�
or
�
� postk = � prek , �

post
h < � preh

�
. Moreover, we are naturally interested in decreasing

the highest tax as this reduces the compositional distortion in production.

For the subsequent analysis, it will be useful to express the tax-derivatives of the

consumption growth rate  and the economy-wide return to capital � as functions

of the tax-derivatives of the private return to capital �. A few algebraic steps will

show that

@

@�h
=
1

�

@�

@�h
and

@�

@�h
= �h

@�

@�h
where �h =

� (�h � � k)
(1� �avg)2

(17)

@

@� k
=
1

�

@�

@� k
and

@�

@� k
= �k

@�

@� k
where �k =

(1� �) (� k � �h)
(1� �avg)2

: (18)

�h and �k are important factors in the La¤er e¤ect analysis. They represent the

second e¤ect of taxation in the model, the impact of the compositional distortion

from a di¤erentiated tax treatment of h and k. In (17) and (18), we get that if

�h = � k, both �h and �k are zero and � is not tax dependent. A non-zero value

of either �h or �k means that we have a compositional distortion and that the

maximum production capacity is not achieved (as GDP equals �z from 9). As

discussed earlier, tax changes that a¤ect � will therefore make available more/less

resources in all periods and a¤ect the possibility for La¤er e¤ects (more resources

when we reduce the highest tax which is what we are interested in). For future

reference, also note that if �h or �k are larger than unity, we get a larger change in

the economy-wide return � than in the private return to capital � when taxes are

changed.

4.2 Mathematical criterion

Let subindex i refer to either the physical capital or human capital tax. The criterion

to get a La¤er e¤ect is @G0=@� i < 0 for de�nitions 1 and 2 La¤er e¤ects and

@ (G0=GDP) =@� i < 0 for de�nition 3 La¤er e¤ects.
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4.3 La¤er e¤ect according to de�nition 1

Following de�nition 1, we will let T grow at its pre tax cut growth rate pre and

study scope for increased G. G is set to grow at the original growth rate pre as

well and it is therefore enough to study the impact on G0, G in period zero. The

consumption rule and the present value resource constraint, expressions (13) and

(15), are repeated with these assumptions for T and G:

c0
��  = z0+

T0
�� pre (19)

G0
� � pre = z0�

c0
� �  : (20)

I di¤erentiate (19) and (20) with respect to either of the tax rates and study

whether such a tax change makes the new G0 comply with the condition for a La¤er

e¤ect, @G0=@� i < 0. A change in taxation will, through its e¤ect on growth, the

private discount rate and future value of transfers in the �rst constraint a¤ect c0.

This change in c0 then adds to the e¤ects on the growth rate and on the economy-

wide discount rate in the second constraint to give a total e¤ect on G0 such that

the resource constraint is always ful�lled.17 Note that @=@� i can mean a change in

either tax rate, �h or � k. Di¤erentiation of (20) and (19 gives18

@G0
@� i

= �@c0
@� i

� c0
� � 

@

@� i
+z0

@�

@� i
; (21)

where
@c0
@� i

=
@ (�� )
@� i

�
z0 +

T0
�� pre

�
+(�� ) @

@� i

�
z0 +

T0
�� pre

�
: (22)

In (21), tax changes will indirectly a¤ect G0 through their e¤ect on c0, and

directly through the change in the growth rate of private consumption and through

the e¤ect on �. The second term in (21) is always positive as @=@� i < 0; a

higher growth rate of private consumption from tax cuts makes La¤er e¤ects more

di¢ cult to achieve. The third term comes from the impact of a tax change on the

economy-wide return to capital. A change in �, through a change in compositional

distortions that a¤ects output in all periods, changes the present value of given

�ows of lifetime private and government consumption and thereby the scope for

17 That is; G0 is residually calculated such that the resource constraint always holds.
18 I di¤erentiate with respect to a tax and then evaluate the derivative in the pre tax-cut point.
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La¤er e¤ects. Expression (22) is the standard consumption response in period-zero

consumption through income and substitution e¤ects (�rst term) and wealth e¤ects

of transfers (second term). The wealth e¤ect of transfers plays a crucial role in the

possibility to get La¤er e¤ects.19

Summing up and rewriting (21) and (22) gives that @G0=@� i is a sum of the

growth e¤ects (@=@� i) on the two di¤erent present values of consumption and the

e¤ects through the di¤erent returns to capital. The condition to get a de�nition 1

La¤er e¤ect, @G0=@� i < 0, becomes

@G0
@� i

=
@

@� i

�
c0

��  �
c0

� � 

�
+

�
@�

@� i
� @�

@� i

��
c0

��  �
T0
�� 

�
< 0: (23)

Using relationships (17) and (18) between changes in , � and � gives

@G0
@� i

=

�
1

�� 

�
@�

@� i

�
1

�

� � �
� �  c0 + (�i � 1) (c0 � T0)

�
< 0: (24)

From (24), because @�=@� i < 0 and � �  > 0, there are two possible cases giving
a La¤er e¤ect:

Proposition 1 There is a La¤er e¤ect, @G0=@� i < 0, in the sense of de�nition (1),

where i = k or h, if
T0
c0
> 1� 1

1� �i
� � �
� �  or if �i > 1:

The �rst part of proposition 1 is written to stress the importance of transfers

and the wealth e¤ect that results from tax cuts. It simpli�es to the case of the AK-

model when taxes are equal, i.e. when �i = 0, meaning that there is only a dynamic

and no compositional margin. The proposition then tells us how large a share of

consumption that should be transfer-�nanced to get a dynamic La¤er e¤ect.20

19 From (22), c0 is a¤ected through the change in the portion of lifetime income consumed in
the �rst period (�� ) and through the change in valuation of lifetime transfers T0= (�� pre).
If the intertemporal elasticity of substitution ��1 is less than unity, the income e¤ect dominates
the substitution e¤ect and the �rst term is negative. The second term is the wealth e¤ect and
is always positive. It will act to reduce period-zero consumption when taxes are reduced because
future transfers are worth less as a result of the tax cut. The wealth e¤ect from transfers must be
su¢ ciently large, i.e. the higher @c0=@� i, the more likely is a La¤er e¤ect.
20 See Agell and Persson (2001) for a full discussion.
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The discussion of the criterion �i > 1 is postponed until proposition 2, regarding

de�nition 2 La¤er e¤ects, has been derived.

4.4 La¤er e¤ect according to de�nition 2

With government transfers and consumption following the (higher) growth rate of

private consumption after a tax cut, the present value budget and resource con-

straints, (13) and (15), simplify to become

c0 = z0 (�� )+T0 (25)

G0 = z0 (� � )�c0: (26)

The condition to get a La¤er e¤ect is, once more, @G0=@� i < 0. Di¤erentiation of

G0 with respect to any tax gives

@G0
@� i

= z0

�
@�

@� i
� @�

@� i

�
= z0

@�

@� i
(�i � 1) : (27)

Because @�=@� i < 0, we arrive at the following proposition:

Proposition 2 There is a La¤er e¤ect, @G0=@� i < 0, in the sense of de�nition (2)

if �i > 1:

4.5 Interpretation

As expected, de�nition 1 La¤er e¤ects are the easiest to obtain. Government spend-

ing is only required to grow at the old growth rate, whereas for de�nition 2 govern-

ment spending should grow at the new higher growth rate that follows from a tax

cut. A positive �i in the �rst part of proposition 1 reduces the requirement on the

transfer/consumption ratio in order to obtain a La¤er e¤ect. This is because a tax

cut reduces the compositional distortion, thus helping the self-�nancing of a tax cut.

The second part of proposition 1 is the same as proposition 2. The requirement for

a de�nition 2 e¤ect, �i > 1, is now analyzed in more detail.
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If we combine the intertemporal constraints (25) and (26), we get T0 + G0 =

(� � �) z0. Because (� � �) = ��avg (from 10), this is nothing but the time-zero

budget constraint of the government from (16). Since all variables grow at the same

rate, the dynamic constraint collapses to the static government budget constraint.

The reason is that with the assumptions on c, T and G growing at the same growth

rate, for the optimal solution also total capital z will grow at the same rate and no

bonds will ever be issued. That is, if we are in a condition to get a dynamic La¤er

e¤ect, �i > 1, no bonds are needed; G0 will be residually determined to ful�ll the

present value (and static) resource constraint. If we are not in a condition to get a

dynamic La¤er e¤ect, �i < 1, if bonds were to be issued they could not be recovered

(a transversality condition would be violated) and there is no way for G0 complying

with @G0=@� i < 0 to ful�ll the present value resource constraint.

If we maximize static government tax revenue, ��avg, keeping one tax constant

(say � k), we get the condition that �h should ful�ll �h = 1 for maximum revenue. For

�h > 1; we are below maximum tax revenue. Therefore, the condition for de�nition

2 La¤er e¤ects is the same as a static government revenue maximization problem. If

�h is beyond the point where �h = 1, we are at the wrong side of the �h-La¤er curve

and can hence increase revenue by reducing �h. From �gure 1 below, where ��avg

is plotted for two di¤erent values of �, the physical capital tax is �xed at � k = 0:3.

The graph shows that a human capital tax above 0:75 would be needed to get a

de�nition 2 La¤er e¤ect. As seen in the graph, this result is not very sensitive to

the value of �.

Figure 1. The �h-La¤er curve for two di¤erent values of � when � k = 0:3. (Note

that the shape of these curves does not depend on A.)
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The analysis above tells us that there are two sources for La¤er e¤ects, com-

positional and dynamic. In our model, where there are no transitional dynamics

but immediate adjustment in the h=k-ratio, the compositional e¤ect is static. As a

result of a tax change, the agent immediately reoptimizes the h=k-ratio according

to (7) and there is an immediate adjustment in the returns to capital and the con-

sumption growth rate. Production �z will "jump" through the discrete adjustment

in � and more resources are made available in all periods. This compositional e¤ect

makes it easier for the government to maintain spending and it is possible to get

a de�nition 2 La¤er e¤ect. The dynamic La¤er e¤ect is captured by de�nition 1.

Here, because of a less stringent requirement on spending and an increased growth

rate of consumption and the capital stock, there is a true dynamic e¤ect of tax cuts.

The interpretation of La¤er e¤ects as compositional and dynamic is likely to

carry over to the more general two-sector model with separate production functions

for physical and human capital. The model used is a special case of this two-

sector model; the same production function for both physical and human capital

and immediate adjustment in the stocks of h and k has been assumed. These

assumptions have allowed us to separate compositional from dynamic e¤ects. In the

general model, along a balanced growth path, the h=k-ratio will also be constant.

A tax change will result in a period of transition where the ratio - or composition -

readjusts to the new tax rates. A tax cut in these models also generates the growth

e¤ect, which is the source of the dynamic La¤er e¤ects.

I state a �nal proposition regarding La¤er e¤ects and then proceed to studying

what the introduction of a labor/leisure choice implies for the analysis of La¤er

e¤ects.

4.6 La¤er e¤ect according to de�nition 3

With de�nition 3, total government spending should increase as a fraction of GDP.21

It is straightforward to show that this can never be possible. Rewrite (26) using

(25) to get

21 Increasing the total government spending (G+T ) to GDP ratio is equivalent to asking whether
G can increase as a fraction of the new GDP, letting T increase to exactly preserve its GDP ratio.
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G0 = z0 (� � �)� T0 = ��avgz0 � T0:

Division by GDP, �z0, gives

G0
GDP

= �avg �
T0
GDP

:

We are interested in the sign of @ (G0=GDP) =@� i. If we reduce either tax rate,

the factor �avg will decrease. If the T0=GDP-ratio is to remain intact, the left-hand

side must then decrease as a result of the tax cut, i.e. @ (G0=GDP) =@� i > 0. We

are thus in a case where there are no dynamic or compositional margins from which

resources for increased government consumption can be generated and we get the

following result;

Proposition 3 There can never be a La¤er e¤ect, @ (G0=GDP) =@� i < 0, in the

sense of de�nition (3).

5 Extending the framework: endogenous leisure

So far in this paper we have seen how capital taxation in general and an uneven

taxation of factors of production in particular a¤ect the scope for self-�nancing tax

cuts. When a tax is reduced, dynamic and compositional margins are a¤ected and

there may be La¤er e¤ects. There is symmetry between changes in � k and �h. In

this section, I extend the model by introducing a labor/leisure choice and leisure

in the agent�s utility function. I follow most of the literature and model leisure as

"raw-time", where human capital and leisure are bundled together and the human

capital e¤ectively supplied for production is h(1� l) rather than h. Here, (1� l) is
the fraction of the unitary time endowment used for labor and l is leisure time.22

Before presenting the extended model, we can say something about what results

to expect. First, we should expect the scope for La¤er e¤ects to increase because

we have a new margin of adjustment. As we will see, the growth rate in this model

22 See Milesi-Ferretti and Roubini (1998a) for a discussion of di¤erent speci�cations of leisure
and for a full discussion of the problem set-up and �rst-order conditions. The model used here is a
special case of their model, the case when the production functions for physical and human capital
are the same.
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will be increasing in the level of labor time. Therefore, a tax cut that increases

labor time adds a new dynamic margin which is indeed a new source of a dynamic

La¤er e¤ect. Second, there is also a new compositional e¤ect. If labor time and

therefore production increase in response to a tax cut, this also opens up for La¤er

e¤ects (although we also need to consider the general equilibrium response in the

h=k-ratio).

The introduction of leisure should also break the symmetry between the two

taxes. In particular, the agent will be faced with an intratemporal allocation decision

between consumption and leisure. This decision will be directly a¤ected by the tax

on human capital, whereas the physical capital tax will only have indirect e¤ects on

the consumption/leisure decision.

A limitation in the analysis is that the method to integrate the budget and

resource constraints will no longer be easily applicable for de�nition 1 La¤er e¤ects.

This is due to the fact that no constant-leisure level will exist other than in the

long run when we have variables growing at di¤erent growth rates. An analytical

condition for de�nition 1 La¤er e¤ects with leisure will therefore not be provided.

We can, however, get the intuition for de�nition 1 La¤er e¤ects, discussing how

a tax cut has a¤ected the growth rate through the leisure level. For de�nition 2

La¤er e¤ects, we will get a solution where leisure jumps from one constant level to

another as taxes change. This means that consumption, capital stocks, government

consumption and government transfers can all grow at the same rate and we can

analyze the compositional e¤ect of having introduced leisure23 ,24 .

5.1 The model with leisure

The model description is limited to what has changed from above. A fraction l of the

agent�s unitary time endowment will be removed from production. The remaining

part of the time endowment, (1� l), will be used in production so that e¤ective

23 I use a utility function that is consistent with a steady state with a constant leisure level as
derived by King et al. (1988).
24 The de�nitions of La¤er e¤ects remain the same. For de�nition 2 e¤ects, this still means that
if there is such an e¤ect, it will be compositional in nature. Leisure in the model may change the
way the growth rate responds to tax cuts. This change in growth rate also applies to government
spending, however.
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human capital supplied in production is h(1 � l) and w = @f=@(h(1 � l)) will be
the return to e¤ective human capital. We can proceed with the model setup from

above, but h should be replaced with h(1 � l) in the production function and in
the budget constraint.25 I continue suppressing time indices on the variables and,

in order to not introduce additional confounding notation, the same symbols w, r,

, �, � as above are used. As an example, w is still the return to human capital

but its expression will be slightly di¤erent from above because of the introduction

of leisure in the model.

The arbitrage condition in (1) now becomes

r(1�� k) = w (1� l) (1��h): (1�)

From this condition, we derive the h=k-ratio, which will still be h=k = 
 from

above. It is una¤ected by the introduction of leisure, but part of the human capital

stock is no longer deployed.26 Knowing h=k, we can derive the expressions for the

private return � and the economy-wide return �. These will look as in the no-leisure

case, (2) and (10), but will now include a leisure component (1� l)1��:

� � A��(1� �)1��(1� � k)�(1� �h)1�� (1� l)1�� :
� =

�

1� �avg
:

Leisure thus a¤ects the returns to capital in the economy. The fact that not all

human capital is deployed in production has a negative e¤ect on the return to capital

and, as we shall see, the growth rate. Changes in leisure, induced by tax cuts, thus

a¤ect the scope for La¤er e¤ects. In particular, it seems likely that decreases in

the leisure level from tax cuts, @l=@� i > 0, will act as a new margin that increases

the scope for self-�nancing tax cuts both through more human capital deployed in

production and through a higher growth rate.27 This growth e¤ect is in addition

25 When the representative agent�s problem was solved in the non-leisure section, we �rst derived
the non-arbitrage condition between k and h and then worked with the state variable W (or
equivalently, z and b) in the budget constraint. With leisure, h is replaced by h (1� l), and the
return to capital in the budget constraint is instead hw (1� l) (1� �h) + kr(1� �k).
26 A fraction l of human capital h is no longer productive. The return on e¤ective human capital
h(1� l) has increased and the return on k has decreased. The h=k-ratio that satis�es condition (1�)
remains intact. The fraction of human capital used in production, i.e. h(1 � l)=k, has decreased,
though, which is what we should expect.
27 The total (general equilibrium) e¤ect also needs to take the change in the h=k-ratio into
account.
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to the positive e¤ect on the growth rate from the tax cut itself and thus constitutes

an additional margin for de�nition 1, or dynamic, La¤er e¤ects.

The utility function is additively separable in the private goods (c; l) and gov-

ernment consumption (G), U (c; l; G) = u (c; l) + v(G). I follow Devereux and Love

(1994) and Novales and Ruiz (2002) and use

u (c; l) =
(c�l1��)

1��

1� � .

The �rst-order conditions with respect to consumption and leisure imply that

the marginal rate of substitution should equate the relative price:

ul
uc
= wh(1� �h): (28)

The human capital tax has a direct e¤ect on this trade-o¤ through its direct

e¤ect on the relative price of leisure. Both �h and � k also indirectly a¤ect the

trade-o¤ through changes in w and h. We can see the full tax-dependence in the

consumption/leisure trade-o¤ by rewriting (28) using the utility function and the

general equilibrium expressions for w and h:

c

l(1� l)�� =
�(1� �h)2��(1� � k)�

� (1� � k) + (1� �) (1� �h)
: (29)

Here, � is a function of the capital stock z and the non-tax parameters of the

problem.28 The right-hand side is unambiguously decreasing in �h and it is also

decreasing in � k if � k > �h which is the case when we study reductions in � k.

Moreover, it can be shown that the size of the e¤ect on the intratemporal margin

from tax cuts is larger for changes in �h than in � k (because of the direct e¤ect of

�h). We should thus expect the largest jump in the leisure level from reductions in

�h and, as a consequence, a larger scope for La¤er e¤ects (compared to when � k is

reduced).

The intertemporal conditions still need to be derived, both to get a second re-

lationship between c and l from the consumption rule and to get the present value

resource constraint from which we study La¤er e¤ects. The Euler equation is once

28 � = Az
�

1� ��
�(1� �)2��:
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again derived from �rst-order conditions similar to (5), where the utility function and

� now also include leisure. With � � (1� � + ��)�1, the Euler equation becomes

_c

c
�
_l

l
� (1� �) (1� �) = � (�� �) : (30)

With constant leisure, the Euler equation reduces to  � _c

c
= � (�� �) and the

method of integrating the budget and resource constraints remains valid. The Euler

equation looks as before but the "intertemporal elasticity of substitution" � now

equals (1� � + ��)�1.

5.2 La¤er e¤ect according to de�nition 2 �with leisure

The expressions for the consumption rule and the present value resource constraint

from (25) and (26) remain valid; they maintain their simple form because any ad-

justment in the growth rate also applies to government transfers T and government

consumption G. The only di¤erence is the factor (1� l)1�� now present in , � and
�. The expressions are repeated here:

c0 = z0 (�� )+T0 (31)

G0 = z0 (� � )�c0 (32)

To get an explicit expression for La¤er e¤ects, we �rst need to solve for c and

l from the intratemporal and intertemporal relationships (equations 29 and 31).

Implicitly, however, the procedure from the non-leisure section can be followed:

(32) and (31) are di¤erentiated in order to obtain the condition for de�nition 2

La¤er e¤ects. That is, we calculate the derivative @G0=@� i = z0 (@�=@� i � @�=@� i)
as in (27), without �rst solving for the leisure level, explicitly recognizing that �

and � contain the factor (1� l)1��, where l is tax-dependent. This means that the
proposition will contain the leisure level itself, a variable for which we have not yet

solved. It turns out that qualitative statements from the analysis can be made if we

manage to determine how leisure reacts to tax changes, i.e. the sign of @l=@� i.

From the criterion for a La¤er e¤ect, @G0=@� i < 0, we get the following proposition,

using the auxiliary positive parameter 	i:29

29 	k =
1� �
�

1� �k
1� �avg

�avg and 	h =
1� �h
1� �avg

�avg
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Proposition 4 In the case w ith leisure, there is a La¤er e¤ect, @G0=@� i < 0, in

the sense of de�nition (2), if �i > 1�	i
@l=@� i
1� l :

The di¤erence between propositions 4 and 2 is the term 	i@l=@� i= (1� l). The
scope for a de�nition 2 La¤er e¤ect is larger or smaller in the model with leisure

depending on the sign of the leisure derivative with respect to the tax rate. A positive

tax derivative, @l=@� i > 0, produces a larger change in � than in �, as compared

to the non-leisure case, thereby facilitating the desired @�=@� i � @�=@� i < 0. The
opposite holds for a negative tax derivative, @l=@� i < 0. The earlier requirement

that the compositional distortion must be such that �i > 1 in order to get a de�nition

2 La¤er e¤ect is thus "relaxed" when there is leisure in the model (if @l=@� i > 0).

5.3 Interpretation of La¤er e¤ects, with leisure

The introduction of leisure into the model has opened up a new channel for dynamic

as well as compositional La¤er e¤ects. Although de�nition 1 La¤er e¤ects are not

studied in this section, we see that the labor/leisure level a¤ects the growth rate.

The private return � � A��(1��)1��(1�� k)�(1��h)1�� (1� l)1�� and therefore the
growth rate,  = � (�� �), will increase as either tax � i is reduced. If @l=@� i > 0,
there is an additional boost to the growth rate. This is a new dynamic e¤ect. It is

likely to make it easier for the government to maintain its spending path according

to La¤er e¤ect de�nition 1, as compared to the no-leisure case.

As for de�nition 2 e¤ects, we once again get an expression for the compositional

distortion required for there to be a La¤er e¤ect from tax cuts. If @l=@� i > 0, which

is likely to be the case at least for the human capital tax, the agent will work more

and production will increase. We start out in a situation with production �z where

� is increasing in labor time (1� l). This e¤ect comes in addition to any e¤ect
through the h=k-ratio which, as previously, is determined by 
. Thus, we have a

new compositional margin that may increase production and therefore be a source

of de�nition 2 La¤er e¤ects. This is what is captured by proposition 4 above.

An analytical solution for the leisure level from (31) and (29) can only be obtained

for certain values of � and the analysis is therefore only suggestive30 . I have solved

30 See appendix 2.
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it for the special cases of � = 1=2 and � = 1=3. For a broad range of values on the

other parameters I then go on to compare @l=@�h= (1� l) when (�h; � k)=(0:5; 0:3)
with @l=@� k= (1� l) when (�h; � k)=(0:3; 0:5). I get that the following conditions are
obeyed:

@l=@�h
1� l >>

@l=@� k
1� l and

@l=@�h
1� l > 0:

Changes in the human capital tax are thus likely to be more e¤ective in creating

La¤er e¤ects. This applies to both the dynamic and the compositional part of the

e¤ect. Figure 2, which is explained in detail in the next paragraph, illustrates, for

the case of � = 1=2, the left- and right-hand sides of proposition 4 where the �i-term,

i.e. the left-hand side, should be larger than the leisure term, 1�	i@l=@� i= (1� l),
for there to be a de�nition 2 La¤er e¤ect.

Figure 2 displays La¤er e¤ects according to propositions 2 and 4, for reductions

in both � k and �h. The graph should be read by considering one tax rate only at a

time.

First consider a reduction in � k. With i = k in the graph, the horizontal axis

is � k and the �i-term is �k. This �k-term has been drawn for a human capital

tax �xed at �h = 0:3. The graph thus shows how high � k must be in order to get

a compositional La¤er e¤ect, from reducing � k when �h = 0:3. According to the

no-leisure case in proposition 2, there is a La¤er e¤ect if �k > 1. From the graph

we see that � k must be at least 0:755 in order to get such an e¤ect (intersection of

�i and "1").

In the leisure case it is instead the intersection of the leisure term, 1�	k
@l=@� k
1� l ,

with �k, that matters. The leisure term is the downward-sloping thick concave line.

It intersects �k at a � k � 0:72. Above this tax rate there is a La¤er e¤ect. The e¤ect
of leisure, on the possibility to get a La¤er e¤ect, is thus small, and large distortions

are required to get La¤er e¤ects in both the no-leisure and the leisure cases.

Now consider instead a reduction in �h. With i = h in the graph, the horizontal

axis is �h and the �i-term is �h. This �h-term has been drawn for a physical capital

tax �xed at � k = 0:3. The graph thus shows how high �h must be in order to

get a compositional La¤er e¤ect, from reducing �h when � k = 0:3. According to

proposition 2, there is a La¤er e¤ect if �h > 1. From the graph we see that �h must
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be at least 0:755 in order to get such an e¤ect (intersection of �h and "1")31 . In the

leisure case it is instead the intersection of the leisure term, 1�	h
@l=@�h
1� l , with �h,

that matters. The leisure term is now the dotted downward-sloping concave line. It

intersects �h at a �h � 0:50. The e¤ect of introducing leisure into the model, on the
possibility to get a La¤er e¤ect from human capital tax reductions, is thus large.32

Figure 2. Requirements on � k to get a La¤er e¤ect when �h is �xed at 0:3 and

requirements on �h to get a La¤er e¤ect when � k is �xed at 0:3, respectively (see

text preceding graph).

I conclude the leisure section by stating that La¤er e¤ects according to de�nition

3 are not possible in the case with leisure. The reasoning from proposition 3 remains

unchanged.

Proposition 5 In the case w ith leisure, there can never be a La¤er e¤ect, @ (G0=GDP) =@� i <

0, in the sense of de�nition (3).

31 This is the same as in the �k-case. The fact that � = 1=2 is what allows us to display the two
cases in one graph. If � takes a di¤erent value, the �k and �h-curves would not coincide.
32 Parameters are: � = 0:5, A = 0:1, � = 2, � = 0:7, � = 0:02 and half of government revenue
goes to transfers.
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6 Discussion

In the general version of the two-sector model, there is a separate sector accumulating

human capital. An endogenous labor/leisure choice is also standard in such models.

As a result of tax cuts, a period of transitional dynamics follows, during which stocks

of human and physical capital allocated to each sector readjust. There is also an

increase in the growth rate. In this paper, I have made simplifying assumptions

regarding technology and the transition phase in order to separate di¤erent e¤ects

arising from tax cuts.

First, there are adjustments along a dynamic margin from the tax cut itself �

the growth rate increases. This opens up for dynamic La¤er e¤ects if we assume

that government spending grows at its pre tax cut growth rate. With endogenous

leisure, the growth rate also increases because more human capital is deployed, this

is a second source of a dynamic La¤er e¤ect.

Second, there are adjustments along a compositional margin if there is more

than one factor of production. Tax cuts change the human capital to physical

capital equilibrium composition. This a¤ects production and is a source of La¤er

e¤ects. The level of leisure also changes as a result of the tax cut. This also changes

production and is a second source of a compositional La¤er e¤ect.

Propositions 1-5 summarize the results of this paper. They show that the possi-

bility to get "self-�nancing" tax cuts - La¤er e¤ects - depend on what is meant by

"self-�nancing". It is indeed possible, for certain initial parameter combinations, to

maintain (and even increase) period-zero government spending levels after a tax cut

and then let spending grow with the new higher growth rate produced by the tax

cut. As this is possible, it is then also possible to apply the less stringent require-

ment to maintain (and increase) period-zero government spending and let it grow

only with its pre tax-cut growth rate.

Ful�lling the more stringent of these two requirements, where government spend-

ing grows with the new higher growth rate, depends on compositional e¤ects from

tax cuts and is, as stated above, facilitated when there is an endogenous leisure

decision in the model. Ful�lling the less stringent requirement, where the growth

rate of government spending does not adjust, is also helped by dynamic e¤ects.
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The La¤er e¤ects in Ireland (1994) are dynamic e¤ects. There is only one tax

rate, no compositional adjustments, and any possible increase in government spend-

ing will be explained by dynamic e¤ects. In Novales and Ruiz (2002), with two tax

rates, leisure in the model and government spending growing with the pre tax-cut

growth rate, possible La¤er e¤ects are explained by a combination of compositional

and dynamic La¤er e¤ects. The present model separates and clari�es the reasons

why La¤er e¤ects are obtained in such a setting.

With an even stricter requirement, i.e. that the government spending to GDP

ratio should increase to a higher level after the tax cut than before the tax cut,

no such La¤er e¤ects is possible. As this de�nition implies a jump in government

spending to match adjustments in GDP, there are no further margins, compositional

or dynamic, from which to get resources to increase government spending further.

Compositional and dynamic distortions need to be quite large in order to be

able to maintain period-zero government spending levels and then let spending grow

with the new higher growth rate. Fixing one tax rate at 30%, the other tax rate

must be above 70% if a reduction in this higher tax is to be self-�nancing (for one

parametrization of the model). If leisure is in the model, this requirement goes

down. Through the direct e¤ect on the consumption/leisure trade-o¤, a human

capital tax cut produces a direct e¤ect which is not present for a physical capital

tax cut. Therefore, human capital tax cuts are a more likely source of La¤er e¤ects

when there is leisure in the model. For one parametrization, �xing the physical

capital tax rate at 30% requires the human capital tax rate to be above 50% to get

a La¤er e¤ect (instead of above 75% when leisure is not in the model).
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Appendix

A1: Relationship to the general two-sector model

The model in this paper uses two assumptions regarding the production function

and reversibility of investments that require some motivation. In discussing these

assumptions and their implications the presentation is brief, for additional details

see the work by Milesi-Ferretti and Roubini (1998a, 1998b) and papers referenced

therein.33 Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995) also discuss the model used here. For

simplicity, I discuss the model assumptions in a setting without leisure. The �rst

assumption is that output and human capital are produced with the same production

function. Second, there are no restrictions on deinvestment in the stocks of H and

K.

For the �rst assumption, consider the general model where output is produced

with the following production function, Y = AK (vK)
�1 (uH)1��1 and human capi-

tal is produced with _H = AH ((1� v)K)�2 ((1� u)H)1��2. Physical capital input
is divided according to vK used for �nal good production and (1� v)K for hu-

man capital production and there is a similar division of human capital input. As

discussed at some length in Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995), this model is di¢ -

cult to analyze in its general version. If �1 = �2 � �, however, things simplify

a lot. From the �rst-order conditions, we get that when �1 = �2, the marginal

impact of increasing the fraction v has the same impact on �nal good production

relative to human capital production as an additional unit of u has on output pro-

duction relative to human capital production. Therefore, v = u, so that irrespec-

tive of the global H=K-ratio, an equal fraction of each stock is deployed in �nal

goods production and the rest in human capital production. As a consequence,

the relative price of human capital produced to �nal good produced is una¤ected

by the global H=K-ratio and it is also una¤ected by v (because u adjusts to al-

33 Milesi-Ferretti and Roubini (1998a, 1998b) study growth responses from capital taxation in a
catalogue of models using physical and human capital as factors of production and in which there
is a di¤erent technology for producing human capital than for the �nal good. They use di¤erent
versions of production functions in the two sectors; they separate the two cases where human
capital is or is not a market activity and also elaborate on di¤erent leisure speci�cations.
In the terminology of Milesi-Ferretti and Roubini, the model in this paper falls under the category

"raw-time" leisure, human capital is a market good and physical and human capital are produced
with the same production function.
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ways be equal to v). The relative price is therefore constant and being equal to

p = AK=AH . Broad output can therefore be simpli�ed to become Q � Y + p _H =

AK (vK)
� (vH)1�� + pAH ((1� v)K)� ((1� v)H)1�� = AKK

�H1��. This is the

"broad" production function used in this paper.

The second assumption is that the model does not exhibit any transitional dy-

namics. The relative price of human to physical capital is constant and a unit of

physical capital can be "deinvested" and instantaneously converted into a unit of

human capital. Transitional dynamics could be included in the model by adding

non-negativity constraints on capital accumulation. Outside the balanced growth

H=K-ratio, the stock which is relatively abundant would remain constant for a �nite

time whereas the other stock would catch up until the equilibrium ratio is reached.

Although there are interesting properties of this transition, it is not the objective of

this paper and it would considerably complicate the analysis of La¤er e¤ects.

The assumption of �1 = �2 means that human capital production is as in-

tensive in physical capital input as is the production of output. A more realistic

assumption is that human capital is relatively intensive in human capital input,

�2 < �1. This is the Uzawa-Lucas model and in its extreme version �2 = 0 such

that _H = AH (1� u)H. Milesi-Ferretti and Roubini (1998a), King and Rebelo
(1990) and Rebelo (1991) all discuss this model with respect to capital taxation.

Growth along the balanced growth path will be driven by human capital accumula-

tion and in the case of a taxed human capital sector, the growth rate is a function

of �h but not of � k. Changes in � k will cause changes in the H=K-ratio used in

producing output, but will not a¤ect the growth rate. For La¤er e¤ects, only the

human capital tax has a dynamic e¤ect. Presumably; in the intermediate model

with 0 < �2 < �1, the lower is �2, the more important is �h for the possibility to

obtain La¤er e¤ects, although � k plays some role. In the case with �1 = �2; there

is complete symmetry between the two taxes (absent leisure).

A2: Analytical solution with leisure

By combining the intertemporal relation (31) with the time-zero version of the in-

tratemporal constraint (29), consumption can be eliminated to get one equation in
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one unknown34 , the time-zero leisure level l0:

l0 (C1 + C2) = C2 + C3 (1� l0)� :

This equation cannot be solved in the general case. Instead, I solve it for the

special cases of � = 1=2 and � = 1=3. The leisure level is a non-trivial function of

initial transfers T0 to initial capital z0 and all parameters including the tax rates35 ,

l (T0=z0; A; �; �; �; �h; � k). It can be di¤erentiated, however, so that we get analytical

expressions for the tax derivatives @l=@�h and @l=@� k.

When @l=@�h is calculated I set �h > � k and vice versa when computing @l=@� k.

This is done because we are interested in tax cuts where we decrease the highest

tax. As an example, if we use �h=0.5 and � k=0.3 to evaluate l and @l=@�h to get

the term @l=@�h= (1� l), this tax cut is compared to a situation where � k=0.5 and
�h=0.3 to evaluate l and @l=@� k to get the term @l=@� k= (1� l).

As discussed in the main text, the intratemporal condition (29) is such that an

increase in either tax makes the agent substitute consumption for leisure. In the

intertemporal relationship (31), a tax cut will reduce the consumption level for a

constant leisure level (for � < 1). The full intertemporal e¤ect also depends on the

reaction of the leisure level to the tax cut. A non-ambiguous statement regarding

the sign can therefore not be made. However, the relationship between c and l in

(31) is symmetric in the tax rates, so that any di¤erence in the response in l between

changes in �h and � k will be due to the intratemporal constraint.

Having taken derivatives, I derive comparative statics of l and @l=@� i with respect

to the variables (T0=z0,A, �, �, �) varying one parameter at a time.36 The main

results can be summarized as follows

34 The three constants are

C1 =
�

1� �
Az0�

�(1� �)2��(1� �h)2��(1� �k)�
� (1� �k) + (1� �) (1� �h)

C2 = A
�
1� (1 + �� � �)�1

�
��(1� �)1��(1� �k)�(1� �h)1��

C3 =
T0
z0
+ � (1 + �� � �)�1

35 For the case of � = 1=2;

l =
C2

C1 + C2
� C23

2 (C1 + C2)
2 +

�
C43 + 4C

2
1 + 4C1C2

�1=2
2 (C1 + C2)

2

Because l is constant, the subindex 0 is dropped.
36 Typical parameter values over which I have evaluated the expressions are 0:1 � A � 0:5,
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- As expected, the level of leisure l is decreasing in the preference for consumption

�. It is also decreasing in A so that the substitution e¤ect dominates and the agent

works more when A increases.

- From the intertemporal constraint (31), period zero consumption is increasing

in the time preference factor � and in T0=z0. The intratemporal c=l-ratio is not

a¤ected, however, meaning that leisure must also be increasing in � and T0=z0.

- The only ambiguous comparative static is with respect to � as it will depend

on the preference parameter �. For low values of �, the leisure level is decreasing in

� and for high values of �, leisure is increasing in �.37

For the parametrizations of (� k, �h, T0=z0,A, �, �, �) and for both values of �, we

get the result that

@l=@�h
1� l >>

@l=@� k
1� l and

@l=@�h
1� l > 0:

In most cases also @l=@� k= (1� l) is positive.

At least for the parametrizations used it is thus possible to say that, in order to

get a La¤er e¤ect, a human capital tax cut helps a great deal more than a physical

capital tax cut. The model delivers what the basic intuition tells us, i.e. that the

direct e¤ect on the price of leisure creates a larger e¤ect on the leisure level from

human capital tax cuts than from physical capital tax cuts. The lower level of leisure

delivered by the tax cut then helps producing a de�nition 2 La¤er e¤ect according

to proposition 4.

1:1 � � � 5, 0:1 � � � 0:9, 0 � � � 0:05. In doing the comparative statics, T0=z0 can be no higher
than �avg� which is the case when all government revenue is used for transfers. Choosing T0=z0
thus amounts to choosing the ratio of government revenue that is used for transfers and we let this
ratio vary between 0:1 and 0:9. Furthermore, I set the lowest tax rate at 0:3 and increase the other
tax up to 0:9. I check that there is positive growth and that the transversality condition holds, for
all parameter combinations.
37 From � = (1� � + ��)�1, we see that low values of � make � very close to unity, substitution
and income e¤ects cancel out, and the fraction of lifetime wealth that is consumed in period zero
is (�� ) � ��. The e¤ect of a change in � is then mainly to make the e¤ective time discount
factor larger, increasing consumption in period zero and also leisure (through the intratemporal
constraint that has not changed). For large values of �, even small increases in � will lead to large
changes in � so that the fraction of lifetime wealth consumed in period zero now decreases in �.
Period zero consumption will then decrease in � and so will the leisure level. Because � is inversely
proportional to �, the comparative statics with respect to � follow.
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